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EDITORIAL // INTRO TO 28

TEAM 28
SALUTATIONS EARTHLINGS!
Praise the Omnissiah! Almost a
year in the making, Vol 2 is
finally
packed

here
with

is

jam-

INQ28/AoS28

and

it

grim

dark goodness.
I must, however, apologise on behalf of our
servitors and their overseers. The flesh is weak.
Their

tardiness

has

been

suitably

punished,

their brains scrubbed clean (again) to restore
factory settings, all in an attempt to ensure
that 28 comes out on time in future. The techpriests assure me that new doctrina wafers and
the encouragement of the electro-lash will ensure
efficiency going forward. For their sakes, I
hope so.
This issue is a bit of a Mordheim special, with
an article focussing on M19 - an event held in
Helsinki last summer to celebrate 20 years of
the cult classic - a huge gallery, an incredible
scenery article and, to top it all off, an article
written by Mr Mordheim himself, Tuomas Pirinen.
We also have a great interview with the former
Forgeworld sculptor, Edgar Skomorowski, along
with opinion articles, tutorials, the Hazmat
gallery, artwork and more!
So, it is with immense pleasure that I present
to you Vol. 2 of 28 magazine. I hope it blows
your cogitator.
Volitare-28 // Editor

[Volitare pr. VOL-I-TAR-AY. Not to be confused with
the French Enlightenment philosopher.]
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EDITORIAL // MEET THE TEAM
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COVER ARTIST //

NI YIPENG

“Ni says he was
deeply influenced
by Warhammer
and... Brom.”
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Cover image Untitled

Ni Yipeng is a concept artist from China. His
first encounter with Warhammer was when
he was 20 years old, and he immediately and
madly fell in love with it. Ni says he was deeply
influenced by Warhammer and later became
aware of Brom’s art, and he states that his
works were - and still are - mainly in a dark
and supernatural style. He is a fan of Blizzard
games, in particular citing World of Warcraft,
reasoning that this is why there are all kinds of
orcs in his work.
Adrian Smith and Brom were major influences
on Ni and he adores their distinctive styles. He
feels that even in an entire liftime, he could
never reach their level! We think he is being
more than a little modest.
Ni has done a lot of work, including character
artwork, illustration and design of miniatures
(such as model concept art he did for Black Sun).
He enjoys learning new techniques and, when
he finds the time, he sculpts as well. Currently
Ni is trying to get involved in the development
of a science fiction film.
We at 28 certainly feel he has even more
to offer in this field, and is an artist worth
following.
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MORDHEIM // TUOMAS PIRINEN

I DREAM
OF MORDHEIM

by Tuomas Pirinen
Lankhmar. Minas Tirith. Waterdeep. Bard’s
Gate. Gondolin. Charn. New Crobuzon. Great
fantasy cities have always been an integral part
of the lore of the fantasy genre. We remember
the desperate sieges and the glory of their
illustrious past. Armies march to defend
them at any cost, or to conquer them or die
trying. Just as in our own history, they act as
focal points to our shared story. The siege of
Constantinople, the glory that was Rome, the
battle for Leningrad, the fall of Tenochtitlan…
Cities are great; for those of us who make
our living by creating something that is not,
never was and never will be (such as games
or fantasy stories), there is only one problem:
almost every conceivable idea for a fantasy city
has been dreamt up, used, re-used, resurrected
and re-used once again. Coming up with a fresh
new take on a fantasy city is HARD.
And as far as tabletop games go, cities are even
harder to use: after all, they are full of boring
buildings, civilians, children, shops, guards,
politicians, mimes and public washrooms. They
always have the same layout, and adventurers
who make a ruckus are usually escorted into
the closest prison cell to contemplate on how
foolish it was to disturb the peace in a place full
of city watch.
Thus, it is no wonder that even though cities
are a stable part of most fantasy games and
stories, it is only a handful that truly stand
out. And that is why memorable cities are,
well, memorable. There is something about
them that sticks to the minds of the players,
captures their imagination and makes them
return to the streets of their favourite city
time and again. Through skill of the team that
imagined and crafted it, through the vagaries
of luck that govern the glories of the games
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industry and, most of all, through the enduring
love of its dedicated fan base, Mordheim has
lasted for over twenty years. But what makes
up the unique DNA of Mordheim? How does it
differ from the countless others that time has
forgotten?

CREATING A NEW KIND OF FANTASY CITY
First, I needed a purpose: there is a reason
why Dragons always guard treasure in the
stories of yore: Dragons are a deadly danger,
but the rewards for defeating them are equally
great. Their vast treasure hoards are the
stuff of legends (and more than one movie!)
and thus they are a perfect focus for heroic
stories, combining risk and reward in one neat
package. This also makes dragons immensely
interesting creatures for stories and games:
the risks and the rewards are given. We
decided to follow this thinking: Mordheim is
dangerous, yet it promises untold wealth in
the form of Wyrdstone, the magical pieces of
meteoric rock that everyone covets. In a way,
Mordheim was imagined as a gigantic, corrupt
and dreadful great dragon, its rotting belly
filled with treasure that drew adventures to it
like moths to the flame.
So, in order to make Mordheim into a brickand-mortar equivalent of a dragon, it had to
become almost a character in itself. There
had to be conflict: there had to be danger,
Chaos and, indeed, the lure of great rewards.
There had to be a unique visual look that is
immediately recognisable. In many ways
Mordheim became more akin to a character
than a place: you can tell Mordheim art apart
from virtually any other, its miniatures have
their own distinctive feel and its iconography,
owing a heavy debt to the old masters, has no

“In many ways
Mordheim became
more akin to a
character than a
place.”
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Photography by Kari Hernesniemi
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MORDHEIM // TUOMAS PIRINEN
equivalent in the gaming history.
This is further reinforced by the ruined, chaotic
streetscape of the gaming table set up in the
City of the Damned: there is no game that looks
like Mordheim on a tabletop. Indeed, due to its
unique look and mechanics, it is often said to
have started a whole new game genre called...

POST-APOCALYPTIC FANTASY CITY SKIRMISH
There is a major problem for skirmish games
in cities – enclosed buildings are possibly the
worst scenery for fighting in miniature games.
Your line of sight is blocked, it is impossible to
place miniatures inside them and there is no
verticality in the gameplay. However, if you
drop a gigantic meteorite right in the middle of
it, you now have unforgettable scenery, soaring
tower interiors, nooks and crannies, as well as
endless cover from missile fire and places for
clever Eshin Assassins to hide. And suddenly
you have a gaming area like no other.
Now, I could not destroy the entire Warhammer
World – but I could destroy a city.
I could not create the apocalypse (even though
in the real world all around me people seemed
to be convinced the end of the world was just a
year away as I was writing Mordheim in 1999),
but I could create a place that, for all intents and
purposes, was a localised apocalypse: it had all
the trappings of danger and madness, but with
a motivation for the players to struggle since
the wealth gained in Mordheim could be used
outside it. After all, many post-apocalyptic
stories suffer from an obvious problem: since
the world has ended and the zombies (or the
equivalent) roam the streets, stories really
cannot have a happy ending. But in Mordheim,
a special care was taken to ensure each of the
original factions had a very good reason to be
in the City of the Damned. Fighting battles is so
much more satisfying if you feel it serves some
greater ultimate purpose.
During the initial playtesting, we quickly
found that ruins offer endless opportunities
for dramatic scenes and ensure no game of
Mordheim was ever the same. The random
happenings, the exploration table, the high
role of luck, a new layout for each game – all
contributed towards that Holy Grail of game
design: an evergreen system to which players
return again and again – and they do so year

after year, as I have found out during the last
two decades.

SMALL SCALE BUT A VAST STORY
Where Warhammer Fantasy Battle had
traditionally focused on huge armies fighting
over open battlefields for the fate of nations,
Mordheim went intentionally the other way.
The warbands were designed to be quick and
cheap to collect and paint, and allow the players
to focus on heroic individuals whose story,
growth and fate you mould through the games
you play. There is no tool more powerful for
captivating the attention of players than their
own minds: after all, through each experience
advancement, each desperate duel, every piece
of treasure uncovered and, especially, through
each wound and injury sustained, the players
make their characters part of themselves. So,
where Mordheim is gritty, claustrophobic and
low, it actually means more to its dedicated
fans than endless forgettable units of a largescale game. After all, buying that brace of
duelling pistols for your hero is a hard-won
prize you’ve earned through sheer effort (only
to lose it in the next game to a freak accident of
the black powder weapons blowing up!). This is,
after all, what legends are made of.

SECRET INGREDIENT – THE COMMUNITY
You cannot plan to create a cult classic.
Mordheim has become a community, a cult
classic and a nostalgic living part of our gaming
heritage thanks to the most loyal, creative
and supportive corps of fans the game has
attracted over the years.
Against all odds, Mordheim has survived
and continues to thrive, when so many other
games have been long forgotten. It has, in its
own small and humble way, joined the ranks
of the fabled cities of fiction. And as Ursula
Le Guin said: “Fiction is invention, but it is
not lies.” To its many fans across the globe,
Mordheim is as real as London or New York,
Tokyo or Stockholm. New generations are
now discovering the terror and exhilaration of
exploring the dark streets of Mordheim beyond
the leering Gargoyle Gates.

“Fiction is
invention, but
it is not lies.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
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EVENT // MORDHEIM MMXIX

by Alexander Winberg
In 1999 Games Workshop released one of their
most enduring classics, a game unlike their
usual fare, with perhaps the best designed
rulebook they have ever made. That game was
Mordheim.
The studio team, led by the intrepid Tuomas
Pirinen, took the concept of the end of the
world and created a setting saturated in
northern European art and sentiment. Over the
years, Mordheim’s popularity has only grown
and it remains a cult classic with numerous
official and unofficial additions.
After the fun of Tor Megiddo and Rhossum
Secundus [you can read about Rhossum
Secundus in Volume 1 – Volitare] I wanted to
create a new event. Whilst playing around with
different concepts, I realised that Mordheim
would be 20 years old in 2019, and that felt like
something to commemorate. I knew the group
would be willing to give it a shot. Even if most
of them had never played Mordheim before,
everyone was familiar with the game’s style
and setting, and had encountered it at some
point.
While I remain deeply impressed by the
game’s community and their rich support, I
also felt that some of the fans had lost sight
of the original setting. Games were now being
16
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played in the dense jungles of Lustria, in
distant Cathay and in cities that had not been
devastated by some great cataclysm. There’s
absolutely nothing wrong with this – it’s great
that people have managed to create their own
take on the fantasy skirmish game. However,
for me it was important that we should return
to the city of Mordheim. This was a celebration
of the original game after all.
To help focus the event, we decided to only use
the warbands found in the original rulebook,
as they were a perfect thematic fit for the
setting. But the good thing was that they
are also defined loosely enough to allow a
lot of customisation – something that this
warband of hobbyists would no doubt take full
advantage of!
A good game needs good terrain. It was with
a certain amount of trepidation that I set
out to build the gaming boards. But in this,
as in everything else, I had the support of
my talented friends. Grillet, Hernesniemi,
Henriksson and Lunde built amazing boards
for us to play on, and the group joined forces
to provide the funds to commission a board
from Maron Szopa [check out his terrain building
article on p.42 – Volitare]. We ended up with
ten unique boards, ranging from the sewers
beneath Mordheim to the mighty city walls and

“Mordheim’s
popularity has
only grown and
it remains a cult
classic with
numerous official
and unofficial
additions.”

ESSAYS // ARCANE REFLECTIONS
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EVENT // MORDHEIM MMXIX

01 ‘Meg’ painted by
Alexander Lunde. This
miniature was inspired by a
Pieter Bruegel painting
02 Some of the incredible
detail from one of the gaming
boards
03 Nicolas Grillet’s gaming
board. This clever piece of
terrain folds shut to form
its own self-contained carry
case!

ruined districts. All of the tables had a dark,
neutral tone to them, befitting of the original
art.
The gaming itself had several underlying plots.
I didn’t want to limit the fun and creativity, so
the plots were mostly just ideas rather than
strictly defined victory conditions. The Moon
Child, future avatar of Chaos, had awoken
and was moving through the city. Obviously,
the Cults of the Possessed had taken a keen
interest in him, but so had the Witch Hunters
and the Sisters of Sigmar.
The other warbands were there for the plunder,
and some just wanted to go back to the future!
As the comet of Sigmar’s Wrath had crashed
into Mordheim in the Imperial Year of 1999 (to
coincide with the real year of 1999, of course)
I felt it was only proper to move the game’s
timeline forward into 2019. A few things had
clearly changed in the city during that time, but
these changes were subtle and it was up to the
hobbyists to explore them as they saw fit.

01

We were fortunate enough to have the famous
Michael Anderson sculpt a special miniature for
02

03
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the participants. The miniature was inspired
by Pieter Bruegel’s painting Dulle Griet, but
with some obvious twists to make her even
more fitting for Mordheim. We all painted
the miniature in advance and it was quite
astonishing to see the different takes on her.

My Sisters of Sigmar
The Sisters of Sigmar are one of the harder
warbands to convert due to the lack of suitable
female miniatures, but they are a lot of fun to
play with and I felt that they are one of the core
warbands in Mordheim. Blomqvist, Wier and
Grillet had already shown their takes on the
Sisters of Sigmar, so I really wanted mine to be
different.
Instead of their traditional garb, my Sisters are
clad in heavy black leather coats and masks that
offer protection against the baleful energies of
the wyrdstone they collect – though perhaps
limited in effect. Building them was actually a
rather speedy affair. I used the plastic Delaque
gang from Necromunda, with masks from
various kits and weapons from the Drukhari
Wracks. A few Sigmarite symbols help show
their true faith. I took them mostly from the old
Empire range from Warhammer and painted
the warband rapidly – it was fun trying out the
colour scheme. Black is certainly not one of the
colours I feel comfortable using, but I learned
a lot whilst working on this project, and both
Egerkrans and Wier supplied me with plenty of
good tips.
The story of the Choir is that they are one of
the twelve covens that form the Sisterhood
of Sigmar. Their task is to watch over the
Unheld Hammer (revealed by Tuomas Pirinen
to be an Avatar of Sigmar) deep inside the
Rock. However, because the resources at the
Sisters disposal are now dwindling, even the
Choir is forced to venture out into the ruins of
Mordheim…

28MAG // 02
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CULT OF THE
POSSESSED

by Ana Polanšćak
From the start, when I chose the Possessed
Cult as my Mordheim MXIX warband, I wanted
to make them scary and uncomfortable.
Many of my projects are heavily aesthetically
driven, but this one I approached from a more
conceptual side. Usually when I want to create
something scary, I draw from my own personal
fears and anxieties.
It didn’t take me long to come up with an idea:
a group of hyper-violent fanatics; people who
cannot be reasoned with, who are way off
balance, and whether this state is reversible is
highly questionable. This is the core concept I
needed to communicate through the way my
characters looked and carried themselves. The
Possessed Cult models’ warped poses suggest
erratic movement, their simple weapons
unsophisticated brutality, and their filthencrusted naked bodies complete disregard
for their own health and safety. There is this
primal note, especially with the mad, towering
Possessed and the priapic Beastmen.
There was extensive conversion work involved
in creating the miniatures. For instance, the
Brethren are based on Nurgle Poxwalkers.
I armed them with crude sticks and stones,
which count as spears and short bows in the
game. I deliberately picked those Poxwalker
sculpts that were low on clothing and
mutations, but even then I had a lot of cutting
and sanding to do. It was essential, though. I
strongly wanted to avoid tentacles, random
eyeballs and toothy maws so commonly found
all over Chaos miniatures. My goal was to tone
them down, make them look like they could
actually exist in the real world, thus increasing
the uncomfortable feeling they cause. This is
also why I preferred to give them ‘dad bods’
rather than make them ripped.

20
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Druel, the larger Possessed, is an exception
to this – he is based on the Orruk Weirdnob
model, which is visibly muscular. Druel gets
his hulking stature and great strength from
Volgoroth, the Chaos Daemon possessing
and reshaping his body. He’s my favourite
model in the warband. My main source of
inspiration for him was William Blake’s artwork
Nebuchadnezzar, which depicts the Babylonian
king Nebuchadnezzar II during his period of
madness, as reported in the Book of Daniel.
I’d been meaning to base a conversion on this
image for a long time.
The head is from a Space Wolf, but there is very
little of it left showing. I sculpted the long hair
and beard to look filthy, tangled and matted.
The demonic sigil is made up, but I tried to
design it in style of Goetic seals. The idea of it
hovering above the Possessed’s heads came
from Wayne Barlowe’s incredible depictions of
demons of hell. The symbol was constructed
out of bits of thin wire, which I bent and fixed
together with superglue. This was then covered
with a layer of PVA to make it more durable. It’s
delicate, but still hasn’t broken off, even after a
fair share of handling and travel.
Witch Hunters
While working on the Possessed Cult, I was
asked to make another warband for the
Mordheim MMXIX event. I first thought I’d
be making something else (undead Skaven!).
However, eventually I decided to go for another
band of fanatics, that would form a diptych
with the Possessed: the cult of excess and
self-indulgence vs the cult of repression and
mortification of the flesh... My Witch Hunters
perhaps don’t function in exactly the same
way as their perpetual chaotic foes, but the
fanaticism, the abandonment of reason and

the violence are all present, but differ in their
manifestation. However, essentially, the two
crowds make me feel the same.
Most of the bits used for this warband came
from metal and plastic Empire models from
Warhammer. In order to tie them together
visually, the various witch hunters all wear
headgear reminiscent of the capirote, a type
of pointed hat worn by flagellants and other
penitents (still used to this day in processions
around Easter in Spain). Inevitable association
with the similar hoods used by the despicable
KKK gives them an even more sinister air
– and in this particular case I find that grim
connection more welcome than irksome.
There are several visual similarities between
my two frenzied cults, but I’ll just highlight this
one here: in both warbands, their faces – or
more significantly their eyes – are not visible.
Some have crude masks, some wear hoods;
and in those faces that are visible the eyes
are hollow, black and uncanny. This reads as a
barrier to communication, to understanding. No
dialogue can be established between them and
their victims, no negotiation had or compassion
shared. Their minds look to be already made
up: there will be blood. Therefore, it’s very easy
for these two opposing sides to dehumanise
each other, and for me as a bystander to find
them both monstrous, too.
These guys are not conceived as allegories or
metaphors, but rather 28mm tall embodiments
of certain notions that give me, personally,
an uncomfortable feeling in my gut. But most
importantly, they’re supposed to be cool,
atmospheric gaming pieces to look at and play
with.

EVENT // MORDHEIM MMXIX

“Usually when
I want to create
something scary, I
draw from my own
personal fears and
anxieties.”

01 Druel illustration
02 Warrior priest
illustration
03 Druel
04 Warrior priest (the Gaoler
looms in the background)
05 William Blake’s
‘Nebuchadnezzar’
06 Francisco de Goya’s
‘A Procession of Flagellants’
07 Magister and brethren
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01
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02
01 Kari Hernesniemi’s
Averlanders take the fight to
the foul creatures of Chaos
02 Closeup of some of the
wonderful terrain made for
the event
03 The Four Horsemen
by Jan Warnke
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01
01 Mordheimers assemble!
02 Kill it quick-quick!
03 A mysterious figure
watches from on high.
04 Quick, close the gates!
05 Something wicked this way
comes...
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01 Alexander Alcazar’s
Vampire
02 Alexander Alcazar’s Undead
warband
03 Erik Blomqvist’s Sisters
of Sigmar
04 Sister Superior
05 Closeup of some of Helge
Wilhelm Dahl’s splendid, if
rather morbid work.
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06

07

08

09
06-07 Helge Wilhelm Dahl
08 Jimmy Henriksson’s warband
in all its glory
09 Some of you may recognise
this odd fellow...
10 Duel
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01

02
01 Kari Hernesniemi’s
Averlanders
02-03 Kristian Simonsen’s
weird and wonderful creatures
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ARTIST FOCUS // JAMES STONE

EMISSARIES OF THE
VEILWOOD
by James Stone

01

I usually use the annual Armies on Parade
event to cap off the end of my projects, and
2018 was no exception, with my converted
Sylvaneth army winning gold at Warhammer
World. Although I had miniatures yet to finish,
I was ready to move on to new projects. This
changed when the Sylvaneth Nightvault
warband was announced. I was already an avid
fan of the game after picking up the starter set
on Parade Day, and these new miniatures gave
me an excuse to return to the army I loved with
the new skills I had picked up, along with some
fresh conversion ideas.
While I did have a definitive, creepy style from
my existing army, I decided to re-examine it
before approaching these miniatures. I was
browsing Pinterest and was reintroduced to
Salvador Rosa’s 1646 painting, Witches at
their Incantations. It had been the main source
of inspiration for my Nighthaunt Nightvault
warband, and it gave me an outline of what I
wanted to express through my miniatures –
primarily the hanged man, the robed witch/
figure and the skeletal animal.
I
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Nightvault

miniatures as a base, which was a first for my
Sylvaneth army. While the army before did use
parts from the Sylvaneth range, I prided myself
on it not having used a single one of the original
models. However, in my usual style, I converted
them extensively; each model uses dresses
from Myrmourn Banshees from the Nighthaunt
range, which I sculpted into the ground to blur
the line between tree and drapery. This was
inspired by the 2017 film Annihilation, which
was a large inspiration for the past Sylvaneth
project and continued to be so here, as the film
uses the concept of trees growing into human
shapes, which was something I wanted to draw
upon. I also replaced their usual aelf heads with
those from the Citadel Skulls set, combining
them with Bloodletter horns for the champion.
Speaking of the champion, I replaced the staff in
her hand with the briar whip from the Thorns of
the Briar Queen set, which is a beautiful piece.
The roses on the whip acted as a reference to
the winged mother-beast leading my Sylvaneth
– which is covered in a shroud bound in roses,
also from the Nighthaunt range. To make up for
the lack of a staff on the miniature, despite it
appearing in the model’s ruleset, I added the

01 - The Emissaires of the
Veilwood
02 - Closeup of the Archer
03 - Closeup of the Swordsman
04 - Closeup of the Axeman
05 - Salvador Rosa’s, Witches
at their Incantations
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icon from the Slaanesh Daemonettes into the
base as a sort of ritual point that had grown
there. This model is probably my favourite of
them all.

was afterwards glazed with thinned down
Typhus Corrosion. After that, the painting
went fairly quickly, following my regular bone
technique which never fails to get good results
(Scale75 Thar Brown, heavy brown wash,
Scale75 Thar Brown block-in, Scale 75 Birch,
Reikland Flesh-shade wash, Scale75 Mojave
White highlight, followed by a white edge
highlight). I painted the models over a couple
of days.

Apart from the aforementioned skull head,
Banshee dress and thread used as bow string,
the archer received very little conversion work,
although I did forget to fill some gaps which I
later stuffed with grass tufts. The swordsman
was also fairly simple; I replaced his regular
sword with one from the Mortis Engine kit,
skeletal arm and all, and replaced his free arm
with one from the Branchwraith kit, filling gaps
as I went. The axe-bearer was a little more
complex, using the bulk of the Lord Executioner
from the Nighthaunt range to build up his bulk,
plus a skull decoration from the same kit for his
face.
When it came to painting the models, I kept the
dresses and bases as a single piece and primed
them black, over-spraying them with Zandri
Dust. The torsos were kept separate and
primed grey. I painted the skin first, starting
with Rakarth Flesh and green inks, highlighting
up to white, then moved onto the wood which

Lore-wise, this warband represents the
encroaching tendrils of the Sylvaneth, which
have ended up in Shadespire. Due to my
brand of Sylvaneth Aelves being corrupted
and delusional, their soulpods are fused with
whatever resources they could find – bones,
metal, wood – in an attempt to re-create
something that resembles a long-dead aelf.
This group represents an elite fighting force
in the Mirrored City, trying to spread the
Veilwood’s reach across the realm.
While I won’t likely be further expanding my
Sylvaneth army, I was glad to be able to briefly
return to them for this short project and I don’t
plan on stopping playing them anytime soon.
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ARTIST FOCUS // CAMERON CORNELIUS

REQUIEM FOR
PICTA MORTIS

by A Loving Wife & Friends
In late 2019, word reached us that Cameron
Cornelius a.k.a. Picta Mortis had passed after
a hard-fought battle with cancer. It was a great
loss for the INQ28 community as a whole and
a personal loss for so many who knew his
quiet genius and kind heart. Thus, it was only
appropriate that we feature him posthumously
in 28; we only regret that we were not able to
do so while he was with us. We have asked
members of the community to write a few
words about him and we have also talked with
his widow about the remarkable man who
walked among us far too briefly.
Liv Jordan
In the midnight hours following Cam’s death, I
have found solace in poring over his sketchbooks
in our bed. Pages stuck with clippings from
White Dwarf, postcards of Dürer, Van Eyck
and Bosch, paint formulas and sketches. The
last sketch, a paper towel dispenser at the end
of his hospital bed, transformed into a face
resembling a Dark Eldar.
I thought I knew everything about Cam, but I’m
learning there is still so much more to know.
The worlds that grew in his mind.
Cam kept his talents wrapped in a natural
modesty. He worked as a designer at
Warhammer, and it was only after he left that
his identity as Picta Mortis was cracked. Cam
didn’t crave for people to know who he was
(but he did want to know John Blanche – and
he did).
A creative powerhouse – in a skinny body,
with beautiful hair – when I worked at animal
rights group PETA, Cam helped me construct
a Warhammer media stunt that went viral.
Yes, it was tongue-in-cheek, and Cam kept
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schtum about it. He also kept quiet about the
time he was almost arrested for spray painting
one of his figures behind our apartment block.
Someone called the police, citing they had
caught our neighbourhood graffiti artist redhanded.
At the beginning of 2019, Cam moved back to
Middle-earth (his home, New Zealand) for a job
with WETA Workshop. His suitcase had one pair
of shoes and hundreds of Warhammer parts
and variants of black paint. His life was in a
beautiful shape, including his newly appointed
paint station. But then he was blindsided by a
rare and aggressive cancer diagnosis (though,
of course, Picta Mortis would have only the
most obscure of diseases, right?).
Cam kept his dignity, grace and cool throughout
his cancer. I only saw a hint of defeat when
told a line of chemotherapy would affect his
ability to use his hands. Because he was only
falling more in love with his art, more akin to
this community. More night-time research and
day-time sculpting, and filing, and gluing, and
painting. More packages of parts coming to our
house until the week he died, and afterwards a
Space Marine backpack and Grey Knights Strike
Squad falchion. I wish we could know what he
was planning to do with them.
Just before Cam took his last breaths, he looked
content and whispered to me “King Cam”. And
he couldn’t be more right. He ruled with his
own style, a black palette and, though a life
lost, an oeuvre which will continue to hold its
place and inspire other artists in this wonderful
universe for lifetimes to come.
The brothers Wier
In a hobby and setting so focused on grim-
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Previous page - Aelf inspired
by the artwork of Yoshitaka
Amano
01 - Verx’see the Magnificus
02 - Bounty hunter
03 - Xenos mercenary
04 - Drukhari
05 - Dravon S’Karr - The Ryat
Star Jackal, Captain of the
Obsidian Contessa
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dark spectacles, it can be easy to get carried
away when converting models, adding a few
too many skulls or that extra plasma weapon,
particularly with the abundance of model kits
available. Picta Mortis never struggled with
this balance, and was a master at evoking
Blanchian madness with subtlety and finesse.
He did this through careful conversion work
and a minimalist paint scheme, defined by
red accents and the fullest and most vibrant
black we have ever seen. He was not afraid
to venture away from the banality of Space
Marines and explore more nuanced characters
and xenos races. The INQ28 community will
not be the same without him, but we are all
fortunate that he was a part of it, as he has left
a lasting impression on so many of us.

dark baroque style in action, I became a fan
of his work. I wish I had known him in person.
There are not that many of us in the dark corner
of this extraordinary hobby.
John Blanche
He was very thin and very metal, his painting
style was very unique and he made black work
where no one else could. I managed to enjoy
one game of Inquisitor with him and Martin
Tingle, who was a progenitor of the whole
INQ28 scene.

Martin Tingle
The death of Picta Mortis is a great loss to our
community; his work exuded an alluring, glossy
blackness that brought the darkest parts of the
40k universe into focus and shone a light on
how rich a seam of beauty can be mined there.
Perhaps in the darkness of his untimely death,
some light can be found in how much of an
impact he had on those around him, and those
who continue to be inspired by him.
Kari Hernesniemi
Black. That’s one of the hardest colours to
do properly in a miniature scale model. Picta
Mortis was surely one of the few who knew
how to do it. From the moment I first saw his
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ARTIST FOCUS // NICOLAS GRILLET

FOREST OF BONES
by Helge Wilhelm Dahl
Every year my family has a great barbeque
where we roast an entire pig. The day after this
year’s party, we boiled broth on the bones, skin
and fat. When I was separating the broth from
the leftovers, I noticed how easily the meat, fat
and skin just fell from the bones. Looking at the
organic shapes of these bones I thought: why
not make some weird organic terrain?

and water over night.

I did a quick sketch of what I had in mind [01].
Usually I don’t sketch my projects, but I should
definitely do it more often. This helps you to
visualise the idea and makes it easier to make
design decisions, as well as determining which
materials you may need.

You should note that the bones I’ve used so far
have come from food [03]. They’re not from
some already rotting animal carcass found
in the woods. If you want to use the bones
of a dead bird or something similar, you need
to be more careful with the cleaning. I would
also recommend reading more about cleaning
bones and taxidermy tricks before attempting
something like that.

BONES
If you ever want to use bones in the hobby,
it’s important to know that they are animal
products and will start to smell and eventually
rot if you don’t take the proper precautions.
The bones need to be thoroughly cleaned and
dried before you start working with them.
The easiest way to clean the bones is to boil
them until the meat starts falling off. When
the bones are completely free of meat, they
should be left in a bucket of degreasing soap
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There are several ways to dry the bones. If it’s
warm and dry, they can be left out to dry on
a towel. If not, they can be thrown in the oven
[02] or covered in salt for a while. To seal the
bones I covered them in a few thin layers of
watered-down wood glue.

The easiest way to get bones is to collect them
after a meal. Saving the ribs after eating spare
ribs is a great example. I’ve used ribs as basing
materials before; they’re easy to clean and dry,
as they’re quite thin and small. They don’t have
much bone marrow, so in my experience it’s
enough to remove the meat and leave them in
salt to dry for a few days.

THE FORGE // FOREST OF BONES

SCULPTING THE TRUNK AND BASE
On this project, I used several types of clay. This
is not really necessary, but I had a few different
types I wanted to try. I started out by making a
rough base and the lower part of the bone-tree
trunk using aluminium foil. I covered the foil
with blue Fimo clay and baked it in the oven to
cure it [04]. At this stage I could have used any
type of clay, but baking clay made everything
more efficient, as I didn’t have to wait long for
it to dry.

01

03

02

04

I used superglue to attach the pieces of bone
to the trunks [05]. The transition between
the two materials was then covered in green
stuff [06]. I used medium sandpaper and a nail
file to make everything smooth and almost
completely hide the transition [07].
TEXTURE
When texturing terrain pieces or miniature
bases, I recommend doing it in a few layers. In
this case, I covered the base in wood glue and
sprinkled sand over it. When this layer was dry,
I added a thicker layer of a mix of earth from the
garden and wood glue. This texture mix was
also used around the shrines, to make them
appear old and slightly sunken into the ground.
Lastly, I added some GW crackle paint on the
lower part of the tree trunks to simulate some
peeling bark. This was kind if an afterthought,
as the trunks looked a bit too smooth.
THE SHRINES
As these trees were going to be quite big
compared to 28mm miniatures, I wanted
them to have more detail. I decided to add a
lot of small shrines or gravestones around the
bottom of the trees. This also gives the terrainpieces more character. I made the small shrines
using strips of plasticard and green stuff. To get
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add some variation, I made four shrines
in different shapes and sizes. They were
duplicated using insta-mould (blue-stuff) and
clay [08 & 09]. I used quick air-drying epoxy
putty for this, as I wanted to make a lot of
copies in one evening. Any type of clay could
have been used for this, but green-stuff, for
example, would have taken a lot more time.
CASTING
When I was satisfied with everything, I covered
the whole terrain pieces in watered down
wood glue to prevent the material from being
ruined by the silicone. I had read previously that
silicone can ruin bone, but luckily the protecting
layer of glue saved it.
I don’t have a pressure pot and was afraid that
this would result in a lot of air bubbles in the
finished mould. To prevent this, I used an old
brush and covered the entire piece in a layer of
silicone before pouring the mould.
I made a mould container using tape, cardboard
and a glue gun [10]. I rolled the cardboard in a
cylinder and covered most of the inside with
packing tape. If I were to do it again, I would
use more tape on the inside, as the container
leaked a bit. However, next time I think I will try
making the container from a different material.
I think plastic card or foam card would work
better.
To remove the master from the mold, I cut one
side in a zigzag pattern with a sharp hobby
blade [11 & 12]. I made a zigzag pattern and not
a straight cut to make sure the mould closed
nicely. After removing the master, I closed the
mould and held it together with a couple of
rubber bands. I dusted the inside of the mould
with talcum powder to act as a mould release.
The casting process went really well. I used a
white two-part resin from Smooth-on, mixing
equal amounts of the two parts. I ran out of
resin after ten and a half pours, giving me a lot
of perfect replicas of the original.
I’m extremely pleased with how this turned
out [13 & 14]. The casts ended up with few
bubbles and mould lines, but otherwise the
mould captured every detail perfectly. Later I
tried making a few casts using plaster. These
didn’t turn out as good, but they look ok. If I
end up making a huge forest of these bones, I
will need a few that are broken and damaged.
40
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I think the plaster ones will work great for this
purpose!
PAINTING
I painted the first resin copy quick and easily,
using mostly GW paints. I really enjoy painting
terrain, as one can rely on drybrushing,
washing and a few sharp highlights. I often
think these easy techniques give better results
than more time-consuming techniques like
layering. I started out by spraying the whole
piece in Grey Seer. This colour would also work
as the basecoat for the bone itself. I painted
the base and shrines with a mix of dark brown
and green. The same paint was then heavily
watered down and added to the lower part of
the bone trunk.
I decided to use three different base colours
for the shrines: Mechanicus Standard Grey,
Rakarth Flesh and Word Bearers Red. The last
colour is from the Forge World air range, but it’s
very similar to Khorne Red. The shrines were
drybrushed with Grey Seer and white.
To add some depth to the piece, I gave
everything a wash of camo green and sepia
shades. I added both shades at the same
time, letting them mix in some places. I then
drybrushed and stippled the bone with Grey
Seer and white. I did this in several stages,
focusing the lighter colours towards the top
and edges of the piece. To make the shrines
look even more worn and chipped, I gave them
a few highlights and dots of pure white on
the sharpest edges. Lastly, I added some dark
green flock, yellow static grass and leaves to
match my recent AoS miniatures.
CONCLUSION
All in all, this project turned out better than
expected. The result looks a lot like the idea
I had in my head and the sketch I made [15].
I hope this can show people that almost
anything can be used in the hobby (as long
as it can dry and be covered in wood glue). If
you find something cool, don’t hesitate to
try something exciting with it. I’m extremely
pleased with how the moulding and casting
went. I’ve never done anything like this before,
so a lot could have gone wrong. However, the
only thing that went wrong was using too much
silicone for the mould. Now I just have to cast a
lot, change some of them a bit for variation and
paint! I think the finished bone forest terrain
set should look pretty cool.
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BUILDING THE CITY
OF THE DAMNED
by Maron Szopa
I started my terrain building journey around two
years ago when I first began playing Mordheim,
the amazing skirmish game based in the WorldThat-Was. I decided to build my own, unique
set of terrain to enjoy this grim and dark world
of perilous adventures. During this period, I
acquired a few tricks and expanded upon these
to develop my own personal approach to some
of the techniques. In this article, I will share the
knowledge and experience that came from my
own failures and successes, and show you a
step-by-step of my process.
The build I’m presenting in this tutorial is a part
of a bigger project. I’ve been thinking about
building a truly modular board made from 30
x 30 cm (12” x 12”) tiles. This approach will
allow me to push the idea of modularity of
the larger gaming board by making the tiles
fit with each other in different configurations.
Another important thing is that by making a lot
of smaller tiles instead of a few big ones, I can
more easily add new elements and expand the
set.
With this build I want to incorporate a mixture
between fixed and removable structures which,
in my opinion, will benefit the consistency and
the overall look of the board. In many situations,
separate buildings can lack a natural looking
“connection area” to the ground. You can try to
fake it by creating pavement or piles of rubble
as the base, but this solution often leads to a
limitation of where we can add extra layers of
dirt/rubble on the surface of the board. This
makes, in many cases, sterile looking areas
around the imprint of the structure’s base
which can disrupt the immersion we want in
our gaming experience.
By connecting these two approaches into one
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coherent, consistent whole, I hope to minimise
all of these downsides. Some of the ideas we
have talked about above will not appear in this
article due to the early stage of this project, but
I have hopefully given you an idea of the overall
concept behind it.
Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

PVC 5mm, 10mm
Expanded polystyrene (EPS) 30mm,
50mm
Extruded polystyrene (XPS) 2mm
Cardboard 2-3mm, 0.5-1mm
Balsa wood 1-15mm
Cocktail sticks
Cork sheets 2mm & 10mm
Air drying clay
Premixed wall filler – [I need to address an
issue here. The filler I’m using has some extra
ingredients inside. The texture is not a totally
smooth one and it’s not extremely sticky]
Epoxy putty – Milliput and/or Green Stuff
Wood glue (PVA)
Universal polymer glue
Super glue

Building the board’s substructure
I chose 10mm PVC as the base of the board. It’s
a lightweight and durable material, resistant to
natural warping in contrast to MDF which has
a tendency to absorb moisture with time, and
should always be sealed to avoid unwanted
deformation.
The substructure is made from 50mm
expanded polystyrene. A cheap and easy
solution, especially when considering that
the gaming surface will be protected by other
materials (cork, wall filler etc.). I used a hot wire
cutter to cut it into the right shape. It’s a handy

TUTORIAL // MORDHEIM SCENERY

“I want to incorporate a
mixture between fixed
and removable structures
which, in my opinion, will
benefit the consistency
and the overall look of the
board.”
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tool, but not an essential one – a regular hobby
knife will do. Precise cuts are not required
at this stage, as it will all be covered later. I
decided to cut out the part where the staircase
should be, as it would make the process of
cutting separate steps much easier. I marked
which height I want them to be and cut it out
with a hobby knife [01-04].
After dry fitting all the elements, it was time
to put them together. I used a polymer glue
instead of regular PVA. I did this to minimise
the risk of unwanted warping to the PVC board.
Because white glue is a water-based adhesive,
it will shrink while drying (due to the water
evaporating) and this could force the board to
rise in some places. A few heavy books on top
and the board was ready for drying.
Everything turned out as expected – no visible
warping! It looked good but, in my opinion,
it could be spiced up by adding some variety
to the vertical surfaces. I decided to create
arches on the lower part of the elevations. The
substructure was made from 2mm XPS foam.
I prepared a template to mark all the shapes
and to have some reference for the next steps
and future builds. Finally, a long thin strip
was added which will decorate the top of the
front part. With some help of PVA and pins, I
mounted all the elements on the front [05-06].
After that, I created the damaged areas. First,
I added some rough cuts with a hobby knife.
Then, to make it look more natural, I melted
it with a lighter, by turning the piece upside
down and slowly applying heat. You need to be
extremely careful during this step, because it’s
very easy to burn right through to the surface
of the board. In the end, I carved out a few
spots in which I would place thicker pieces of
cork, to imitate stone work [07-08].
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The last step was adding toothpicks here and
there to strengthen the whole substructure
and bond it better, especially in places like the
thin walls, on the side of the staircase and the
PVC base of the moving bridge. It’s not totally
necessary to do, but I like my boards to be as
strong as possible, so as to better withstand
the rigours of gaming [09]!
We are almost done with the first step of our
build. The last thing that needed to be done is
to create a substructure for the stone part of
the house. I used 5mm PVC board as walls and
44
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15mm thick balsa wood to put in the corners.
All those elements are permanently embedded
into the main board to ensure a stable base for
the upper floors of the house. I also made some
small indentations on the top of the structure
that will hold wooden beams on which the first
floor and the structure of the house will rest
[10].

gaps in between the surface of the road and
the extension made out of the green foam. This
step is not a necessity, but a smoother surface
will keep the layer of cork in place much better;
especially on the corners! While the filler was
drying, I started working on the arches. Using
the same template as before, I marked and cut
the required amount of parts [12].

Cork
Before any further gluing, I needed to add more
cork first. It is much easier to do this when the
pieces are still separate; especially the inner
walls. I started by cutting 2mm cork sheet (you
can use scissors for this) into roughly square
shapes. Extreme precision is not required as
you want to imitate a hand-made structure
with visible imperfections and irregularities.
Additionally, I prepared some thicker pieces
(5-10mm) which I would randomly add here
and there to make the wall look more three
dimensional. The cork was applied to the
surfaces of the walls with PVA. I left some
small gaps in between [11].

Starting from the deepest recesses, I slowly
made my way around all the cavities and then
the raised areas, cutting individual “stones”
by hand. Because we want to have gaps in
between the cork, I was forced to reshape
the inner parts of the arches (simply trimming
some of the cork out of it) to fit them into the
existing spaces [13].

Channel walls
I used a small amount of wall filler to cover the

The next step was to add a few thicker pieces
of cork in areas where the structure of the
ground is divided by gaps [14].
Finally, I finished the sides of the walls with a
layer of cork on top. I was trying to make them
level with the surface of the street. To ensure a
good bond between the materials, I used pins
to hold pieces in some places. At the same
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time, I mounted the ground structure of the
house [15].

surfaces as clean as possible without removing
wall filler from in between the “stones” [20].

Top surfaces
I started by adding some bigger pieces of
cork here and there to enforce the illusion of
thickness that will show through in places
where the surface is broken. It is important to
keep in mind that those elements need to stick
out a little bit above the level of polystyrene, so
as to be tall enough to fit to the layer of 2mm
cork that will be placed alongside [16].

You should wait 5-10 minutes to let the
filler set a little bit. It’s a good idea to check
on it occasionally, to ensure it’s not too dry,
otherwise it will be really hard to work with.

Now I was ready to add a regular 2mm layer of
cork to the whole flat surface. I started out by
aligning the corner pieces to the already glued
side-parts of the channel. I focused on making
them the same length to imitate the look of
one solid corner-stone. As before, I used pins
to ensure a correct bond between the surfaces.
After everything was dry, I cut the overhangs
on the top part of the cornerstones into shape.
That way, I am not forced to try to fit them in
perfectly during the previous step [17].
Once everything was dry, I moved to texturing
the cork surfaces by brushing them with a
wire brush. This procedure requires a little bit
of practice – you shouldn’t do it too rough,
especially on the corners, in order to prevent
cork from breaking and falling off. The best
way is to follow the curve of a given part,
slowly applying more pressure until the desired
effect appears (it is a good idea to clean this
afterwards with a regular brush, to remove
cork dust and other unwanted elements before
moving on) [18].
Wall Filler
Here you can see all the tools needed for this
step [19].
This procedure can get messy, so cover up your
working space – and floor beneath – with old
newspapers/foil etc. I also covered some of
the wooden parts with painter’s tape. It’s not
a necessary step, but it will save us some time
during the clean-up phase. Start by applying
a generous layer of wall filler to ensure all the
holes are covered. I use my fingers to do this –
it’s just easier in my opinion, but you can use
whatever tools you want.
Afterwards, remove the excess filler with
a spatula and sculpting tools (on the less
accessible places). The idea is to leave the cork
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Use a toothbrush to clean it up, gently
scrubbing the cork surface with circular moves.
This way, you’ll remove some of the filler from
in between the cork plates and, at the same
time, clean all the leftovers from the top. You
don’t want to remove all of it, so it’s important
to control the pressure. From time to time you
can clean-up the collected leftovers with a soft
brush. The process should be repeated until
you are happy with the result. Then let it dry
[21].
Balsa
In this step, I added structural elements made
from balsa wood to ensure everything looks
more “believable” and interesting. Before gluing
them on, I prepare all my wooden elements
by gently scrubbing them with the wire brush
to imitate wood grain effect. It will greatly
improve visual quality of those elements in the
final (painted) state. We are trying to imitate
an old and destroyed environment, so all
irregularities are most welcome! You can cut
and break parts, make them pop out etc. - the
basic idea is to do as much as you can. The only
rule is: miniatures should be able to stand on
top of it! In places where balsa is connected
to cork or other wooden elements, I applied
two kinds of glue while putting elements in
place. PVA is the main one, with a drop or two
of Superglue to help it out. This way, all the
parts are instantly held in place, which allows
me to proceed much faster and without fear of
knocking them off.
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I started with the stairs, the window frames
and the floor of the house [22].
After that, I moved to the wooden frame
around the harbour area. I started with gluing
the horizontal parts. As you can see, in one
rounded spot I was forced to break the balsa
in order to fit it in – I tried to do it as gently
as possible, to imitate a natural curve of the
wood. I helped myself by applying pins to hold
everything in place. Then vertical and angular
elements were added [23-24].
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In the meantime, I started working on the
wooden bridge. It’s nothing fancy - just a
simple two-part bridge that you can open. To
achieve this, I drilled small holes for pins on
both sides, which will fit with the existing ones
in the board’s substructure. Two small support
features on the sides of the bridge ensure
the right position. They will go against the
stonework to help it stand totally straight while
closed - before that the bridge was dragging a
little bit down [25-28].
Now is the time for the final touches, before I
move to the next phase. I made two basement
windows, using cotton swabs as metal bars
and some balsa. I aligned them with painting
tape to make a clean and even cut, then glued
them together with superglue [29].
Next, I made a pier. I thought it would be a good
idea to expand to a bigger playable area, since
half of the existing board is water. I needed
three external supporting pillars for the pier,
which I rounded up and pinned down to get a
solid connection to the ground. Then I fixed the
horizontal support beams, and finally I added
the planks. I tried to get a nice connection
between the two board tiles, to make it look as
one piece [30-31].
The House
After the basic work on the board was done,
it was time to move on to building the house.
First step was to create the support structure
on which the whole house would rest. I didn’t
want to glue it to the ground floor because I
figured it would be nice to make it removable much easier to work on and, of course, to store
it! I added metal plates in places where the
beams will rest on the ground floor - I added
magnets in the ground structure’s indentations,
to make the house stand more secured. The
whole structure was built in sub-assembly and
glued together in the end, before adding the
roof. In my previous build, I approached this
step in totally the opposite way - first gluing
and then adding all the elements on top. It was
a nightmare [32]!

damaged wall sections, to enforce the illusion
of the whole building being built out of wood.
It can look like a long and tedious step, but the
results are more than rewarding. The easiest
way to do this is to start from gluing a piece of
paper on one side (so that the paper is reaching
beyond the wall) and then add balsa pieces
on top. Then, glue a second piece of paper on
top - creating a kind of sandwich with the ends
of the wood sticking out. Repeat the whole
process on every ending you want to be the
same [34].
I proceeded by adding structural beams (23mm) all around the house, and some planks
in the places where I wanted the wood to be
visible from under the plaster. For this purpose,
I used 1mm thin pieces of wood. The same
bounding mixture was applied as before (PVA
and a drop or two of superglue) [35-37].
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When I was done with this part of subassembly,
I could move to adding the windows. I used
homemade press-moulds to make them out
of the Milliput – original parts are really hard
to get these days, due to being out of print for
many years now. I was forced to go around
33
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After the support structure was ready, I could
move on to creating the house itself. The whole
substructure was made out of 2 mm cardboard.
I cut out all of the parts in one go to be sure that
everything fits as it is supposed to [33].
Next step was to create endings for the
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that... only for my personal use of course! At
this point I also made casts of a few other rare
elements I would use later on in the project
[38-39].
The final step before gluing all of the parts
together was to add a layer of air drying clay.
I used some no-name brand here. All the tools
I used during this step are also pictured [40].
I started by applying PVA [41]. Then I covered
all the desired areas with a thin layer (12mm) of clay. It shouldn’t be thicker than the
surrounding wooden elements. A little less will
be perfect. Next, I smoothed out the surface
- corners, outlines, etc. using sculpting tools
[42]. After that, I gently stippled everything
with a sponge. You can do it a few times to get
the desired effect [43]. Next up is a similar step,
but this time with a hard brush, smoothing out
everything with a flat sculpting tool. You can go
back and forth with those three previous steps
as many times as you want, to build up the
desired texture. Afterwards, using the pointy
end of a pin, I created irregular cracking marks
here and there. The same was done with the
border line where the clay “chipped off” [44].
Finally, I smoothed out the cracks a little bit
[45]. And then it’s done. As you can see, all the
cracks got much more pronounced when the
clay was dry. Some new lines also appeared,
due to an uneven drying time of the surface
- something I learned by accident a long time
ago.
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I think it is important to make a small disclaimer
here: this beautiful cracking effect only appears
when I apply air drying clay on cardboard
covered with PVA. When I’m drying clay to
make rubble (normally on some plastic surface,
without any PVA) it always ends up smooth.
It is good to check the elements from time
to time while drying, because the clay has a
tendency to separate from the surrounding
wooden surfaces. Those small gaps are not a
big problem, but I prefer to have those places
flush against each other. You can fix it simply
by dragging the sculpting tool while the clay is
still wet.
Here is a small tip for working on the outside
walls. I place markers on the spots where the
end of the floor-supporting beams should be
on the outside of the house. I have them in
place while working on the clay coverage of the
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wall. This way it’s much easier to make it look
realistic, as if the piece was there all the time.
Afterwards, I can remove the markers and
install the actual beams at the right time. You
could of course place them there permanently
before, but raised areas like that will prevent
you from placing the piece flat on your working
surface while working on the other side [46].
When everything was dry (a few hours - in my
case on the radiator) it was ready for me to
glue all the parts together. In the same step I
added some of the second floor support beams
– it would have been hard to fit them at a later
point. It’s important to glue the house in an
upright position, to ensure that the bottom is
even. It will ensure that all the contact points
between the house and beams are flush which
will resolve in a stronger connection [47].
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This step is not necessary – I just did it to speed
up the whole process. A few floor panels on the
sides (glued with PVA and superglue) ensure
the structural integrity of the house, and make
it ready to mount on the floor supporting
beams right away, without the fear of the
whole construction falling apart. A few strips of
painting tape ensure all of the elements stay
in place while applying pressure for gluing. And
here we have the result [48].
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Next, I added the rest of the floor panels. As you
can see, I created a few PVC corner supports
from leftovers - they additionally strengthen
the structure of the house [49].
Now I could start with the roof. The basic
substructure was covered with thin strips of
balsa. It creates a realistic-looking construction
and also makes it stronger [52-54].
And now, of course, to the boring part... a lot
of small and thin cardboard tiles. I affixed them
using PVA. A few empty spots here and there,
and some irregular positioning of the tiles will
do the job. As you can see, in the meantime I’d
added some finishing details to the roof [5556]
While everything was drying, I moved to the
dirt and rubble. I use a mixture of wall filler,
PVA and sand in few different sizes - mostly
fine and medium, to cover most of the desired
areas. I add some balsa leftovers before and
after applying the mixture. Sometimes it’s
necessary to add a little bit more glue if the
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piece is big - to ensure a good connection. When
this step was done, I sprinkled everything with
a little bit of pure sand [57].

I carved my desired shape. The last step was
to cut the bottom at a slight angle to imitate a
sinking/crooked affect [62-63].

You can gently shake the sand off after a few
minutes, before going to the last step: a layer
of dirt made out of dried clay (broken in to
the small pieces). It is the same clay I use for
covering the walls. To speed up the process,
I apply it straight onto the surface and then
blast it with superglue. It’s maybe not the most
efficient way, but it’s done in the blink of an
eye, which allows me to continue the work. You
can always add more sand on top of it while
the super glue is drying. I’m not showing it
here, but I repeated this and the step before all
over the board. It’s just faster to do everything
in one go [58].

Next, I created a paper template for the sides,
which I traced on 2mm XPS foam. I used pins to
hold the sides in position while drying. I carved
out some parts to imitate damage [64].

Time for the final details! I started by creating
the balcony railing from balsa, pins and some
plastic card pieces glued together. Next, I drilled
a hole for the chain to fit through, and finally
pressed the pins in places (in the same time
locking the chain in place). Super glue was used
to attach one end to the wooden floor and to
the small hook from the other side.
As you can see, I also created a small lift. The
wooden beam and the top hook are magnetized
to the building. The chains are permanently
connected to the wooden beam, with the help
of half circles made from a thick wire. I carved
the pulley out of balsa and attached it the same
way [59-60].
In the end, I prepared more pieces from Milliput
to decorate the house. And, finally, I made
window shutters [61].
The Boat
I decided to add this feature for a few reasons.
First, because it would add extra space to the
board, and at the same time create nice gaming
possibilities – an extra route around the bridge,
etc. Also, I had never made something like
it before and I was simply curious about the
whole process. But mostly because I thought
it would look cool!
I started by creating two templates, one for the
top and one for the bottom of the boat. Marking
the middle of the piece of foam (30mm thick)
on both sides with a line, will make sure the
top and bottom templates are aligned. Using
a sharp tool – in my case a hot wire cutter –
52
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The boat was then ready to get a balsa layer
added all around it. First, using the previous
template, I traced and cut pieces of 1mm thin
balsa to cover the sides. The perishable nature
of such thin balsa (it started to crack during
bending...) forced me to pre-curve it before
applying. I managed to do it by soaking it in
water and then slowly bending it to the desired
shape. After drying in the bent position it was
ready to go! I continued this with all the other
sides. [65-66].
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Last step was to seal the foam structure with
a mixture of PVA and wall filler. I wanted to be
sure the inside structure of the boat was well
insulated and would not react with the epoxy
resin which I’m planning to add later on (during
the painting stage) [67].
While the boat was drying, I started my work
on the mast. I carved a 10 mm balsa strip into
a roughly cylindrical shape, fixing it later with
sandpaper. To make it removable, I decided to
add a magnet at the bottom of it, which will
connect it with the nail imbedded into the
surface of the boat. To mask the connection
point, I added a miniature rope made out of
twisted wire. I secured the rope with superglue
to ensure the bond, and then I added the
horizontal element of the mast. I magnetized
it in the same way as the main pillar [68-69].
The obvious direction after this was to create
the sail, by using an old cotton T-shirt. This
natural fabric has a really nice texture, which I
hope will be visible during the painting stage.
After coming up with the desirable shape, I
played with it a little bit by adding some cracks
and other wear and tear. The next step was to
saturate it with watered-down PVA. I decided
to do two thin coats to make sure it would be
strong enough to support its own weight. The
last step was to spray it with varnish. This
should prevent the white glue from activating
if I decide to paint it with acrylic paints. A few
final elements to connect the sail to the mast,
and the boat was ready [70]!
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BEYOND THE
COMFORT ZONE

by Andrew Mosen
What inspires me and how did I create my
personal vision for Mordheim and 40k? When I
was first asked this my mind drew a blank – I’d
never really thought about it before. Things to
me just grow and happen organically in a weird
way. But there must be a method to it all, right?
Everyone has their own way of working and
creating something. Surely I did too…
My process normally starts with being inspired
in some way. Inspiration for me comes from
all over the place – whether it’s video games,
comics, reading, artwork, a friend – but mostly
I’ve found it comes from the community itself.
Inspiration then turns into an idea, an idea that
will buzz around in my brain like a mosquito in
the dark. Sure, it can be ignored but a lot of the
time it keeps pestering me until I do something
about it. Sometimes these will switch around –
I’d get the idea first then search for inspiration,
but it seems to start with these two things.
Let’s take for example my mercenary warband
The Iron Crows. I hadn’t done much hobbyrelated stuff for around five years or so and
was just getting back into it when I found
some older posts from the Outguard project. I
thought the designs and miniatures were really
interesting, but I wasn’t very confident jumping
into 40k with all the great lore that surrounds
and imbues it. I knew a small amount from
reading some novels and articles in the past,
but mostly all I knew was ‘Space Marines vs
Chaos Space Marines with some aliens thrown
in’.
I slipped back into something I felt a bit
more comfortable with – the Old World and
Mordheim. The thing about the Outguard
project, though, is that it introduced me more
to the narrative side of the games too; playing
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Mordheim and other GW games in the past had
always been just a couple of warbands fighting
against each other and getting upgrades. I
hadn’t really thought about it in a role-playing
sense like I had for something like D&D. With
this in mind it made me think of creating a
character or someone who lived in this world,
rather than just what gear is the best or what
would suit the type of play style.
The first character I made was the leader. I
imagined him as someone from Middenheim,
someone big and clad in heavy armour wielding
a large weapon of some sort, making his way
to Mordheim looking for glory and fighting
his way through whatever madness assailed
him. I thought a Stormcast miniature was a
good starting point and, combining it with the
smaller head from the empire greatswords kit,
it gave the big weighty look I was going for.
Thinking about weapons I eventually found a
sword from the Kingdom Death range and it
seemed to fit pretty well. With it looking like
chipped stone I ended painting it up resembling
wyrdstone – I decided that he had fashioned
it into a weapon that is now slowly pushing
him into madness. Other parts I find and play
around with to see if they fit or work well with
the theme or character I’m making.
It wasn’t originally planned as a full warband,
I just wanted to make the one model but,
like I said at the start, things sort of happen
organically in a way and that’s what happened
with this warband. I stuck to using the rules
for mercenaries, starting with the leader, next
creating a youngblood which ended up being a
bannerman or squire, then champions which
were twins. Then it keeps growing until I ended
up with a full warband.

“Inspiration for me
comes from all over the
place... but mostly I’ve
found it comes from the
community itself.”
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While I am still working on two new warbands,
the creation process is quite different from the
first. With the possessed I had a rough idea of
what I wanted to achieve, this time starting
with the name, Church of the Unseeing Eye: a
warband not aligned to any of the main gods,
but more of a crazed cult or religious group that
praises daemons, allowing them to possess
them.
I thought jumping into the 40k universe would
be a bit of a struggle, but with the release of Kill
Team I thought it would be fun to play around
with some Space Marines for a change. Legion
of the Damned had always been one of those
ideas that had interested me – to me they
don’t fit too well with what I knew about the
rest of the universe. Coming from more of a
fantasy setting, to me they seemed more like
undead warriors. I wanted to play around with
this idea a bit, creating battle damage with
exposed skulls and bones, while using the rust
to represent the classic flame and the black to
look as if dust and grime covers the armour. I
wanted to experiment a bit and take a different
approach to what I would normally do. Most of
the rust was painted on originally, then covered
in black pigments. I thought this gave more of a
soot-like texture and what I wanted to achieve.
It also left a lot of the rust colours showing
through, giving them a flame effect.

Opposite
[clockwise from top]:
The Iron Crows
Possessed
Magister
Necromundan noble

Working on the nobles was a slightly
different experience – making something for
Necromunda or INQ28 was way out of my
comfort zone. I’d been converting and making
fantasy style miniatures for a while now, so
something in the 40k universe felt more of a
challenge. The initial idea was to make a cultist
gang based around Slaanesh, but the idea of
guilders and nobles was brought to me by a

friend after I’d made a vampire for Mordheim
(based on the Blackstone Fortress rogue
trader).
This sparked my interest and I started reading
up about the different guilds and noble houses
on hive worlds, as well as looking around at a
lot of 40k artwork. Trying to think of a reason
for such nobles to travel down to the lower
parts of a hive world to fight amongst gangs
and other scum was another thing I wanted
to do. I ended up with the idea of them being
a group that hunts the lower-class gangs for
sport, sort of like fox hunts that upper-class
people would go on.
A couple of nobles with a few hirelings was the
plan. I started with a simple head swap and
small amount of green stuff on the navigator
model from Blackstone Fortress. I liked it,
but still wasn’t too confident about it, but
people seemed to like it which helped build
my confidence a bit. I mentioned previously
that I was uncertain about elements of the
40k universe, but someone pointed out that
things don’t have to make sense. After that a
lot of things came a bit easier, before I was over
thinking too much about which parts would
have been connected to certain others by wires
and tubing, or does this base make sense for
the environment they’re in. These things still
mattered in a way, but I wasn’t getting stuck on
all those tiny details. Things started to happen
organically, like they would for my Mordheim
miniatures and a couple of these nobles ended
up becoming some of my favourite things I’ve
made.
My hobby journey has taught me to not be
afraid of moving out of your comfort zone: you
never know what you will end up creating.
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BUILDING GELIDA

by Cody Taylor
THE FROZEN EXPANSE
“You know, kid, I say the same thing to every one
of you—you’re in over your head. You probably
dreamed up some utopia here on the surface
thinkin’, ‘Hey, it’s gotta be better than tunnel life,
right?’ Heh-heh... well, this is the part where I take
pleasure in watching that dream of yours freeze to
death like everyone else up here eventually does.
You see, there’s a hell of a lot more to becoming a
Scout on Gelida than learning to walk a sentinel
and smokin’ lho-sticks. The best we got still get
carried back with their bodies frozen solid as
ceramite. That is, if we don’t drop ‘em! HA!
“So kid, the real question is... how far are you
willing to go to survive? There is no backup waiting
for you out there. Just you, this sentinel, and the
Expanse. When you shiver, no one sees it but
the icy wind. When you’re ambushed by mutant
cannibals in the Altum Peaks, no one feels your
panic. Most of all, Scout, when you die? No one
hears you scream...
“So... are you in?”
A WORLD BURIED IN ICE
Gelida is a world long-ignored by the Imperium
of Man. Though there is evidence that it was
a thriving world at one point, touting many
of humanity’s most incredible, pre-heresy
technical innovations, those days are long past.
Imperial scholars surmise that the Ice Age
began around the 31st Millennium. As long as
anyone can remember, Gelida was a frigid death
trap. Its caustic winds and weather patterns
have made most attempts to leave (or land on)
the planet fatal, due to extremely low visibility
and the lack of a viable communications
network. The world is so cold that if you are
caught outside the equator with even an inch
of skin is exposed, you’ll die in minutes.
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You’re likely wondering how anyone thrives in
such a place. The short answer? They don’t.
At best, they survive. Humanity has now been
pushed into the three remaining hive cities at
the equator: Hive Domina, Hive Exsilium and
Hive Murus. Each Hive is named after the noble
house that rules over it. Some brave individuals
venture onto the surface of the planet and
search for resources to ensure the survival of
the Gelidans’. These individuals are known as
Scouts, each piloting a vehicle that braves the
harsh environment. Some Scouts travel on their
own, while others go in Convoys owned by the
noble Houses. Though Gelida holds beasts and
horrors no mortal would wish upon their worst
enemy, the world itself is a Scout’s greatest
foe. Most expeditions result in the demise of
at least one Convoy member, whether to the
cold, a vehicle malfunction, or simply being
put down after going mad. It’s all too common
that Scouts don’t see another living soul for
months at a time, with the exception of their
forlorn travel mates (if they are lucky enough to
have them). With so much of the Expanse being
nigh impossible to chart, trade routes are often
diverted and always deadly.
THE SPARK THAT LIT A FLAME
Long before the first icicle fell from the stillstanding, frozen corpse of a lonely Scout,
Gelida was nothing but an offhand comment
between Vince Fiore (dark_tech_) and I. It was
just a thought. Just a notion. How did a random
thought exchanged over text messages evolve
into an INQ28 narrative that has united some
of the world’s best miniatures artists to build a
never-before-seen Warhammer 40,000 world?
This article is my best attempt to articulate how
the Gelida project was created, and hopefully it
will equip you with the necessary tools to forge
exciting worlds of your own! Maybe someday,

“I have found that when
crafting a compelling
world, restriction is a
necessity... a world needs
scope in order to truly be
immersive.”

Elisapii Uhantatuk
Model by Tyler Bonoan
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I’ll be lucky enough to take part in one of your
creations.
KEEP YOUR EYES DOWN THE SCOPE
When crafting a world for a collaborative event,
your first instinct might be to embolden every
idea that seems to stick. I mean, why wouldn’t
you? Gelida, or a world of your own, would be
better if it suited everyone, right?
I have found that when crafting a compelling
world, restriction is a necessity. Initially, a
great arbitrator needs to pull from a swathe
of promising ideas, but a world needs scope
in order to truly be immersive. If you leave
space in your setting for everything, you’re
destined to have someone include something
that breaks the narrative. For example, Gelida
is a world populated by wild animals, but the
sentient population is Human, Mutant and
Abhuman. What would happen if we decided
to add Eldar/Aeldari to the setting? This one
addition could fundamentally change all of the
politics, geographic occupations and conflicts
that may have already been established. This
could be quite an adjustment for anyone who
had already crafted their narrative. Though,
it wouldn’t be so difficult that it should cost
the participation of our Aeldari-loving friend
(especially if their ideas are top notch).
But what if you add Orks? Tyranids? Space
Marines? If not restricted at some point, the
atmosphere and initial draw of the setting
becomes watered down to nothing more
than a world with stuff on it. Any branching
narrative threads will have been severed by the
variety and, by extension, you’re left with an
unremarkable world. Who wants to invest time,
money and energy into creating miniatures for
that?
This balance between restriction and absolute
freedom is demonstrated when comparing two
of Games Workshop’s own skirmish games,
Mordheim and Kill Team. The first has a razor
focus (with only five warbands), examining
the corruption and deprivation of humanity
in a dying city, after its destruction following
the prophesied fall of a comet. The other has
a broad focus, a veritable sandbox within a
science fiction setting, complete with over
15 warbands. While both of these are great
games, Mordheim’s tight focus narrows the
players’ scope, making it easier for everyone to
be on the same page narratively. The biggest
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strength of Kill Team is its variety, making it
ideal for playing pickup games at your local
game store.
This strength comes at a cost, however.
The huge variety of warband choices and
settings makes creating a cohesive narrative
challenging (but certainly not impossible).
Therefore, when trying to create your own
setting for a collaborative event, following in
the footsteps of Mordheim is ideal. Your intent
is not to create random pickup games, but a
compelling setting, one with an interesting and
memorable narrative arc. So, remember, when
forging your narrative, narrow your scope.
A focused and restricted concept will not
only encourage your participants’ creativity,

Renegade Knightmare
Model by Vince Michael
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but it will ensure the narrative threads tying
everything together are more meaningful and
satisfying.
LEAVE YOUR MARK
One of my favourite aspects about INQ28
collaborative events is that everyone brings
their own strengths, creating something
that is greater than the sum of its parts. Our
community may be small, but it is admirable
what we have accomplished by capitalizing on
each other’s skills and talents. It is a great joy
to see your comrades’ warbands and discuss
how each of your own unique backgrounds tie
together and give weight to the conflicts and
alliances!

Warhammer 40,000 is a very well-established
setting. It’s a space opera spanning more than
40,000 years of established story arcs, with
decades of hard work dedicated to writing and
constructing these concepts and threads. So,
when constructing your own world, you want
to honour this tradition of storytelling, both
by building upon the established universe, but
also by leaving your own unique mark.
After the initial brainstorming session with
Vince, Gelida’s atmosphere had already started
to form in my mind, which is the first step to
making your setting feel lived in. I wanted the
world to leave us all with that lingering feeling
of isolation and desperation. I wanted every
loss to feel devastating and resources to be
28MAG // 02
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scarce. I wanted Gelida itself to feel like it was
out to get you. For the setting to leave a mark,
it needs to evoke similar strong concepts.
Let’s take the Noble houses on Gelida, for
example. They each have their own cultural
attitudes, conflicts, histories and politics that
leave a mark on the surrounding world. Travel
between these places is uncommon for anyone
but Scouts, and in their isolation, they have all
grown more unique.
Domina named its city and noble house after
the first person to set foot on Gelida. They pass
the name down to a Queen-like figure through
ritual. Some even believe the spirit of Domina
lives on in each noble bearing the name. The
city has open borders, which has led to them
accumulating the most wealth through trade,
but their resources are spread thin among the
populous.
Exsilium’s city is built in a crashed Imperial
Frigate, though now only the nobles and the
rich reside within it. This may not last long
though, considering the ship is slowly losing
all functions that offer protection from the
elements. Long ago, the original members of
house Exsilium were slaughtered and replaced
by the murderers themselves. Now, no one is
sure how many times those seats of power
have changed through murder and violent
coups. The city is comprised of criminals,
abhumans, mutants and any other societal
rejects who thought their odds of survival were
better in such a city.
Murus is most mysterious of all, since their
city has been circled by a seven-metre wall
for centuries. With very strict borders, the only
thing well known is that their lack of trade
strains their available resources. This has led
the otherwise honourable Scouts of Murus to
be morally flexible in any situation that could
provide for their House. Though it is a rumour,
it is said that the city has abandoned its faith in
the Imperium entirely. Many people on Gelida
question whether mankind’s beacon may
ever shine on them again, but even for them,
it would be shocking that an entire province
might question the Imperium’s existence
entirely.
Even if the actual games played in the Gelida
collaborative events never take place within
these Hive cities, among the Noble Families,
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their creation makes the world a richer place.
It provides a broader context to the tribulations
of the lone Scouts stalking the snow swept
wastes of Gelida, and helps provide weight to
the conflicts that arise.
To make your world distinct, you should
consider what other settings have inspired
you. When doing this, you need to decide
whether your ideas improve upon and change
similar concepts that preceded them, and how
memorable they are. For this setting, I started
with an ice world simply because it hadn’t been
done in the INQ28 community yet (that I am
aware of). It helps Gelida stand out, but for it
to truly do so, I had to consider the many ice
settings of science fiction and Warhammer
40,000. The most similar setting I found was
the board game Scythe. I could have decided
Gelida should not be focused on vehicles
to set it apart, but instead the participants
helped me ground our concepts firmly in the
Warhammer 40,000 Universe. Our world looks
similar to other science fiction settings, but it
is a memorable and distinct world in the 41st
millennium due to our unique collaborative
vision of the world.
For Gelida, it will be a striking display when
we see everyone fielding their Convoys of
snow-capable vehicles, herds of borderline
rabid mammals and mutant cannibals of the
Expanse. It may just sound like a collection
of interesting ideas, but it is more than that.
It is our mark. Our signature. The reason our
community recognizes anything born of Gelida,
Tor Megiddo, the Thorn Moons, Outgard,
Lesotho or any of the brilliant worlds created
for INQ28 is the mark they left.
IT LIVES, IT BREATHES
For a world to truly grip everyone involved, it
needs to feel lived in. But what does that mean,
exactly? If you have never created a setting
for tabletop gaming, there are a few things
to watch for when designing the world your
characters reside in. Possibly the most integral
is that your setting lives and breathes.
Imagine that you and a friend are creating a
setting of your own. You both build miniatures,
give every character a name and play some
wonderful games. This is all the important
stuff, right? While these things are critical, for
a setting to be great, it needs to be fleshed out
enough that it can stand alone, even if

01 Ice Jötunn
by Vince Michael
02 Mech & Pilot
[Timothee Osulf]
03 Abandoned Manufactorum by
Vince Michael
04 Concept art
[Timothee Osulf]
05 Concept art,
[Paul-Friedrich von Bargen]
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your characters were never there. You should
know how the world and all its inhabitants
would behave, even if you had never played
a game set there. A story without a setting is
like watching a play on an empty stage. The
background matters. A lot. And I’d like to make
the case why it matters so much more when
creating a setting for a collaborative event.
When creating Gelida, I knew that the
characters of the story would not be mine.
It’s not up to you (the setting creator) what
characters will be important to the storyline
after you have set your limitations, it’s up to
the players! Therefore, you have the distinct
advantage (and disadvantage) of not having
created the main players in narrative. So, what
can you do to assure the story is gripping?
Develop the only character you can. Your
setting. Gelida is my character. I know her
like the back of my hand. It’s not love for a
planet that makes it good though, it’s the
character that it has become. Much like any
other character, Gelida itself has its own
traits, behaviours and motives in an abstract
way. Getting your setting to this point can
be challenging, as there is a lot to consider. A
good thing to keep in mind while developing
it is that you want the world to react to the
characters inhabiting it. Part of this is the cast
of characters that reside on the planet that the
players interact with.
The other half is the planet itself and how
it affects everyone. If a scenario requires a
player to retrieve something from hive city
Murus, they would meet resistance unless
they came from that hive themselves. If that
same scenario instead sent them to the Altum
Peaks, they would likely be ambushed by the
cannibals that live there. You also need to
consider the weather, the wildlife, the plants,
famous locations and how all these things
behave. Once your setting reacts to your
players as much as they do to it, you will know
that it lives. It breathes.
WISER WORDS
I hope you have found some utility in the
discoveries I have made as the primary author
of Gelida. Gelida is a collaborative effort,
though. I have had the benefit of getting insight
from some of the most accomplished hobbyists
and artists in the world—many of whom have
created incredible worlds of their own! Here are
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a few insights from wiser people than myself. I
asked each of them what they found was the
most important aspect of creating a setting
and world for INQ28 and Dark Age of Sigmar.

So yeah, good ideas are important, skill is needed
as are some limitations, but passion would be the
one thing that is vital.”
-Alexander Winberg

“When building a setting for a collaborative project
such as Gelida, I think it’s important to start with a
strong but simple theme that can hold everything
together, but give the other contributors enough
freedom. For Gelida that would be ‘a hostile ice
planet plus vehicles’. Some fundamental laws of
the world need to be established, but after that
it’s important for the group to communicate
and build off each other’s work and thoughts,
essentially developing the setting together. For
me personally, mood and visual coherence are of
very high importance. I always want to establish
the aimed atmosphere and visuals for a project by
selecting images, small bits of text or even music
that convey that atmosphere, in order to help
everyone get on the same page before the minis
and scenery are created.”
-Ana Polanšćak

STAY WARM OUT THERE
I hope that this article has inspired you
to begin creating your own setting for a
collaborative event and dive into INQ28! I was
once an unknown hobbyist afraid to take the
plunge. There is no reason to hold back, as I
know you will find the community to be very
welcoming! If you can find even one person
who is also interested in INQ28 or AoS28 who
lives remotely near you, build a setting! Even
if you both simply chronicle the conflicts of
your warbands in a new, intriguing setting, I
am confident the readers of 28 (and others
involved in this hobby) would be thrilled to see
it! It may be the beginning of a crazy adventure
where you create new friends from all over this
green earth, who join you in creating a new
setting and play some miniature games in it! It
happened to me and, at the very least, I will be
happy to hear about your exciting new world.

“I guess I’d say a key to a good setting is having
some intriguing hook to make it stand out, but
one that is still open-ended enough to get other
people’s minds going. If your goal is a collaborative
world-building, you need both limitations (or else
everyone will just bring over their pet projects and
you end up with a microcosm of 40k) and room
to explore (or you just become a game master
and limit your collaborators to players in your
dungeon).”
-Isaac Tobin
“To me, INQ28 is about the infinite grey. Darkness
that rearranges concepts of good and bad. A
never-ending war for mankind’s survival.”
-Migs
“Passion would probably be my answer. You need
to believe in it and you need to really want to do it.
The passion is contagious and others will become
equally passionate about the idea, and from
there it will even take on a life of its own. I see
a lot of ideas for projects get thrown around and
everyone is really excited, but the projects die so
easily. If there is not a firebrand to keep it going
and pushing people to keep the excitement in the
air, it will flutter out. I’d rather not focus on the
projects that didn’t come to fruition, but rather
on those that did. And in those, you can usually
see one or more core drivers. Migs for Pilgrym and
Thorn Moons, me to a certain extent for Outgard,
Mordheim 2019 and the others, Cody for Gelida.

It’s very possible that by the time you read this,
Gelida could long be over (or at least the main
events might be). If you are inspired to take
part in this world, I would love to see your work
with #gelida40k on Instagram or Facebook in
the Inquisitorium! Whether the events planned
have happened or not, we’ll be happy to see
new Scouts, beasts and mutants struggling
to survive on our little icy rock. Until next time,
stay warm out there.
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THE DARK SPACES
by Dave Taylor
I have long been a fan of the dark spaces in
the 40K universe. The spaces in between the
big battles, in between the glory and heroism,
in the cracks. Over the years, I’ve converted
a lot of miniatures for my Mechanicum/
Adeptus Mechanicus collection, like many of us
borrowing and elaborating on the wonderfully
detailed and bizarre concepts of John Blanche.
I had drifted away from GW for a little bit
when the INQ28 movement started gaining
momentum, and while I found it delightful to
ogle the wonderful creations of the community,
I struggled to find those cracks again.
When the Genestealer Cult models dropped a
few years ago, I purchased a pretty sizeable
collection of them, assembled them all, and
promptly shelved the project (7th Edition 40K
held no interest). About six months later I
saw a cool conversion using the bodies of the
Genestealer Cult Neophytes, and I grabbed a
handful of the minis languishing on my shelves.
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A little snipping and tweaking and I had
constructed an inquisitor of the Ordo Chronos
and his minions. I had no plans to use them in
any gaming, but I enjoyed messing with the
brightness of their polished bronze and purple
uniforms. I’ve still never gamed with them, but
one day they might see the tabletop in some
capacity.

EXPLORING ONCE MORE
Fast forward to 2019, and I’ve been continuing
to curate a great number of INQ28-focused
Instagram accounts that dump a steady stream
of amazing images into my feed.
The first issue of this august publication is
released and, like thousands of others, I am
floored by the quality (and quantity) of the
content. I am even more surprised when Mr
Winberg invited me to contribute something
to this second issue. At the time, I had no idea
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“The fleeting
descriptions of
the eerie setting,
and the even more
creepy servitors,
were the perfect
hook to catch my
attention.”

what that would be, but I confirmed that I
would love to participate and contribute.
At AdeptiCon in March, I had the great fortune
to meet Christof Kiel, James Ward, Isaac
Tobin and Johnny Lashley (among others).
While I have no problem remembering faces,
I often struggle with remembering names and
associating them with online handles. It was
great to be able to start to connect real-life
names, online names, faces AND models (that I
can recognise a mile off). Seeing the work that
went into Carrion Pass and the groups that
players brought to the event triggered some
thoughts about running a game of my own, but
I still didn’t have a theme or a hook, or a dark
space to dive into.
Thankfully, two weeks later I was reading
The Wicked and The Damned, a collection
of three grim dark horror stories published
by Warhammer Horror. However, it wasn’t
within the three novellas that I found my hook,
but rather it was in the small snippets that
connected the stories together. The stories are
the tales recounted by three characters who
you would expect to be upholding the Imperial
Creed – a commissar, an officer and a preacher
– as they are gathered on the cemetery world
of Silence.
The fleeting descriptions of the eerie setting,
and the even more creepy servitors, were the
perfect hook to catch my attention.

GATHERING THE HARDWARE
The description of the servitors in The Wicked
and The Damned is quite vague, so I felt I had
a lot of freedom in creating them. I knew the
legs from the Sicarian Ruststalkers would
be used, and that I wanted to mess with
anatomical proportions by extending sections
of them (using paperclips and plastic rod).
Many hobbyists have blended AdMech and
Nighthaunt parts to great effect, and I knew I’d
be following in their footsteps.

I’ll admit that I didn’t have a clear image of
what the Stalkers would look like when I
started building. At one point, I considered
something like the stilt walkers from the ‘bad
place’ in Mad Max: Fury Road, but the hunched
backs and closely held arms of the Nighthaunt
minis suggested a different look, one that I
settled on.
The rest of the group kind of fell into place. I
had some Blood Angels Sanguinary Guard
heads lying around and the funereal masks
seemed appropriate to be turned into servoskulls of a sort, using paper clips, cast guitar
strings (sourced from Dragon Forge Designs),
and rolled tubes of left-over greenstuff. The
scribe-servitor is an old inquisitorial retinue
model from an unfinished project who seemed
to fit perfectly, being considerably shorter and
stockier than the Stalkers who are the focus of
the group. He ended up without any conversion
work.
The final member of the group is their eccentric
leader – Prefect Tyber Dorox. Dorox is a
model that I converted a few years ago for a
different project that never made it through
to completion, so it was nice to find a place
for him. I removed his left hand and the
autocannon I had mounted on his right side and
added a screen and cyberhand to make him
appear more suited to an administrative role.
One of the things the text in The Wicked and
The Damned triggered was a desire to put
them onto some lovely resin bases from
Dragon Forge Design, specifically their Necrose
XIII range. They felt just perfect for a cemetery
world.

DRESSING THEM FOR THE ROLE
When it came time to paint the models, I toyed
with the idea of breaking with my typical style
and using something a bit looser, more free
and consistent with the look and feel of many
wonderful 28 projects. In the end, however, I
decided to stick with my reasonably clean and
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tight approach.
I pictured the tombs of Silence to be a mid-grey
with various greens and blues to add interest
and depth, so I used that for my scheme.
Starting from a black primer coat, I used greys
and a favourite of mine, Coal Black (from the P3
range), to highlight the robes of the Stalkers,
the Prefect and his scribe-servitor.
I wanted to feature polished silvers and rusty
silvers, as well as the all-important brass
(both polished and tarnished) for the metallic
elements of the models, to provide great
counterpoints to the grey-green of the bases
and dark robes.

THE FUTURE
I have quite a few ideas on how to expand
this simple group of servitors tasked with the
internment of the dead. My hope is to build a
table and scenery to host a couple of games
at AdeptiCon 2020. I expect it’ll feature the
funeral of someone famous from the Sector,
attended by all manner of special guests and
their minions.
+++
THE WORLD OF SILENCE
Death is the only constant across the galaxyspanning Imperium of Man. How the living deal
with the aftermath of death, however, is as
varied as the cultures that represent Humanity.
In some cultures, considered more barbaric,
the dead are burned on floating pyres, or cast
reverentially into vast crevasses. In others,
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they are raised on large poles, allowing fierce
winds to sand-blast the corpses clean. For
those who die aboard starships, being cast
into the vastness of space is their fate. In some
resource-starved hive cities, the dead are even
recycled into a foodstuff called Corpse Starch.
In the Dolorian system, the remains of the
dead have been shipped to the fourth planet
from the star – Regior, called Silence by the
locals – for millennia. Nobles are interred in
vast mausoleums carved with their mighty
deeds. Warriors are laid to rest in regimental
tombs. Even the poor, unwashed masses find
a pauper’s grave.
Given the nature of the environment and the
role required by the Dolorian culture, very few
people live on Silence. The cemetery world
is populated primarily by specifically-tasked
servitors.
The Stalkers
[with thanks to Enzo de Mello for the inspiration]
While the vast majority of servitors have
their personalities completely wiped before
they enter service, it would seem that those
servants of the Emperor that are turned into
the Stalkers of the Southern Sector, Callus
Island, Regior, exhibit behaviour that might
echo the original souls that inhabited their
bodies. Amidst the hustle, bustle and closely
monitored efficiencies of vast Administratum
conclaves, these aberrations would be instantly
recognized and deleted, but in this tiny corner
of the Imperium, these quirks are accepted, if
not celebrated.

Kappic-Schoelendt-0.4343
takes great pride in its
work, polishing memorial
plaques, watering and
replacing dying flowers,
stalking through the sector’s
greenhouse selecting the
best arrangements for the
mass graves. Presentation is
incredibly important.
Exitor-Dho-1/1/2 is
incredibly interested in
observing new forms of moss
and beetle life that can be
found on the tombs in the
Southern Sector in the lee
of The Great Edifice. It is
always commenting on them to
its fellow custodians and
its domicile is packed with
carefully tended terrariums
from each of the new areas it
is tasked with maintaining.
Zyto-Neumann-97/mk24 has
always been cantankerous,
a constant stream of
frustrations is uttered
into the vox recorder in its
hand. Its recharging station
is surrounded by spools and
spools of printed ticker
tape, the result of decades
of daily printouts.
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THE RAVENS OF
THE ROUT
by Simon Storey
‘They trouble me, Hafnir,’ the kaerl muttered as he
glared through the viewport. ‘Their ships loitering
like a stormcloud on the horizon. Ill omen, I call
them.’
‘You will learn. The Valravne follow us always.
Where Wolves tread, Crows follow.’
‘Scavengers,’ the kaerl spat. ‘Is it true they eat our
dead if they find them?’

And so the Crows were born. Mutant
scavengers who trail behind the Wolves, picking
clean their battlefields and investigating new
salvage sites. Providing a feed of information
to their hosts through their raucous comms
chatter. But how to root them into the wider
40k universe? Nothing just appears in isolation.
Where did they come from? Why are they here?

+++

Happily, the background delivered with aplomb.
The Raptors, 30k Raven Guard experimentsgone-awry, sabotaged by the XX legion. I’d
always thought their ‘staunchly loyal mutants’
angle was a little unimaginative. Wouldn’t it be
more likely for opinions to be split? Divided?
Fractious?

The crow-chief peered intently at the great vessels.
He tilted his head in curiosity, as clockwork
thoughts rattled through his brain. The Rout’s fleet
was mustering. Curiosity piqued, he flitted a signal
to Muninn, his sister-ship. Something was afoot.
He could feel it.
+++
As they broke warp by the first moon, the Long
Fang Udinn watched the cloud of little black ships.
They had a scavenger’s curiosity, scattering to
the four corners and racing each other to points
of interest. They bickered and squabbled as they
reached their destinations, posturing and arming
weapons in bluffs and displays of dominance.
Where ancient proximital defences opened fire,
they scattered in shock, squawking warning
signals to nearby craft. He listened intently to
the cawing chatter between their ships, steadily
building a picture of the strange system within
which they had emerged.
+++
‘I’ve always liked birds’. The thought sidled
past, as I sat thinking of what I could possibly
make for Iron Sleet’s Thorn Moons Invitational.
‘Yeah, this might work’.
Odin’s Ravens. Eyes and ears of the Hanged
God. Companions to Geri and Freki, the
Wolves of the Allfather. The Rout must get its
intelligence from somewhere.
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What if their acceptance into the Legion was
far from universal? What if some Raptors
themselves rejected all kinship with their
post-human brothers? Tensions then leading
to conflict. A local campaign of extermination
taking place on a research vessel at high warp.
A campaign the Legionaries lost.
Fearful for their future, perhaps the victors
thought to make more of their kind. But their
genecraft was basic, their creations little
different in stature from a basic human. But
still, they were flesh and blood. A legacy.
So onward they travelled through the uncaring
void, their origins obscured by the ravages
of time, seeking a place of sanctuary. At long
last they found their place in the universe. The
eyes and ears of the most irreverent Chapter
in the Imperium. A place where the Inquisition
would not come prying, and any questions of
collaboration with mutants are met with steely
glares from those who remember the 13th
company.
A home for the Crows to grow in number…

01 We call them ‘Rooks’. Just
big crows really.
02 To be honest, I have no
idea what they are really,
but the crows treat them
like dogs. Or pigs may be a
better analogy. Use them for
tracking, and feed them all
the stuff crows can’t eat.
Fatten them up for leaner
times ahead.
03 I think the word translates to ‘concubine’, although ‘witch’ would work
too. Psykers the lot of them.
They appear to intentionally breed them. Send them
out as favours to the other
crow-chiefs, strengthening
the various tenuous alliances
between groups.
04 I forget you’re an udlænding. That’s a sleipnir. Quite
common around these parts.
Fenrisians, both kearls and
wildlings, use them for
scouts and warhorses. Trade
them with folks in neighbouring systems as well. Not
sure how the crows got them
though. Probably stole them I
expect.
05 Augurs. The poor deluded
savages think they can see
the future.
06 Two things make a crow
happy. Scavenged technology, and not having to trudge
through this god-forsaken
mire. These two must think
they’ve died and met the Allfather.
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TELLING WAR
STORIES
by Paul Stagg
Our hobby is a broad church. Some people are
drawn in by the miniatures, some paint armies,
some pour thousands of hours into capturing
perfection with their brushes, some live for
the novels and others for the clash of battle,
the crash and crackle of power-swords against
ceramite and the thunder of rolling dice. For
me it’s all about the story. If everything else
was stripped away until only the bones at
the core of the hobby remained, what I would
be left with is the narrative. Miniatures, to
me, are so much more than gaming pieces
or opportunities to express our skill with a
paintbrush. They are an opportunity to breathe
life into fantasy worlds which would otherwise
exist only in our imagination.
Games and their rules have always been just
the mechanics, the engines by which those
stories were able to live. What mattered was
the stories, not the ones that were told in
novels, codices and army books (wonderful as
those are) but the ones that were hinted at and
implied, the ones yet to be.
“Narrative” has become something of a
watchword in recent years, a household
name thanks to Games Workshop’s “Three
Ways to Play”. As is often the case, however,
it tends to mean something different to every
hobbyist – only natural when you consider that
everyone’s hobby is, in itself, unique. To me it
is about making your models into characters,
turning your dice rolls into unfurling stories
and transforming the plastic, resin and metal
of your clashing armies into the inhabitants of
a living, breathing world. Thus, you can apply
what I would call a narrative style without
ever indulging in what GW would define as
“Narrative Play” – indeed you can do it without
ever playing at all.
Where to Begin?
In many ways, this is an article about
Necromunda and the gangers of House Goliath,
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simply because this is what I’ve been working
on recently, so these examples are freshest in
my mind. I hope, however, that the themes I’m
exploring are broadly applicable, whatever your
taste in miniatures might be.
For me, each project begins with digging into
the background of the chosen faction. The
more I know about them, the deeper and more
complete the characters I create will be. Of
course, it’s good to break the rules once in a
while, but first you need to know which rules
to break. This doesn’t mean you need to know
every aspect of their history, the dates of key
battles or the names of everyone referred to in
the background – rather look to get a feel for
how they think and live. It seems like stating
the obvious, but a goblin will think differently to
a Stormcast Eternal or a Chaos Space Marine.
If I can’t get inside the head of a miniature I’m
painting, I find it very hard to get enthused
about applying the brush to them, but if I can
imagine how the world looks through their
eyes, it’s almost impossible to stop me (some
might suggest that this is why I have a natural
affinity to painting trolls – personally I don’t
understand what they mean...).
Of course, it’s perfectly acceptable for narrative
to occur retroactively. You may want to include
a certain unit or model in your collection
because you love the miniature or (if this is
your inclination) because it’s the latest game
breaking, meta-shaking, top-table hotness?
Then why not – you can still have fun coming
up with reasons to tie it into the evolving
story of your collection. It may not even make
sense at first, given the character traits you
have associated with the pre-existing units,
but don’t let that stop you. After all, most of
the people you associate with in your dayto-day life are those with whom you were
thrown together by circumstances, rather than
deliberately seeking them out. Some of them
you may not even like.

“For me each
project begins with
digging into the
background of the
chosen faction. The
more I know about
them, the deeper
and more complete
the characters I
create will be.”
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Bloodreavers

There is no reason to assume things would
be any different if we were futuristic space
barbarians – indeed it is from such potential
conflict that good narrative can spring. Against
a background of unrelenting war not everyone
will get along, even when they’re on the same
team. Rather than dismissing the possibility,
think about the narrative hooks that such
fractious alliances might provoke and the
potential scenarios and events that could
spring from it. For example, I’ve long planned
a Necromunda game in which the gangers of
House Escher and House Goliath must work
together to escape a horde of genestealer
cultists - all the while trying to meet secret
objectives and get one over their old rivals.
Once you’ve got an idea of what kind of person
or people your models are, write down a few
concepts. This is where some people like to
write everything out in long form, and if that’s
what you want to do, then go for it. My only
words of warning are to avoid setting too
much in stone, because the more things you

establish as sacrosanct, the fewer options you
have for exploring the unknown. Personally, I
keep it to a few notes, generally no more than
a paragraph or so.
Secondly, I want the miniatures I make to tell
the story, without anyone ever needing to
read anything that I’ve written. Take a look at
Abaddon the Despoiler, rogue trader Janus
Draik or a halfling Blood Bowl player and
straight away you have an idea of what kind
of person each one is. Abaddon, for example,
is the subject of numerous novels, campaign
books and codex entries, but it only takes a brief
look at his miniature to determine that here we
have a fearsome warlord of Chaos. A picture is
worth a thousand words, but a miniature reads
them aloud to you, holds out a hand and invites
you to step into the picture with them.
Take Me to Your Leader!
Ultimately the story of your army, gang or
warband is the story of the man, woman or
alien in charge of it. Others may influence them,
28MAG // 02
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advise them, even usurp them, but so long as
they rule, their personality will be the biggest
factor in shaping the whole collection and the
kind of units and characters that accompany
them. A deeply pious inhabitant of the 41st
Millennium, for instance, might choose to
surround herself with priests and other agents
of the Adeptus Ministorum, Sisters of Battle,
crusaders or rag-clad penitents, and would
doubtless be unwilling to offer a place in her
retinue to a daemon-binding dabbler in the
heretical arts, regardless of how useful their
skills might be. A radical Inquisitor on the other
hand...
Consider the leader you plan for your collection
and ask yourself what kind of person they might
be. Are they typical of their race or faction, or
something of an outsider? What makes them
go out in search of adventure, rather than
staying sensibly out of harm’s way? Do they
use cunning and guile to achieve their aims or
do they prefer more straightforward solutions?
Do they surround themselves with friends and
advisors or rule in paranoid isolation? Are they
a warrior above all else, always the first into
the fray, or are they more tactically minded,
allowing others to get bloody on their behalf?
Perhaps most importantly, what are their
flaws? Shining paragons of heroism, after all,
make for supremely dull protagonists! A few
human failings can go a long way.
If you want the actions of your heroes and
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villains to live on in legend, they need a name.
It can be easy to feel self-conscious about this,
and many people find themselves ashamed
of giving their characters a grandiose, inuniverse title on the grounds that it sounds
a bit pretentious. Don’t let that put you off.
The worlds of Warhammer are ludicrously
pretentious and there’s no point in pretending
otherwise. Take a look into those codices, army
books and novels and have fun. You may be
surprised by how your efforts are rewarded
by the enthusiasm of your peers. If you’re still
struggling, try searching the internet for baby
name generators, choose a suitably similar real
world culture and away you go.
Sometimes, as a story progresses over a series
of quests or games, events will occur which
inspire a title - indeed a suitably grandiose
and pompous warlord may have several (and
what a golden opportunity to convert a herald
to go before them, announcing their roll of
victories so that the enemy can be in no doubt
as to whose ire they have stirred). Alternatively,
however, a name may suggest a narrative. For
example, when I named my Goliath gangboss
Korak Kingbreaker, I did so entirely because
it sounded so “heavy metal” and ludicrously
macho – perfect for a lord amongst knuckledragging downhive meatheads. However, I
soon found myself wanting to know more.
Who was the king from which he took his title,
and under what circumstances did the famous
breaking occur? Did he do the deed personally,

Imperial Guard
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bare knuckles and brute force bringing down
some outland mutie tyrant, was he simply
the mastermind who spotted the tactical
opportunities which his fellows had missed
in their impetuous hurry for battle? Maybe he
simply took credit for someone else’s efforts
- or it was forced upon him as part of a larger
scheme. As with all legends, a great deal of
creative reinterpretation will have accreted
around the core truth. For now, I don’t have the
answers. But someday I’ll convert a younger
version of Korak, and of course a fearsome
mutie overlord, set up a few scenarios, roll
some dice and find out. Whatever happens, I’m
hopeful it will generate even more questions
than it answers.
Rivals!
The more games one plays against a particular
friend or – given that many of us are rather
Orky at heart once the dice start rolling –
favourite enemy, the more relationships will
begin to develop between the characters in
our collections and those of our rivals. That
said, there’s no harm in giving fate a nudge in
the right direction. For example, whilst I was
working on my Goliaths, my partner expressed
an interest in trying out the game herself, and
threw in her lot with the insidious menace of
the Genestealer Cults. Now, of course we could
have just left it at that and allowed the two
factions to find their own stories, but I still had
two battered models which I was looking for
a use for. Both had been the subjects of failed
attempts to kitbash a leader for my gang, and
both had been cast back into the bits-box
after failing to turn out as I’d hoped. Now each
received a second lease of life.
One of them became Kutter, an outlander
Goliath who joined up with my crew after
seeing his whole gang wiped out by a menace
he believed to be some form of degenerate
muties. My aim in painting and converting him
was to emphasise his origins out in the wastes
beyond the hive. He may be a Goliath, but even
by their standards he’s a barbarian.
When we first encounter Kutter, he thinks that
all his former gangmates are dead at the hands
and talons of the Cult of the Abyssal Gaze. We
soon discover, however, that there’s more to
the story than meets the eye. Willingly or not,
some of his old gang have now been subsumed
into the cult – surely an insult and betrayal
which no son of the forges can allow to stand!

Straight away a visual link is established
between the two factions, which looks set to
deepen as the xenos begin to muscle in on the
slag-forges that the Goliaths call home...
Personalising your models
It’s up to you how much you end up doing to
personalise your models and bring their traits
to life. In some cases, it’s enough to paint them
in a certain way, or mix in a few components
from other kits, whilst other characters might
inspire you to start sculpting them from
scratch. You may find yourself creating a model
which then suggests a story, or you may find
yourself with a character in mind which you
then need to create a model to represent. In
either case consider what each component you
use suggests about the nature and disposition
of the individual represented and go from there.
In the case of “Bloodbath” Bosrak I wanted
to create a Goliath who had left his gang and
become a famous pit-fighting champion. When
his old gang finds themselves down on their
luck, they convince him to return to the streets,
reasoning that his fearsome reputation and
lethal skills will help them restore their fading
fortunes. In the main, creating a model for
the character involved selecting bits which, in
combination, implied his story. I chose a body
sculpted to be rushing forwards, demonstrating
his aggression and head-long impetuosity. For
a weapon I gave him the renderiser, a weapon
as brutal and unsubtle as only a double-handed
axe with a chainsaw blade can be.
The only part I used which didn’t originate with
the Goliath kit was the head, which came from
one of the Gellerpox mutants from the Rogue
Trader boxset. This head, with its fearful metal
mask and showy crest, helps to make him look
even more formidable and fits in neatly with the
appearance associated with Goliath gangers,
whilst still making him out as someone special.
It also helps to link back to the idea of him as
a famous name from the pit-fighting scene, in
which I imagine that individual stars have their
own signature appearance to help them stand
out to the fans (for a real world example look no
further than the wrestling scene today). On his
return to life with the gang he maintained his
infamous look. After all, it’s scary enough when
a mountain of angry muscle kicks the door
down and barges into your gang’s flop-house,
but it’s even worse when you were betting on
him as he carved up stimm-jacked pit-servitors
just a few cycles ago!
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Left
Boodbath Bosrak
Right
Genestealer Goliath

Outside The Box
Sometimes the key to getting yourself engaged
with a character comes from thinking outside
the norm. Recently, I found myself working
on a Khorne worshipping warband for Age
of Sigmar and began to ponder the story
behind the bloodthirsty barbarians. Khornate
characters are often regarded as being terribly
unexciting (although that may not be the first
thing that comes to mind when they come
storming over the horizon and descend on
your hapless village). Beyond a propensity for
reaping blood and skulls, those sworn to the
Lord of Rage can seem rather one dimensional,
especially in comparison to the labyrinthine
schemes enjoyed by followers of some of the
other Chaos gods.
In this case, the background didn’t really
impinge on the modelling or painting, I just
wanted something to spark my interest and
maintain my enthusiasm. As I applied liberal
quantities of gore to the weapons, I found
myself wondering what these maniacs got
up to when there was no-one left to butcher.
What did they do between battles? What bonds
held them together and stopped them from
turning on the weakest member of the group
until there was no-one left to kill? What kind
of people were they before hate and slaughter
poisoned them? I found myself thinking about
real world demagogues and began to see my
Slaughterpriest as an orator, a philosopher (of
sorts) and perhaps even a poet. His subject-
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matter might be rather more aggressive than
most of us would enjoy, but just as poetry and
music helps us to process our emotions so, too,
his words could drive his followers to greater
heights of brutality in battle and help them to
focus and contain their rage once there are no
enemies left to kill.
In this case there was no need to model him
any differently or change what I had already
done with the model. All I needed was the
spark to keep me interested in the project.
Suddenly, these were more than miniatures,
they were living characters. I wanted to know
their story, to add new models to the group
and maybe even play some games and find out
what the Mortal Realms have in store for them.
By exploring a characteristic which is the
opposite of those we usually associate with
a particular unit, we find ourselves asking
questions from which all kinds of interesting
characters can arise. Imagine a Space Marine
who, as a result of some injury, illness or
misfortune, has become too weak to fight.
What would they do if they could never again
be a warrior? Would they be able to accept
their fate, and if not, how far would they go to
be able to rejoin their brothers on the field of
battle?
Of course, some ideas are just too wildly out
of character to be convincing, but generally
speaking, even ideas that seem a bit “out there”
can be made to work with a little thought. Just
take care to ground the characters in other
ways – my Khornate philosopher is still a
ruthless barbarian king who bellows his ideas,
even as he wades into the melee – and try to
avoid overusing it, otherwise the exception
becomes the norm and the power and impact
is lost.
A Place to call Home
Sometimes the concept of a place can be
enough to inspire a collection based around
its inhabitants (Mordheim being the classic
example). Thus, you could even start with
a place that takes your interest and work
backwards, creating the kind of characters
you imagine would live in such a world. When
I decided to paint a group of Imperial Guard,
for instance, I started by considering the kind
of planet they might originate from. The Guard
are perfect for this kind of exercise, as the most
human of the fractions in the 41st millennium,
they carry the cultures of their home worlds

with them. You need only to briefly compare
a Catachan with a Valhallan to decide which
originates from a jungle covered death world
after all. I decided that my regiment was
drafted from a crumbling hive world. Its
resources had dwindled and its manufacturing
output run dry, yet it’s great cities still swarmed
with billions of hungry mouths and its tithes to
Terra still needed to be met. With the forces
of Chaos pressing in across the sector, the
obvious answer for the planetary governor was
to export the problem to the stars, sending
as many of his citizens to the front as could
physically be transported, whilst spending the
barest minimum on training and equipping
them. Thus, I modelled my troops as ragged
tech-peasants, armed and armoured as much
with superstition and desperation as with any
physical war gear.
Hopefully I’ve gone some way to convincing
you of the value of scattering narrative hooks
throughout your collections, things which
inspire you with new avenues to explore, new
models to paint, new stories to tell. Above all
else, the narrative needs to supply a series of
questions and answers; who is this person,
what do they want, why do they fight? Each
game then needs to ask “What happened
next?” There should always be blank spaces.
Our mental map of the story and its characters
should be surrounded by gaps – metaphorical
“here be dragons” into which more narrative
can grow. If at all possible, you want to get
the satisfaction of solving the mystery whilst
still enjoying the thrill of anticipation, as each
discovery opens up new avenues by which
you can plunge further into the unknown.
Above all else, look for opportunities to pursue
interesting stories. The projects I’ve enjoyed the
most have been those which have started with
more questions than answers and continued in
the same vein. So long as I don’t know what’s
around the corner I’ll keep trying to find out!
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THE IAN MILLER
CHALLENGE
The Ian Miller Challenge ran for two months
back in the summer of 2019. The challenge
was, quite simply, to create anything inspired
by the artwork of Ian Miller. It could be Dark
Age of Sigmar, INQ28, a single miniature, a
unit, trees, fish, weird buildings – anything the
participants wanted to make, as long as it was
clearly influenced by the artwork of Ian Miller.
The competition was judged by Ian Miller
himself, along with our very own Ana Polanšćak
and Alexander Winberg. And there were some
pretty awesome prizes, too!
Over the course of the two months, we
were inundanted with so many incredible,
imaginative and exceedingly well-executed
submissions. The number of talented
hobbyists who took part in the challenge was
truly astonishing and extremely humblng.
After receiving 60+ submissions, and after
much deliberation, we managed to whittle
these down to a selection of finalists. It was
then up to Ian Miller to pick the ultimate
winner and runners up. In the end, Ian could not
choose between two particular entries, so he
decided it only fair to award a joint first place!
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The winners of the challenge were:
1st Place = Christophe Bussy & Giuseppe Del
Buono
3rd Place = Ross Curnow
Ian had this to say about the winners:
“I love Christophe’s and Giuseppe’s entries and
feel that both, though outwardly different, touch
very successfully at the capricious root I deem
so important in my own creative endeavours.
Both pieces are salient pointers to where I have
been and, discounting the fog, may be tomorrow.
Huzzah! and congratulations to both contestants.
“In 3rd place but not least is Ross’s ‘Figure on
Staircase’. This is also a lovely piece, and it would
be a travesty to dismiss or forget it.”
Congratulations to our winners and also a big
thank you to everyone who entered! It was
a very difficult challenge to judge, with so
many interesting, unique and well-designed
models. We hope you all enjoy the gallery on
the following pages showing the winners and
some other notable entries.
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Joint 1st Place
Christophe Bussy
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Joint 1st Place
Guiseppe Del Buono
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3rd Place
Ross Curnow
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AN INTRODUCTION
TO SCULPTING

by The Wier Bros.
Conversions are a hallmark of almost all
models created in the 28 style. Rather than
building a model directly as shown on the box,
the creator changes it, sometimes beyond
recognition, to suit their vision and narrative.
This endeavour has been made easier over the
years, due to the vast range of model kits that
Games Workshop produces, most of which are
roughly the same scale, allowing one to mix
together kits, or “kitbash”.
However, after building enough models, even
kitbashing can feel limiting. At this point, the
next logical step in the creative process is to
try sculpting with modelling putty. While this
comes with a learning curve and can be time
consuming, it provides an unparalleled level of
flexibility and freedom when creating models. In
this article, I want to talk about how I approach
sculpting, provide some tips for new sculptors,
and talk about the strengths and weaknesses
of different types of modelling putty.
Learning to sculpt can be a long and challenging
process, but also a very rewarding one. If you
are just starting out, following three simple
principles can make the process less daunting:
1.
2.
3.

Have the right tools
Don’t try to do too much at one time
Practice

1. HAVE THE RIGHT TOOLS
While there is no substitute for practice, having
the right tools can help immensely when
starting out.
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Lubricants
When thinking about sculpting, the notion
of lubricating your hands and sculpting tools
might not be the first thing that comes to
mind, but it is very important, possibly even
more important than the physical implements
you use to shape and manipulate putty. All
two-part modelling putties have a sticky
characteristic when mixed, helping the putty
stay affixed to what you are sculpting on. This
is a double-edged sword because you will find
that the putty also sticks to your fingers, your
sculpting tools and almost anything it touches.
You can easily overcome this by applying a
lubricant to your hands and tools. The lubricant
creates a thin barrier between the putty and
your tools/hands. Water can serve nicely as a
lubricant for several modelling putties, and is
primarily what I use when sculpting. Water is
not suitable as a lubricant in all cases because
some types of sculpting putties begin to
dissolve or lose their rigidity when exposed to
water (Milliput, Apoxie Sculpt).
Hand lotion (Nivea creme, vaseline, petroleum
jelly etc.) can be a good alternative to water.
Hand lotion does not quickly dry or evaporate,
affording you longer working time before you
need to reapply the lubricant. With water, you
can find yourself needing to frequently remoisten your tools.
Sculpting tools
Of all my sculpting tools, the ones that get
the most use are my colour/clay shapers.
These tools are essentially paint brushes with
their bristles replaced with a silicone head
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01

of various sizes and shapes. After applying
modelling putty to the area you want to
sculpt, you can simply use the colour shapers
to shape the putty however you desire. They
are tremendously helpful for creating smooth
surfaces and seamless transitions between
the putty and the actual model.
Modelling putty is much less prone to sticking
to the silicone of the shapers than to metal
sculpting tools or your fingers. Despite this,
it is still a good idea to lubricate the tip of the
shapers before sculpting work. Colour shapers
come in various shapes and sizes, but I have
found that taper points, angle chisels and flat
chisels work the best for my purposes (sizes
ranging from 0-6).

spoon-shaped one, for detail work and broad
putty manipulation/shaping, respectively.
Since the tools are made of metal, they can
be better than the soft silicone colour shapers
for packing puttying into areas or forcibly
stretching the putty. Counterproductively,
since the tools are made of metal, putty has a
tendency to stick to them, making it essential
to use some form of lubricant. While I use these
sorts of tools occasionally, often I find I can
achieve the things I want using silicone colour
shapers exclusively. Ultimately as a sculptor,
you will come to find particular tools that
mesh well with how you sculpt, so I strongly
encourage trying different types.

Metal sculpting tools
Although not nearly as essential as the
colour shapers in my sculpting arsenal, metal
sculpting/dental tools can be very helpful for
particular sculpting tasks. Most metal sculpting
tools have two edges, a bladed one and a flatter

Sculpting putties
The market is filled with different two-part
sculpting putties, which require the two parts
to be mixed before use. Despite the variety, I
spent years sculpting solely with one epoxy
putty: green stuff (Kneadatite blue/yellow
epoxy putty). This was largely due to its
accessibility at my local game shop and the fact

02

03

01 Sisters of Sigmar.
02-03 A Death Guard Chaos
Space Marine based on a
Primaris Space Marine, with
extensive sculpting work done
with green stuff and Milliput
to modify the armour to look
like MKIII Iron armour.
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that it was the only putty offered by Games
Workshop. While green stuff can meet nearly
all of your sculpting needs, other putties offer
a variety of advantages. Here I will summarize
some of the two-part epoxy putties I have
used, as well as some of their advantages and
disadvantages.
Green stuff
In terms of applications, green stuff is a versatile
modelling putty that can be used for anything
from gap filling to sculpting entire miniatures.
When mixed, green stuff has a rubbery/elastic
texture that holds an edge nicely and works
well for sculpting small details. Unlike some
other sculpting putties, green stuff is not water
soluble, meaning water is a great lubricant for
your tools. If you are sculpting without a frame
or armature to stabilize your work, green
stuff has a tendency to droop. Because of
this, it can be a challenge to sculpt thin, wispy
details (like the edge of a cloak) and get them
to maintain the orientation you want, without
them starting to sag. However, even with this
small disadvantage, green stuff is probably the
best sculpting material for such details, as it
maintains a flexible and rubbery texture after
curing, meaning thin details are more likely to
flex than to break.
Though it is hard-to-the-touch after cured,
green stuff is prone to tearing or being
scratched when sanded or filed. Because of
this, you need to make sure you are happy with
the fit and finish of anything before it hardens,
because you cannot go back later and sand it
to make it smooth. In a pinch, you can carefully
reshape hardened green stuff by cutting pieces
away with a sharp x-acto knife/scalpel.
You can buy green stuff in a few different
formats. It is most commonly seen in ribbon
form, with the blue and yellow parts physically
touching in the centre (this is how Games
Workshop sells it, for example). This contact
between the blue and yellow parts means that
this region of the putty has already started to
cure. Because of this, it is often a good idea to
remove the centre portion of the ribbon before
mixing the two halves. Although it might
require some searching, you can also buy green
stuff with the blue and yellow packaged in
separate tubes, much like you see with other
putties.
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Milliput
Milliput is another popular two-part epoxy
putty used for miniature sculpting. Milliput
comes in several different grades, from the
standard Yellow-Grey, to the superfine White,
each with slightly different characteristics and
applications. The standard Yellow-Grey Milliput
is the one typically used for miniature sculpting.
One of the main advantages of Milliput over
green stuff is how hard it becomes after
curing. Unlike green stuff, Milliput can be safely
sanded and filed after it hardens. This makes it
ideal for sculpting large smooth surfaces, like
those seen on body armour or shields. Milliput
is remarkably good at holding its shape while
you are working with it. It will typically not sag
like green stuff is prone to, making it perfect for
blocking in general shapes that can be refined
later with sanding and carving.
Milliput functions very similarly to clay when
exposed to water. As you add water, Milliput
begins to produce silt, and will eventually
dissolve if too much is added. This characteristic
makes it a great putty to fill in seams on
models, since you can paint the putty into the

01-02 A Sister of Sigmar
Matriarch, with segments
sculpted using green stuff,
Milliput and Apoxie Sculpt.
03 A “true-scale” Space
Marine sculpted primarily
with green stuff.
04 Green stuff.
05 A selection of silicone
colour shapers.
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04

05

seams with an old paint brush. By adding small
amounts of water you can make very smooth
surfaces.

be sanded and filed. Of the three epoxy putties
mentioned, Apoxie Sculpt is the cheapest and
can be purchased in bulk.

It should be noted that while Milliput cures
much harder than green stuff, it is much more
brittle. This makes it less suitable for small
details or thin pieces that benefit from some
flexibility. When trying to sculpt small details,
Milliput has a tendency to crumble and crack.
This characteristic makes Milliput ideal for
sculpting stone or brick textures, however,
as it naturally takes on a believable stone
texture. Another strength of Milliput is that it
is significantly cheaper than green stuff per
weight.

Combining different epoxy putties
Each of the modelling putties described above
has its own unique characteristics that lend
themselves to different applications when
sculpting. By mixing two different epoxy
putties together, you can create a hybrid putty
that has characteristics of both. For instance,
if you mix equal parts green stuff and Apoxie
sculpt you get a putty that handles similarly
to green stuff but has the hardness of Apoxie
Sculpt after curing. You can combine green
stuff and Milliput to get a similar effect.

Apoxie Sculpt
Apoxie Sculpt falls somewhere between green
stuff and Milliput. It is a two-part epoxy putty
that has similar characteristics to sculpting
clay. It is partially water soluble, like Milliput,
with its consistency softening with the
addition of water, making it easy to achieve
smooth surfaces and transitions. It does not
have the elastic qualities of green stuff. Like
Milliput, Apoxie Sculpt cures hard enough to

By changing the ratios of each putty mixed, you
can create putties with different properties.
Now when I sculpt, I usually use a 50/50
mixture of green stuff and Apoxie Sculpt.
Experimenting with different epoxy putties
and different mixtures of them is a worthwhile
exercise, as you never know when you will
discover something that suits your sculpting
style. Another benefit of mixing putties is that
you are using less green stuff and, therefore,
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01 Due to the ability to sand
cured Milliput, it is ideal
for creating armour plates.
Finer details can then be
added in later sculpting
sessions, using green stuff.
02 Milliput
03 Milliput is excellent for
sculpting stones, due to the
rough texture you can achieve
with it.
04-05 An Imperial Guard
operative with many details
sculpted with green stuff.
06 Apoxie sculpt
01

02

saving money.

2. DON’T TRY TO DO TOO MUCH IN ONE GO
Initially, it is important to focus on small and
simple tasks. It is easy to get discouraged if
you initially try to sculpt too much, particularly
if the results are not to your liking. I started
by filling gaps and seams on my miniatures.
Once I was comfortable with this, I moved to
sculpting small details like belt straps and
pouches. Eventually, I moved on to larger,
more complicated features. As you gain
more experience sculpting and start more
complicated projects, it is still important not to
do too much at once. Trying to finish everything
in one session will frequently result in sloppy
work and mistakes, like crushing areas you just
sculpted with the slip of a finger.
When sculpting, I always try to break down the
process into several sculpting sessions. There
is simply no way I could have done some of the
intricate belts, buckles, and clothing details on
my recent Imperial Guard models in a single
sculpting session. Trying to force your sculpting
into one or two sessions generally forces you

03

04

to settle with substandard work. If you want
to add crisp detail on top of something you
just sculpted, you will not be able to properly
manipulate the additional green stuff, as
applying any additional pressure will crush your
previous work.
While you might be tempted to get most of the
sculpting done in one session, I promise that
you will be much happier with your sculpting
results if you spread it out over multiple shorter
sessions, with breaks in between to allow your
just-finished details to fully cure. Furthermore,
by taking things in stages you also afford
yourself more time to reflect on your work and
plan the next steps.

05

3. PRACTICE
Like everything else in this hobby, whether
painting or just assembling models, the more
time you spend sculpting, the better you will
get at it. No one wins a Slayer Sword at a
Golden Daemon painting competition with
their first model. They spend hundreds of hours
practicing and honing their craft. Sculpting is
no different. Your success will be proportional
06
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to how much time you invest in it. There is no
substitute to spending time with sculpting. You
need to practice and experiment, all the while
trying to push yourself with each new project.

If you are just beginning sculpting, you will not
simply become good at the technique overnight.
It will take time. But if you persist, you will get
better and start to enjoy the process more and
more. Ultimately, I encourage everyone to try
sculpting. At the very least, it will give you a
deeper appreciation for the designers of your
favourite miniatures.

As mentioned earlier, when just starting out,
it is good to start with simple things, like
filling gaps or creating small details to add to
a model. This allows you to get familiar with
the different types of putty and sculpting tools,
and builds your confidence. With each new
project you can attempt a little more, until you
are sculpting large sections of, or even entire
models.
Conclusion
Learning to sculpt is time-consuming, but it
is ultimately a very satisfying and fulfilling
process. When I started my blog, Between
the Bolter and Me, I had never used modelling
putty or sculpted anything. It has taken me
seven years to reach my current level, and
to create the models seen in this article. The
process was filled with many ups and downs,
but I have grown tremendously as a hobbyist
as a result.

03

06
01-06 The green stuff was
allowed to cure fully before
moving on to the next step.
Without doing the sculpting
over multiple stages, I would
not have been able to add
many of the fine details,
like the tiny clasps and
buckles.

Finally, while I tried to cover most of the
basics for sculpting within this article, there
is a lot of details I couldn’t cover, due to lack
of space (and experience). If you would like
to learn more about virtually every aspect of
sculpting, I would highly recommend that you
visit Mr_Pink’s blog Modern Synthesist (www.
modernsynthesist.com), where you can find
many articles and videos about the subject.

This article was written by Adam, Eric and Gregory
Wier, with input and editing by Nicholas Jones and
Nicholas Tregidgo.
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THE TOWER HEADS
OF ROTROOT
OBSCURA
by Vince Michael
Beware the Rotroot Obscura
Oh, the lights of those dreadful towers
The place of serpent branches and devils’ powers
they whisper on the wind
Dark wrath and foul sin
Draw your hoods, keep away from the woods
Lower your gaze, eyes low to the haze
Beware the Rotroot Obscura.
– A Traveller’s Mantra
Deep within the Rotroot Obscura stand ancient
towers that nearly touch the sky. They have
always been there, since before the End Time.
These ancient towers are remnants of the past,
bound by shrouds of mystery and wild magic.
The surrounding land is hidden by a thick black
fog, save for that touched by the blinding cones
of light cast through the windows in each
tower’s peak. At full moon, it has been reported
that bizarre beasts and beings from olden
times descend the tower steps and haunt the
foul Rotroot.
Each extraordinary light shines like a beacon,
splitting the fog like axe to a stump. It is
believed that both madness and unparalleled
knowledge of the universe is granted to any
being that glances upon the light source – a
burden too great for any mortal – ultimately
driving them into a frenzy. The mental
disturbance is so strong that their physical
forms stretch and expand and corrupt into
something altogether non-human.
The cult is formed around the obsession,
worship and protection of the towers and
source of the magnificent light. Worshippers
don helmets in the tower’s image, protecting
their eyes from the cursed light. Only the
chosen may open their helmet doors and
accept the blessing of the tower-light…
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CRAFTING THE IMPERIUM’S
GREATEST FACE-HEEL TURN

by V.W. Talos
What Did Adeptus Titanicus Ever Do For Us?
The Horus Heresy is lightning in a bottle.
It began for the simplest of reasons: Games
Workshop couldn’t afford new moulds for
their Adeptus Titanicus. Released in 1987
by a company that was only just starting
out with impact styrene models, the whole
venture was a huge gamble. A truth rarely
acknowledged by Games Workshop’s player
base is the staggering expense of initially
tooling the moulds necessary for producing
styrene models. While styrene itself is cheap as
paper, freshly tooled metal moulds for a single
sprue can cost somewhere around the price
of a small house. When one squad of models
requires a minimum of three sprues, it’s easy
to see why so many smaller model companies
stick to white metal or resin.
Back in ’87, though, Games Workshop was
all about that plastic. They may have been a
tiny upstart model company, but they were
trying new things. One of these was Titanicus.
Wanting to create a game about skyscrapersized mechs smashing cities to dust, GW
were confronted by the hard economics that
they could afford to tool only one Titan model.
Unable to afford anything else, this economic
necessity became mother to the greatest
narrative within the Warhammer 40,000
universe: there needed to have a reason why
each player had an army made of the same
models.
Thus, The Horus Heresy: the first great Imperial
civil war.
Players would be using the same mechs
because their armies came from the same
in-universe source; one Loyal to the Emperor,
the other, loathsome Traitors loyal to some
rando named Horus, a formerly faithful
servant turned heinous would-be usurper. The
background lore in the initial game covered
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barely three paragraphs; it was little more than
flavour text justifying the homogenous nature
of the miniatures in the box. However, from
small acorns arose mighty galaxy spanning
catastrophes.
As has always been 40K’s nature, the lore
would come later, almost all of it unplanned,
but instead evolving over time into something
truly remarkable. From a fairly unexceptional
beginning driven entirely by pecuniary
circumstance, the Heresy would grow into one
of the most sprawling, complex parts of the
entire 40K mythos. It would also, arguably, be
the most interesting part of it as well.
Certainly the money game bears this out – for a
number of years, the Heresy was Forge World’s
number one selling line, to the point that
they pretty much stopped producing things
for 40K and focused on the 31st Millennia
almost exclusively. By the end of 2015, it was
so popular that GW itself produced a series
of Heresy-era models in plastic. I remember
the excitement I felt the first time I saw a
plastic Mk IV Astartes, with a good portion
of that excitement coming down to just how
unthinkable it was that these models were
now in plastic.
So why has the Heresy been so popular? What
is it that makes it lightning in a bottle? Well, to
my mind, there are three core reasons.
The Villains Are Human
40K proper is a giant melting pot of everything
the GW design team grew up loving. Space
Marines are Knights IN SPACE; Aeldari are
Tolkien’s elves IN SPACE; Necrons are Stan
Winston’s Terminators IN SPACE; Orks
are Tolkien’s orcs 80s-era English football
hooligans IN SPACE… the list goes on, and we’re
all familiar with it. Arguing over exactly what
inspired what is one of the more perennially
enjoyable aspects of the hobby.

“In typical high
fantasy narratives,
the fate of the very
world is in peril; in
40K, worlds have
canonically been
burned because of
clerical error.”
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The benefits of this expansive mixture of
influences are obvious: everyone gets to have
whatever they want. Weird alien cultures?
Sure thing. Bizarre and horrifying cyborgs?
Absolutely. It’s a smorgasbord of opportunity,
where gamers can create whatever they
wish and reasonably claim that, canonically,
it fits in somewhere. Over the years I’ve seen
everything from Imperial Knights with trees
growing out of their backs to Chaos models
made from half a pound of modelling clay and
misplaced hope. It’s a magnificent kudzu field
where the only limit is a player’s imagination
and disposable income.
However, the unspoken drawback of this
narrative freedom is a serious lack of focus.
Every faction is at least one players’ favourite,
and when you have something like twenty
different factions, each with seven different sub
factions, it’s almost impossible to craft a cogent
narrative with meaningful conflict. In typical
high fantasy narratives, the fate of the very
world is in peril; in 40K, worlds have canonically
been burned because of clerical error. The vast
nature of the Imperium presents would-be
game writers with a serious conundrum: faced
with a setting so vast every player has invented
at least twenty-five planets for it themselves,
how can a writer make those players truly care
about any one particular planet?
Especially if they’re a xenos player, whose
faction doesn’t especially care about which
planet they’re on, and who may not even
like the concept of planets (looking at you,
Craftworlder).
Not to mention, the disposability of humanity
is only part of the problem. Looking in a little
more depth at the aforementioned xenos
factions, it seems redundant – though
remains necessary – to point out that all of
them are, by nature, inhuman. While usually
including comprehensible aims, their goals are

often rather more nebulous, and couched in
cultural terms which can leave players feeling
somewhat emotionally detached from them.
All of this means that 40K provides a huge
amount of spectacle and fun, but at the cost of
diminished emotional investment. If a planet
dies at the end of a campaign, it doesn’t mean
much. There’s always another planet. If humans
die, why should any xenos player care? There’s
an intrinsic emotional disconnect with a lot of
the 40K setting, and it presents any writer with
a serious barrier to true engagement.
The Heresy doesn’t have these problems.
Despite its ridiculously enormous cast of
characters, things are much clearer. It has two
main factions with the same overall goal. There
are Loyalists; there are Traitors. Both want
Terra. Yes, the Xenos factions are completely
side-lined, and if you’re a xenos player, that’s
annoying as hell. However, it’s hard to deny
the gains. The Heresy’s absolute centring of its
narrative around a simple, easy-to-understand
and highly relatable conflict makes it
immediately more emotionally engaging. There
are goodies and baddies, and though which is
which depends on where you’re personally
standing, the distinction is clear.
In addition, everyone involved is a human. This
may not seem important, but it really is. For
better or worse, audiences always relate more
to characters who look like themselves (which,
in a mild diversion is the mildly depressing reallife reason Space Marines and their Primarchs
are all male – it has nothing to do with science
and instead from the design team of the era’s
belief that young boys would only engage with
male models, and would turn from the product
if women were included). The Heresy’s sidelining of xenos characters (and, by extension,
their unfortunate players) has the undeniable
effect of making the narrative more emotionally
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engaging. Characters like the Swarmlord
or Old One Eye might be awesome, but can
you imagine them having a conversation?
That inability to engage in social interactions
inherently limits the narrative options available
to writers using these characters.
In a similar vein, characters like Nathaniel Garro
are recognisable and familiar, as for all their
‘Warhammer-ness’, they’re still archetypal.
The martial virtues embodied by many of the
Astartes carry resonance with modern culture
in a way that the weirder alien cultures are
deliberately designed to reject. Imhotekh,
Ghazgkull, or any of the patently inhuman
Aeldari leaders are, by design, Not Like Us.
Now, yes, aliens are interesting and fun, and
it truly is depressing to think that an audience
which claims to love escapist fantasy can’t
engage with the genuinely unfamiliar… but
there’s a reason Star-Lord is the protagonist
of ‘Guardians of The Galaxy’ and not Groot.
We might love Gamora, might recognise that
beneath the superficially alien surface there’s a
recognisably human abused daughter seeking
to assert herself over the brute she was forced
to call father, but humans will always relate to
humans more easily than aliens. The Heresy’s
innate lack of barriers to empathy, the fact its
audience can immediately recognise and relate
to the characters involved, leads us neatly into
the next reason that the Heresy has been so
enduringly popular.
It’s a Tragedy in the classical sense of the
word
I’ve written about the concept of hamartia
before. This storytelling conceit is older than
dirt, dating back to antiquity. Classical Tragedy
differentiates itself from the modern use of
the word (which simply refers to unfortunate
things happening) from having a very specific
definition. In a modern tragedy, bad things
happen. In a classical Tragedy, bad things
happen because the main character has a
hamartia – a flaw. This isn’t a physical flaw,
like deformity or the like, but a flaw in their
personality. Maybe they cling to an idea when it
is to their detriment to do so. Maybe they have
an obsession which they cannot shake. Maybe
the love too much, or are incapable of love at
all. Whatever it is, a character’s hamartia will
destroy them.
And that word is quite specific – the character
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may well survive, but they will be destroyed.
Their hamartia is an unavoidable, inescapable
drive which will cause them to ruin their own
lives. This is the most important element of
classical Tragedy: a protagonist’s downfall is
always their own fault. Their own personal
failings do not merely drive the plot: they are
the plot.
Modern storytelling has offered examples of
this in abundance. In ‘Breaking Bad’, Walter
White’s hamartia is his personal sense of
impotence, coupled with an inability to
recognise that he is simply not as clever as
he fancies himself. Consumed by the absolute
belief in his own unimportance, he becomes
obsessed with asserting his own power on the
world. In ‘Game of Thrones’, Ned Stark’s flaw
is his obsession with honour. He puts it before
everything, giving him a fatal inability to see
the world as it truly is and engage in necessary,
pragmatic realpolitik. By putting honour before
reason at every turn leads to his destruction at
the hands of more ruthless opponents.
In the same way, the Heresy is a story built on
the flaws of its characters. While it markets
itself as a tale of massive battles and heroism,
in truth, it is a story about failure, and the
impotence of power in the face of the human
condition. Consider: The Emperor is the most
powerful human to ever exist, and his dream
dies because he is a cold and unfeeling father.
Horus is the most powerful champion of Chaos
to ever exist, and he fails because he is unable
to admit his father’s superiority or embrace
the humility necessary to see that his war
was always doomed to fail. Angron cannot
see past his rage; Guilliman cannot see past
his own privilege. Neither of the two closest
brothers, Dorn and Peturabo, can see past
their own arrogance. Lorgar cannot put aside
his desperate desire to worship something.
Magnus refuses to admit the dangers of magic.
Every single Primarch fails, and worse, they fail
on their own terms, because they are flawed
men. Despite gifts of greatness, despite vast
unearned advantage, each fails because they
are as flawed the lowliest Imperial Guard.
Unlike conventional 40K, which is more of an
open-world sandbox than a story, the Heresy is
a true narrative whose stories are tied together
by a single, unifying theme: great power means
nothing, because humans are too small to
wield it. The greater the power an individual

“Put Thanos in a
suit of Terminator
Armour and you’ve
basically got
Horus.”
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has, the greater their fall, the more absolute
their failure, and the more innocent deaths
they cause.
Golden armour hides leaden souls.
This central theme, running through every tale
of the Heresy like a word through a stick of rock,
neatly sidesteps one of 40K’s key narrative
problems: the need for a victory. Games of 40K
have winners and losers, and this fact cannot
help but shape the way the setting is viewed.
Despite everything, players assume that
their side will be the one to ultimately ‘win’.
Someone’s going to sit on The Golden Throne.
By contrast, The Heresy solves this problem
though its use of hamartia: the only possible
result of a war fought between men as broken
as the Primarchs is that every side loses. It’s
an ending that is both logical and emotionally
satisfying, carrying as it does important truths
about the human condition, and those to whom
power is given without being earned.
However, those of you who balk to hear the
Primarchs described as little more than men
have probably fallen in love with the final
component of The Horus Heresy’s success.
It Resembles a ‘Super-heroic’ Universe
Because seriously, just look at it! It’s utterly
ridiculous! Genetically engineered supersoldiers un-ironically described as demigods,
each of whom has his own gimmick, power
set, magical equipment and look, do battle
while the skies burn around them. Some of
the battles of the Heresy wouldn’t be out of
place in the DC universe. Put Thanos in a suit
of Terminator Armour and you’ve basically got
Horus. Dig deeper and yes; the larger themes
of power, duty, hubris and abject failure are
clearly visible.
But come on! We didn’t come for any of that
mopey rubbish! We came to see Horus make
grand speeches about The Dawn of A New
Order, then lay waste to entire battalions
of Astartes with a single swing of The
Worldbreaker!
Because of course he has a mace called The
Worldbreaker, and of course it has a definite
article to emphasise how unique and amazing
it is.

It’s not just Horus. Every Primarch has a
gimmick. Dorn is a noble knight. Guilliman
is Julius Caesar. Jaghatai Khan is Temüjin.
Magnus is a super-wizard. Peturabo is a Bond
villain. Angron is Ben-Hur. Kurtz is literally Evil
Batman. I could go on, but I’m sure you get the
point. You could make a Horus Heresy fighting
game with the Soul Calibur engine and no-one
would bat an eye at the overblown character
designs or oversized weapons. Every character
is not just larger than life, but impossibly so,
bestriding the world in the kind of outfit a drag
queen might think is a little bit much. The 40K
universe has always followed a mantra of more
is more, and nowhere is this more prevalent
than the Horus Heresy. If Spinal Tap dial
everything up to eleven, the Horus Heresy dials
everything up to HOLY GOD THE ROOM IS ON
FIRE THE AUDIENCE IS ON FIRE EVERYTHING
IS ON FIRE WHY IS EVERYTHING ON FIRE OH
GOD!
Deny it as some always will, Warhammer’s core
audience is 11-16 year old boys. The Heresy,
for all its aspirations to literacy, is simply a
more refined version of those boys’ fantasies…
it’s silly, and unrealistic and almost hilariously
po-faced, but there’s no denying how many of
us love those crazy, crazy characters.
The Heresy is ending. Not in fiction; there, it’s
been over since 1987. But as a product, it’s
pretty much run its course. We can see this
in two ways: firstly, with the promotion of
The Solar War, it’s clear Games Workshop has
finally called time on the whole affair. Secondly,
with the advent of the Primaris Astartes, those
wonderful Heresy sculpts can’t help but look at
least somewhat… smaller by comparison.
The runaway success of the Heresy – which
largely came during a time when Games
Workshop was somewhat on the ropes
financially – is something that GW would be
foolish not to study and attempt to replicate.
However, it would be somewhat redundant
to simply return to the Heresy. The books are
written. Forge World’s Age of Darkness system
exists, and is perfectly fine. Once finished, The
Heresy will become – perhaps even more than
it was at the start – the collector’s version of
40K.
The thing is though: can Games Workshop
apply the lessons of the Heresy to 40K? Or
have they, perhaps, already begun?
28MAG // 02
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8th Edition’s Metanarrative
The release of the Primaris Astartes has been
a contentious issue, because of course it has.
40K’s fan base is, for a variety of reasons,
largely unpleasable. Change something and
fans will shriek that the game has been ruined.
Change it back and fans will shriek that the
game has been ruined. Leave things the same
and fans will shriek that the game has been
ruined. I’ve been gaming since 1989, and the
one absolute constant has always been fans
shrieking that the game has been ruined.

as second only to the Emperor himself. A
deadly tactician and monster on the battlefield,
he leads his men from the front, with a
combination of strategic brilliance, tactical
genius, and masterful diplomacy. Surveying
the majesty of the Emperor’s aspirations and
then noting the massive gap between those
dreams and the savagery of reality, he finds
himself wracked with a desperate need to do
something about it.

After thirty years and with GW’s financials
better than they have ever been – to the
point they’re one of the only companies in
the UK to have prospered in an era of Brexit
uncertainty – I’ve no time for that attitude.
Which is one of the things I’ve found strangest
about the Primaris release. There’s no denying
it, but a part of the 40K community saw the
Primaris Astartes and lost their collective
mind. Comment after comment decrying the
fluff, shrieking that the Primaris narrative had
been poorly implemented, that it was out of
nowhere, that…

Now, stop me if you’ve heard this one. A group
of soldiers, desperate to serve the Emperor,
fight bravely for the chance to be chosen.
Submitting themselves to the Master of
Mankind’s technologies, they are genetically
altered until they tower over mere humanity,
as far removed from the ordinary people are
wolves are from sheep. Clad in the deadliest
armour their master’s mind can conceive and
equipped with the deadliest weapons, they lay
waste to His enemies, and bring all beneath His
heel… until He refines the process and replaces
them with their more advanced successors.
Who am I describing: Thunder Warriors, or the
Adeptus Astartes?

It’s just exhausting, even recounting it. Let’s
just say that there’s a certain type of player
who quite vocally despises Primaris, and leave
it there. The reasons aren’t really important.
However, what I find interesting is that Games
Workshop has been leaning into this reaction,
in quite the intriguing way. If you’ve read a
copy of the first Imperium Nihilus campaign
book, Vigilus Defiant, you might have read the
passage about the Rubicon Primaris.
If not, to summarise, the Adeptus Astartes have
had exactly the same reaction to the Primaris
that the fan base has. Some are elated and love
the new guys. Others are untrustworthy; they
don’t mind them, but they aren’t using them.
Some are vocally blasting the project, declaring
these new ‘Astartes’ as little better than techheresy.
It’s all very meta. What makes it truly
interesting is the opportunity it presents for
the 40K setting – an opportunity hinted at
in the final chapter of the ‘Gathering Storm’
campaign which ended 7th edition.
Stop me if you’ve heard this one. A Primarch,
beloved by all his peers and held in the highest
esteem, holds a position within the Imperium
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Who am I describing: Horus or Guilliman?

I’ve written before about how Games
Workshop has always been desperate to make
the Ultramarines happen, as well as why fans
are so resistant to the Scions of Guilliman. If
you want a more detailed explanation, then feel
free to read my previous work, but the short
version is that it’s a combination of factors. The
essential arguments boil down to the fact that
the Ultramarines can come off as relatively
unambiguous ‘good guys’ – an opinion which
represents an almost hilarious lack of critical
thinking, considering the unambiguously
theocratic autocracy they represent. In addition
to this, and the fact they suffer from the
stigma which comes from Games Workshop’s
unfortunate tendency to characterise the
Ultramarines as ‘the best chapter’ (despite
much, much evidence, both in-universe and
in-game to the contrary). Finally, they are
the Chapter which most players discover as
youngsters, and thus are somewhat cursed to
be the ‘noob’ Chapter.
I would argue that the present narrative arc,
centred around the returning Primarchs – most
notably Guilliman himself – combined with the
uniquely contentious nature of the Primaris
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Astartes represents a singular storytelling
opportunity. One which walks familiar, yet
uniquely different ground.
What if Guilliman turned?
An Entirely Logical Damnation
Consider a simple notion: Guilliman, a man
who we know prefers diplomacy to violence,
emerges from his stasis to discover the
Emperor’s dream not merely in ruins, but in the
most grotesque perversion of it imaginable.
Except we don’t need to imagine it. It’s canon.
To quote the man himself:
“Why do I still live? What more do you want from
me? I gave everything I had to you, to them. Look
what they’ve made of our dream. This bloated,
rotting carcass of an empire is driven not by
reason and hope but by fear, hate and ignorance.
Better that we had all burned in the fires of Horus’
ambition than live to see this.”
That’s Guilliman talking about the state of the
Imperium in the 41st millennium. The Emperor
has been little more than a lighthouse for the
last 10,000 years, and locked as he is in death,
the Imperium has corroded. The Legions, once
stalwart bastions of humanity, have become
depraved in their new form as Chapters, lost in
small-minded worship of a man who outlawed
religion.
Now, obviously, Guilliman cannot allow this
unchecked madness to continue. So, ever the
diplomat, he reaches out to the High Lords of
Terra, and explains that things need to change.
Of course, power never willingly turns on itself,
and Guilliman finds himself stymied, denied,
refused. To be the Emperor’s son is one thing,
but to expect that those who have ruled for
generations would simply acquiesce and bow
down.
No.
Faced with their machinations at every turn,
Guilliman is confronted by a horrible truth: The
Imperium cannot be saved. Not in its current
form. It is too ancient, too unyielding, too
intractable. It must be brought to his will, its
leaders made to submit, or else destroyed.
Isn’t it logical that Guilliman would turn against
the Imperium?
Isn’t it equally logical that the Imperium

would then, in an act of true irony, declare
him Traitor? After all, the Emperor’s son is
not the Emperor. Whether through a desire to
preserve their positions or genuine faith in their
God-Emperor, the High Lords have no choice.
Guilliman’s desire for progress threatens the
status quo, and such a thing cannot be allowed.
Consider the narrative house of cards that
follows as the Imperium rips itself apart. On the
one side are those Chapters loyal to Guilliman.
On the other, those loyal to the Imperium. But,
complicating this, you have the chapters who
have embraced the Primaris, and those who
despise it. It’s entirely possible that some
Chapters might turn on themselves, the older
Astartes denouncing their Primaris brethren
as heretical experiments loyal to a would-be
usurper instead of the one, true Master of
Mankind.
How long before the battle lines are drawn,
with the lunatic insanity of the Imperium
confronting Guilliman’s supposedly noble
Primaris?
Taking a step back from the story, it’s easy
to see how this immediately revitalises
everything. Those old Astartes models which
aren’t selling? GW gets to repackage them
as Loyalists. This gives the old marines an
explicit reason to exist, and quashes the
understandable horror at the thought of a
beloved army which took hundreds of hours
to lovingly create being rendered obsolete, or
worse, Squatted.

“Why do I still
live? What more do
you want from me?
I gave everything
I had to you, to
them. Look what
they’ve made of
our dream. This
bloated, rotting
carcass of an
empire is driven
not by reason
and hope but by
fear, hate and
ignorance. Better
that we had all
burned in the fires
of Horus’ ambition
than live to see
this.”

In the same way this ensures the ‘survival’ of
older models, it also gives the Primaris a more
significant identity beyond ‘bigger marines’.
They now represent something never before
seen in 40K: hope. Genuine hope too; a way
forward, a tool for humanity to escape the
nightmares of the past and reforge the dream
of ascendency. In much the same way, the
Ultramarines become truly interesting, as they
finally take the stage as the representatives of
a truly ‘heroic’ Imperium.
Consider the effect of this on the still-divided
player base. Hate Primaris? Congratulations:
pick a Loyalist Chapter and fill it with old-school
marines. Love Primaris? Brilliant, you can build
an army dedicated to creating humanity’s
bright new future. Sure, both those options are
already perfectly valid, but this gives a real in28MAG // 02
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Workshop – and its players – get to have their
cake and eat it.
Not to mention all those marine vs. marine
battles you and your friends used to have?
They finally make sense, as brother fights
brother over an ideological rift that is simple
and easily understandable. Everyone gets what
they want, and the 40K universe is enriched in
the process. So, given all this, why does it seem
so unlikely that this will happen?
What Do You Do When Your Fan Base Is
Unpleasable?
Let’s get the first lot out of the way quickly: some
gamers simply want Primaris to disappear.
They’re going to hate them regardless for
whatever reasons they’re invested in and that’s
honestly fine. Ultimately, those opinions will
disappear, because they don’t own 40K, GW
does, and GW wants Primaris. It’s that simple.
As those players age, they’ll they drift away,
younger generations who have only known
Primaris will replace them and that’ll be the
end of it. Either the old guard adapt or, more
likely, spend the rest of their time in the hobby
drinking mournful beers along with the guys
who refuse to accept that Hey, Age of Sigmar’s
Actually Pretty Great Now, and more power to
‘em. Whatever makes them happy.
Which leads to more relevant difficulties. The
first of which is that a second Imperial Civil
War isn’t going to have the simple clarity of
the Horus Heresy. This is due to the fact that
unless GW does something very brave, it’s
going to be a three-way dance: Old Imperium,
New Imperium, and Chaos… and that doesn’t
work as well.
Guilliman vs The Old Order vs Chaos isn’t as
gripping, as the existence of three factions
dilutes the emotional heft. The Horus Heresy
was built on a clear delineation of Order versus
Chaos. This new Heresy would instead be
something more akin to Decency vs. Cruelty,
reducing Chaos’ role to something not unlike a
hurricane: a terrifying destructive force, but not
an active player in the conflict in the same way
that Horus’ forces were.
There is also the problem of the remaining
Primarchs’ unavoidable inhumanity. Ten
thousand years have passed, and in the current
era, things are not as they were. Certainly, each
and every surviving one of The Emperor’s Sons
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is an order of magnitude more powerful than in
the Heresy… but this does not mean they are as
compelling. Human Angron is a tragic antihero
turned tragic villain. Daemon Prince Angron is
a chainsaw with legs, with all the personality
of the Swarmlord. Human Angron remains
one of very few men to call Guilliman out on
his privilege to his face. In the same situation,
Daemon Angron shrieks, shits himself out of
sheer fury, and swings an axe into Guilliman’s
face.
Action isn’t always the most awesome
outcome.
Now, yes, I’m picking on Angron because he’s
the easiest and most effective demonstration,
but the point could apply to any of the current
Primarchs. The Heresy is a Tragedy built on
flaws. The 41st Millennia is already as bad
as it gets for each of them. The Heresy took
everything from the Chaos Primarchs and left
them inhuman, meaning there is little more
tragedy to extract. Magnus in 30K is a wronged
man who did what he thought was right for the
best of reasons and was cruelly punished for it;
Magnus in 40K is a giant red demon who just
wants to blast everyone with spells.
The Heresy is a story about super-powered
failure, and how power is ultimately worthless.
It’s difficult to recreate that in 40K, whose
theme has always been ‘excess is insufficient’.
This is, of course, before we consider someone
like Abaddon; a character who for many years
has been reduced to the status of Poundland
Horus. It’s not really fair, but you can see where
it’s come from. Before multiple Black Crusades
were thankfully retconned as strategy, they
looked a lot like twelve unimpressive failures.
In a lot of ways, Vigilus Ablaze was an effort
to correct this enduring perception; to build
the Warmaster up from a man who’s spent
10,000 years failing into a man who can stab
Marneus Calgar in both his hearts and walk
away like it ain’t no thang. There’s been a lot of
good work done here, and the spectacular new
sculpt really helps. Arguably, though, Abaddon
is always going to come off as a cheap Xerox
of Horus, because in all truth, that’s kind of
who he is. Dangerous, but not exactly original.
He’s got nothing to distinguish him from his far
more deadly Primarch beyond the words ‘still’
and ‘alive’.

“Action isn’t
always the
most awesome
outcome.”

CRANIAL MATTERS // V.W. TALOS

There’s also the issue that Xenos species
are a far bigger part of the setting. Including
things like the T’au, Necrons and Tyranids
is a necessity. However, with a three-way
narrative split between a New Imperium, the
Old Order and Chaos, it becomes that much
harder to include these important factions,
and especially in meaningful ways. Without
tying them into the Imperium’s narrative arc,
these xenos factions become an indistinct,
unimportant mess or distractions. I don’t think
anyone wants their faction becoming 40K’s
equivalent to the mostly irrelevant Dorne arc in
‘Game of Thrones’.
Now, there is always the possibility that GW
does the unthinkable. As I mentioned above,
they could do something very brave. It’s
arguably a terrible idea, but if done well, could
prove intriguing: they could turn Guilliman
entirely.
Stop me if you’ve heard this one.
Imagine a man, once feted as every Astartes’
spiritual liege. A man lauded and praised as
the apex of the Emperor’s might, as the very
tip of His spear. Imagine that man, in command
of the greatest war fleet assembled in 10,000
years, with the finest warriors the universe has
ever seen. Then imagine he Falls.

dark moniker. The Chapter and its successors
split. Some Primaris join their Spiritual Liege,
Falling alongside him. Some refuse. As it did in
the old days, the Heresy is replayed. Perhaps
Guilliman doesn’t even bother to kill Abaddon.
After all, Ezekyle served as second-incommand to a Warmaster once. Perhaps he
will enjoy his chance to do so again.
It’s definitely unlikely. Perhaps, arguably,
impossible. Games Workshop have always
pushed the boys in blue as their number one
guys, pushed Guilliman as the one true hero
of the Imperium. It would be incredibly brave
of them to take their number one guy and
effectively Ned Stark him.
Nonetheless, the opportunity is there. A new
Civil War, if handled well, would be an excellent
way to move the narrative forwards, taking
the game setting in unexpected directions
and bringing new importance to models old
and new alike. It will, of course, be next to
impossible to successfully pull off.

It’s not impossible. After all, it happened once
before, ten thousand years ago.
How? Well, consider what happens when
Guilliman’s New Imperium discovers that
actually, it is incapable of winning. That the Old
Order simply has too many bodies to kill, too
many guns to resist. Consider Guilliman, in his
desperation, reaching out to those whispered
voices and accepting their offer of help. After
all, it’s just once. One time and no more.
Desperate times call for desperate measures;
the ends justify the means; history will judge
him. Kneeling as his whispers the catechism
of clichés the powerful use to give themselves
permission to do what they want when they
know it’s wrong.
Imagine Guilliman boarding Abaddon’s ship,
defeating him, and rather than killing the men
on board, instead, seizing command. Imagine
Guilliman discarding his title of Seneschal, and
instead adopting the rank of Warmaster. He
renames the Ultramarines with some suitably
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DARK MECHANICUS
by Per-Johan Mend-Bock
Who am I? I am the master of nightmares,
where darkness, screams, pain and agony
exist. This is where I find my inspiration. I
celebrate the dark and the macabre, and my
work is just a minor reflection of what goes on
inside my mind.
I discovered my hobby over 20 years ago, and
I love it today as much as I did back then. For
me, it is a source of endless inspiration. I can
honestly say that I never feel bored and, every
time I feel life is getting tough, I can always rely
on my painting to put my mind at ease.
What inspires me?
I tend to draw inspiration from the darker side
of things and this is something that shows in
my work. Lately, I have immersed myself in
the worlds of Hidetaka Miyazaki, the creator
behind video games like Dark Souls and
Bloodborne. I even named some of my models
after creatures from Bloodborne. I tend to ask
myself how a sci-fi game would look if it was
created by Miyazaki, and starting from this
question I have been inspired to create models
like those in my Dark Mechanicus army. I also
take inspiration from games like Silent Hill and
the Evil Within, something that is going to show
in upcoming projects.
The Process
First of all, I do everything to have fun and to
grow as an artist. I always try to learn new and
interesting things that can help me improve
my painting skills. My Dark Mechanicus Army
is an ongoing project that continuously grows.
Presently, this is the first time I have ever had
something that is about to become a fully
converted army.
For me it is important to create something
unique, something that you haven’t seen
before. This can be a challenge when there
are already so many amazing conversions out
there. This is why I always try to think outside
the box. To be able to complete my projects,
I plan a lot of how my work is going to be.
Interestingly, most of the time the ideas come
to me at night, just before I am about to fall
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asleep. After this initial conception, I continue
to process how I want the models to look inside
my head for months before they become a
reality.
Making sure that I have a clear image of what
I want is usually the most challenging part for
me, but once I have everything figured out, the
fun begins! I find it very entertaining to build
things and find new bitz that will give a new life
to a model. I can easily spend hours just surfing
around on the internet, trying to find new cool
pieces for my projects. It feels like a treasure
hunting game.
I have been a horror fan for as long as I can
remember. Therefore, it is important for me
to create things that are unsettling. I want
my models to look very scary, with a touch of
mysticism. This is why many of them have a
towering and slender feeling.
I want my creations to implore people to
look twice at my creations in order to fully
understand what’s happening.
My way of painting
The style I use on my projects depends on
many things; if I am painting a fantasy model,
I prefer to go with a cleaner/cartoonish style.
Meanwhile, when painting sci-fi, I tend to go
for a darker and more realistic style. I find it
very important when painting to find a balance
between not having too clean or too gritty a
style. I tend to go with a 50/50 of each. For
example, I like to make my metallics look dirty
and worn down, while parts like the skin and
clothes need to be cleaner.
Lastly, I also like to use weathering effects. I try
to be very careful about how much of these I
use, since there is a big risk of ruining the entire
paint job. That is why, while using weathering
effects on a model, I follow the golden rule:
“Less is more”.
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UNDERHIVE
ARCHITECTURE

by Sol Vince
Earlier this year I began a series of Zone
Mortalis tiles from Forge World that would be
set in a dank and humid area of the underhive
on Necromunda. The idea was to have five tiles
that I refer to as Corridors and four larger tiles
called Highlight Points. The Corridors would be
the usual Zone Mortalis tiles but with an added
second level, serving as the actual Corridors.
They would be the vents and walkways hidden
above the tunnels below. The Highlight Points
could serve as taller areas, which could then
have bridges and walkways attached to them,
giving a true sense of the 3-D environment the
underhive can be.

01

I began by searching the web for any real-world
terrain pictures that could work as a Highlight
Point. In the case of this particular tile, anything
heavily industrial/factory setting, that could be
tall and have lots of platforms, while still fitting
in a 1’x1’ tile [01]. Once I had done that, I began
by laying out some bits for what I would then
build the tile around [02].
I liked the idea of a second floor platform with
a large hole in it, which could have been used
to load all manner of hive stuff into a waiting
train car below. The train car in turn could arrive
at that point by a lift set recessed into the tile
itself, helping show the true 3-D nature of the
hive.

02

After having the focal point bits worked out, I
started with a flat Zone Mortalis tile from Forge
World. I cut out a channel which would serve as
the lift that the train car would have come from,
deeper down in the hive below. Using sheets of
0.060mm plastic sheet styrene, plastic styrene
round and square rod, I mapped out the basic
shape for the main building and the base for
the train car lift [03]. Then I gathered up a few
03
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04

random bits to help bulk out details around the
centre structure’s frame.
I ran with the idea that the structure was built
within the shell of an even older building, long
destroyed. The focal point platform I had come
up with earlier would need some supports, so I
found some suitable bits [04].
From there I wanted to add a Corridor that all
the other tiles have so it would better fit when
side by side. This one, however, would be on a
support rather than a Zone Mortalis wall, and
would be damaged, allowing for an area below
where a trash bin could later be added [05].

05a

05b

06

07

08

09

I then began working on filling in a bit of detail
on the lower area, before the construction on
the 2nd floor started. Specifically, adding some
pipes and a ladder [06]. With that stuff in place
I could start working on the 2nd floor.
For this, I wanted to include some random bits,
including a land raider upper hull to add a bit of
variety [07]. A few Sector Fronteris walls later
and the platform I had gathered the bits for
earlier would flesh out the 2nd floor nicely [08].
I also took a moment to make sure the drop
hole on the platform would fit with the spot
below that the train car would occupy [09].
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10

I wanted to add a 3rd floor to the tile so that
it could serve as a mounting point for any
bridges or walkways connecting other taller
tiles. In come a few more Sector Fronteris walls
and a larger water tank made from a Tectonic
Fragdrill body to add a bit of variety [10].
I also wanted to have a pipe or two coming out
of the water tank and going down to the floor
below. I took a solid plastic styrene rod and
gently heated it with a small flame to form the
needed bends [11]. Moving onto the floor of
the 3rd story, I wanted to go with a tile pattern.
I used some plastic sheet styrene with a tile
pattern already in it to save time. I cut a few
tiles out, and damaged a few others to help
give it a more worn look [12].
I liked the look of the first pipe coming down
out of the water tank, so I added a another
using the same method, as well as some
banding around the pipes themselves [13].
I was starting to notice at this point that the
top floor needed a bit more coverage area, so
I figured a walkway around the outside would
do nicely. I used some plastic styrene rectangle
rod to lay out the needed framework, as well as
cut some perforated plastic I had to cover the
window openings on the Sector Fronteris walls
[14]. I wanted to add a few details on the very
top building floor and to round things out [15].

11

12

13

14

15

16

Things were starting to come together, so it
was a good time to work on a few overall tile
details. I wanted to change up the basic railing
that lined the train lift into something a bit
more detailed. I used plastic styrene hexrod
and some styrene 0.040mm rectangle rod with
holes drilled to fit the hexrod to create both
sides of the railing [16]. The train car was made
from bits out of the Tectonic Fragdrill tracks,
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body and some plastic card bits [17].
The trash bin was a 3D printed bit (designed
and gifted to me by @commradequiche) with
some added trash, mostly left over scraps,
some clean kitty litter and trash bags [18]. The
trash bags themselves were made by taking
some clean kitty litter placed in the centre of a
round piece of plastic bag. I then wrapped it up
and used some glue to make the knots.
I then moved onto adding a Communication
Post that each of the tiles has, which work
nicely as objective points [19]. They were
made by slicing off detail bits from the Derelict
Factorum kit by GW, but any number of the new
kits from GW have the same comm panels. The
lamp above is from the OOP line of GW terrain
kits.
It was now time to add some muck and grime.
I used a product called Fibre Paste mixed with
a bit of sand using an old brush. I randomly
placed piles of it on the base and each of the
floors and then used the brush to give it a
more natural texture [20]. By keeping the three
different floor sections separate, it would make
it easier during the painting stage.

17

18

19

20

21a

21b

I very much wanted to keep the painting
portion as quick and easy as possible. Having
nine tiles in total means a tonne of painting, so
there is no need to make it more complicated
than necessary. I started with a solid base coat
of rust primer from Krylon. I used a masking
product called Maskol from Humbrol. It’s a
masking solution that is very easy to sponge
on and then base coat over before removing to
leave some great chipping effects.
I then blocked in base colours to each of the
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areas [21]. I used a Dark Grey primer from
Krylon for the floor trim as well as anything
older, such as ruins. I used GW Celestra Grey
for anything concrete or tile. For the Corridor
section, I used another Krylon spray paint
called Aqua, as it would stand out nicely against
everything else and represent the inside of an
enclosed pathway free from the weathering
on the rest of the tile. Finally, for the newer
industrial building built within the shell of
something much older, I used yet another
Krylon spray paint, Sand. The sludge and grime
piles scattered around would get a base coat of
Tallarn Sand [22].
Once the base colours were on, it was time for
the fun part: enamels and oils for weathering! I
started with the buildings themselves by giving
a quick and heavy wash with AK Interactive
Streaking Grime. I have found a heavy coat on
is quick and easy, followed up by some enamel
thinner and a clean brush to remove the grime
from any areas you want a bit cleaner. Doing so
also softens out most of the grime, allowing for
better colour transition.

Deposits Dark Rust, followed up by several
drops of Medium Crusted Rust put on while
everything was still wet. Once that was dry I
came in with some thinned down Streaking
Grime to darken it up a bit. I finished up by
adding chevrons to the train lift itself. Pretty
straightforward using the same techniques
I used for everything else. Base coat of rust,
sponging of masking fluid, basecoat of yellow
and black with the masking fluid then removed.
Finished up once again with a nice coat of
Streaking Grime.
And there we go! That covers just about
everything on how I’ve been creating and
painting my Zone Mortalis tiles!

22

This was then quickly followed up with all the
floor surfaces receiving a watered-down wash
of GW Agrax Earthshade. I focused on the
cracks and the sludge piles. I allowed that to
fully dry before coming in with AK interactive
Streaking Grime yet again. This time I also
included MIG products called Dark and Light
Grime, focusing around the sludge piles but
also allowing it to freely get into random cracks
and crevices. I found this make a wonderful
algae growth in a section of the hive that gets
regularly flooded.
For anything rusty, such as the walkway, I used
a base coat of AK Interactive Crusted Rust
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EDGAR
SKOMOROWSKI

EDGAR SKOMOROWSKI WORKED at Forge
World as a miniature designer for five years,
sculpting some incredible miniatures such as
Mortarion and Perturabo. He now works as
a freelance sculptor, producing designs for
the likes of Cool Mini Or Not. We managed to
grab him between projects for an exclusive
interview.
Q. Would you say you’ve always wanted to
be an artist, or did you have other aspirations
growing up?
A. I actually wanted to be a zoologist; I was
fascinated with animals as a kid. I enjoyed
drawing, but stopped without any conscious
reason at the age of 12 or 13. It was also
around this time that I came across White
Dwarf magazine and saw all those figures from
the Warhammer universe. I quickly became
addicted to painting and collecting those little
toy soldiers. I guess it’s probably a similar story
for most people in the miniature industry!
Q. Have you received any formal training in
art/sculpting?
A. I studied conservation of art, specialised in
easel paintings, but I never got formal training
in sculpture. At the time I started to sculpt,
there was a brilliant French forum called
CreaFigs where I posted my work. Many now
professional sculptors were on it as well, and
I refer to this forum as my ‘sculpting school’. I
learned a lot from all the constructive criticism
I received there. Later, when I realised I should
do something about my lack of anatomy
knowledge, I took classes with Scott Eaton in
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London. I even brought him to Nottingham to
teach anatomy at Games Workshop when I
was working for the Forge World Design Studio
as a Model Designer.
Q. Can you remember your first ever sculpt? If
so, what was it?
A. I think it was at the age of 16 or so. It was
done in Green Stuff – some weird long-haired
and bearded guy in a monk’s cowl. Don’t ask me
why, I have absolutely no idea why I made that!
I did another model after that, but I struggled
with Green Stuff and stopped for about three
years. That’s when I ran into some French
painters and sculptors: like Jeremie Bonamant
in Paris in a model shop, who told me about
clay and colour shapers. Those tools changed
everything; I was finally able to push around
this sticky Green Stuff. At that time, I ordered
online an orc model from the Warhammer
range in separate bits, and I forgot to order his
right arm. I couldn’t be bothered to do another
order just for that arm, so I sculpted it in Green
Stuff instead. I loved it and started to do
models from scratch, soon switching to Fimo
polymer clay and Super Sculpey Firm.
Q. When did you first start work for Forge
World and how did you get the job?
A. I graduated in January 2010 from the
University of Applied Arts in Vienna, but I
knew at that time that I didn’t want to pursue
a career in conservation. Sculpture was my
passion and I did a bit of freelance work for a
couple of months. I used to go to Games Day
at least once a year, and in April 2010 one took
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place in Paris. It was a bit of a pilgrimage for me;
seeing my idols from the miniature industry
and their latest work, and showing my stuff to
them to get their input. That time Simon Egan
and Will Hayes were there, and Simon asked
me after looking at my latest sculpts why was
I not working for them? He introduced me to
Rick Priestley who had just started working on
the Warhammer Forge Project and was looking
for sculptors. Two days later I had an email
from Owen Branham – the Forge World Studio
Manager – offering me a full-time position. I
went for a visit to Nottingham in June 2010 and
started in November 2010 after finishing some
projects in Vienna, including a test sculpture for
the Austrian contemporary artist Erwin Wurm.
Q. You spent five years working as a miniature
designer at Forge World. What was it like
working there with so many other talented
artists?
A. It was very inspiring, of course. You are
surrounded by a creative energy that constantly
pushes you to explore the IP that you grew up
with; it’s pretty much a dream come true. I was
employed full-time, and while I was there, we
didn’t really have any deadlines. It was a very
comfortable environment to fully concentrate
on the creation of toy soldiers.
Q. Can you describe the process of designing a
miniature at FW, from concept to final sculpt?
Who is involved at different stages in the
process?

“Simon Egan and
Will Hayes were
there, and Simon
asked me after
looking at my
latest sculpts why
was I not working
for them.”

A. It was a continuous back and forth process
from a mock-up for the pose to the final sculpt,
which got changed or approved by the design
management on a daily basis. When I was
there my supervisor was Mark Bedford, then
above him Owen Branham, and finally, at the
top, Tony Cottrell, who pretty much had the
last say on design decisions. Alan Merrett as
head of IP wasn’t involved on a daily basis, he
intervened in very rare cases when models
weren’t fitting in with Games Workshop’s IP.
But in general, we were allowed a lot more
freedom in terms of sculpting style and design
than folks at Citadel. I remember Mark Wells –
he was CEO at the time I was there – compared
the Citadel Design Studio to the Royal Navy and

Forge World being the Privateers who would
test things that Citadel wouldn’t risk. But all
that was a couple of years back, I really don’t
know how the process works nowadays.
Q. Who – or what – would you say are your
main creative influences? What inspires you?
A. I must admit it’s a tricky question. It has
changed a lot over the years. When I started
to sculpt I was inspired by Ron Mueck and
his hyper-realistic sculptures. I had a time
where genuine faces of people inspired me,
just seeing the difference in proportions and
personality. I’ve always loved sculpting faces.
It’s harder for me nowadays to be inspired. It
might be the constant flux of stunning visual
input in social media that is distracting a
personal vision. It feels as if the overexposure
of visuals is too much and takes up a lot of
creative energy. I compare it to filmmaking
before digital visual effects, where not
everything was shown and a lot of things were
left to your own imagination. If you compare
the first Alien film to the last one, I believe that
it’s more rewarding for your own imagination to
keep things like the Space Jockey unexplained. I
feel lucky, for example, that I read The Lord of the
Rings before the films, as I was able to imagine
my own visual version of it. I remember also
reading the White Dwarf magazine over and
over again and getting inspired. Nowadays, you
have to be conscious about the overwhelming
availability of stunning visual input, especially
on platforms like Instagram, and how they
affect your own creativity.
I have been working for 10 years now as a
commercial sculptor, and I do have the feeling
that it had a compromising impact on my
personal imagination, inspiration and creativity.
I remember being in a big annual meeting at
Games Workshop and one of the board guys,
can’t remember who it was, said something
about return in capital. That everything that
you invest must come back with a profit,
otherwise you lose. I don’t really know, but
those words sunk into me. Even when thinking
about a personal project, a little voice would
still ask: well, is it commercially viable, will you
be able to sell it? I believe that this mentality
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actually kills original imagination. You can
do new versions of the same concepts, like a
superhero or a Space Marine, very easily in a
commercial environment. But for coming up
with something really original, as an artist you
have to isolate yourself from this commercial
thinking. As a freelancer it’s a tough choice,
because you have to pay your bills; no one is
looking after you.
I recently got back into taking time for personal
projects, the most recent one involving new
miniatures for the Risk board game. I think the
inspiration for that project is in telling little
stories with tiny toy soldiers and sharing a nice
evening with a couple of friends.
And I have taken up drawing again! I rarely
produce any drawings; the better ones were
the Solar Auxilia artworks, which I will probably
never be able to show as it’s GW property and I
doubt they will ever be used. But those recent
drawings are very inspired, very much an inner
child let loose, and very intimate. It has been
a long time since I have really done things for
myself, without the scope of having a reward,
be it recognition or money.
Q. Do you have a favourite project or sculpt
that you produced for FW? If so, can you
explain why it is your favourite?
A. By far my favourite was the design work
on the Solar Auxilia range, which started
as a personal project. At some point Daren
Parrwood and Blake Spence from Forge World
mentioned that they were planning to do a new
Imperial Guard Regiment. Both of them are
straight-line designers – specialised in tanks
and hard-surface modelling – but one late
afternoon one of them mentioned the project
to me. It was actually my dream for a long time
to design some new Imperial Guard or, as they
are now called, Astra Militarum.
I produced some early concepts and we were
discussing those pretty much in secret, as
we just wanted to be able to start something
and keep the discussion with the rest of Forge
World for a later date. Keeping it a secret felt
liberating in the way I tried to explain earlier, as
I somehow became free of having to think
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about what people would enjoy and just
dived into the creative process. It took several
months until I had a decent design template for
the range to show. At that time, I was learning
ZBrush and digital sculpting. Unfortunately,
the Games Workshop management couldn’t
support my transition to digital, so I had to do
that alongside working full-time.
I even took a month’s sabbatical and went back
to Vienna to practice ZBrush and develop the
design concept further. I eventually came back
with something that was pretty much what
would become a Solar Auxilia Lasrifle Section
Trooper. The management were very happy
with it and I sold the design to GW, and they
put me on the project for a couple of months.
It was a brilliant experience; I was even drawing
concepts at home in my free time. Alan Bligh
was putting together an army list and wrote
the background for them, Dominik Oedinger
coloured in some black and white artwork I
rendered out using some modified 3D files that
I tweaked for more realistic proportions.
It was a childhood dream come true to design
an entire new range. Unfortunately, I wasn’t
able to make the main model for the range
before leaving: the special character Ireton

Masade. I should ask GW if I could just come
back to Nottingham for a month to sculpt that
model!
Q. How long roughly does it take you to create
a sculpt like the Legion Praetor, for example?
A. I believe it took me about one month from
start to finish in traditional sculpting. This model
was a special one, as it was my first model in
Warhammer 40k (well, 30k), after designing a
lot of Warhammer Fantasy models. I started it
from scratch like pretty much all my sculptures,
using a wire armature and Super Sculpey Firm
on top of it. I used Green Stuff which I liquefied
with ethyl acetate to glue the Super Sculpey
Firm to the wire. It was my usual process when
the studio management came over and asked
me what I was doing. Well, I said, I wanted to
sculpt the Praetor from scratch. They were
a bit taken aback that I wanted to sculpt a
Space Marine entirely from the armature up,
and told me that they were usually done with
dolly parts and as conversions. Well, I guess
I got motivated to prove that I could sculpt a
decent Space Marine. It felt as if I was touching
the Holy Grail of the Games Workshop IP; don’t
mess with it!
Everyone seemed very pleased with it. When it
went on sale, Tony Cottrell mentioned that
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the model, along with the Terminator version,
was number one in the sales at Forge World
for quite a few months. As a whole, it was very
rewarding and I have to say that it was a pure
joy to create those two models.
Q. Can you explain some of your methods of
working, and perhaps your preferred tools
and putty/clay?
A. I loved using Super Sculpey Firm and I used
a lot of different homemade or dentistry tools,
clay or colour shapers. Nowadays all that has
been replaced by ZBrush. But I have to admit I
miss the direct visual feedback you have from
traditional sculpting. You are really working
in three dimensions, which a 3D modelling
programme will never achieve if it’s rendered
on a 2D screen. I recently tested out the virtual
reality software Medium. Unfortunately, I get
sick very quickly from those VR goggles, but
the experience is amazing. My favourite would
be a hologram of Super Sculpey clay with all the
functionalities from ZBrush and beyond...
Q. Continuing with your creative process, how
do you research and realise an idea? Does it
vary much from project to project?
A. It’s pretty simple: lots of references!
Q. Which tools and materials do you use
most? Do they vary between projects?
A. In traditional sculpting I had hundreds of
tools, to the point that my friend, Romain Van
den Bogaert, told me when we both started
out sculpting more than ten years ago that I’m
“Outilman” – kind of a French synonym for a
Superhero Toolman.
For more than five years now it has been
ZBrush entirely, and for about a year now I
have owned a high-quality 3D printer, which
is brilliant. I actually don’t really like digital
and the aesthetic of 3D renders. I can’t really
connect to it. But a physical thing that you can
touch and turn around, when you have a real
3D model in front of you, not the fake 3D on a
2D screen – that’s the real thing for me.
When it comes to ZBrush I’m in love with the
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new Sculptris Pro feature, it’s amazing. And the
ZRemesher algorithm makes clean meshes in
an instant. When I was starting, I redrew the
mesh by hand using ZSpheres; what a mess!
Q. Are there any current projects you are
working on that you can tell us about?
A. I just finished working on Hel for Mythic
Games and a couple more models for the
Assassins Creed: Brotherhood of Venice board
game.
Q. Are there any valuable lessons you have
learned during your career? Any words of
wisdom for up-and-coming sculptors?
A. I believe there are two types of sculptors;
those who have a natural passion for or even
obsession with sculpting (I don’t think those
need any advice), and those who want to make
it their job. I would get in touch with the design
studios at Games Workshop, it’s the best
environment you can be in to learn miniature
sculpture. In fact, they are looking for trainee
miniature designers to join their programme
right now!
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01

02

01 Risk fortress 3D print
(personal project)
02 Risk trebuchet 3D print
(personal project)
03 Lietpold the Black,
Warhammer/Age of Sigmar
04 Legion praetor (special
edition)
05 Fortress ZBrush render
(personal project)
06 The Mother from the Hate
board game by CMON
07 Warhammer orc
08 Warhammer skeleton
09 Warhammer dwarf slayer
10 Vore Nash Prince from the
Hate board game by CMON
11 Warhammer basilisk
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JOINING THE GRIM
DARK
by Jonathan Marshall
I recently took part in the community-driven
#GrimDarkCards challenge on Instagram. Its
aim was to create, in miniature, a replica of a
piece of artwork by the esteemed John Blanche,
drawn from the Dark Millennium playing cards.
I quickly completed a figure for the challenge,
but seeing there was still quite a bit of time left
until the challenge would end, and since I had
so much fun creating the first figure, I decided
to take up the secondary “wildcard challenge.”
This was to create a miniature of the image
from the card back of the Dark Millennium
deck.
That image was one of the classic depictions
of The Emperor of Mankind. And while still
riding high from creating the previous figure,
I went for it without a second thought or any
planning. I attacked my bits box, cutting and
fitting, re-cutting and refitting, and feverishly
painting up my handiwork. And there it was, I
had made a diorama of the Emperor upon the
Golden Throne.
It was at this point when things got a bit wild
for me. The diorama garnered a fair bit of
attention and praise. I was quite taken aback
with surprise and really flattered by the
response. Soon afterwards, I was invited to
write an article for this very magazine about
how I created the diorama.
And while I planned to do that with this article,
time got away from me. I am still going to do a
full write-up of that process, as I did document
pretty much every stage of its creation. So
exactly what am I writing an article about?
Well, something else happened after I showed
the diorama and it had me thinking about our
community. I answered hundreds of comments
over Instagram and Facebook and was
completely inundated with private messages
over both platforms.
I had many people asking me for hobby advice,
tips and tricks, asking me how I did certain
things on the diorama. It took me quite some
time to get to everyone and answer all these
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questions. Some people were actually blown
away that I would just openly tell them
everything step-by-step if they asked, and that
pretty much the entire thing was just a chance
to go wild, experiment and take some risks for
fun.
I had a few people asking advice on how to
get involved in the community, how to start
making things in the Blanchitsu/INQ28/AoS28
vein. And without wanting to sound flippant, I
just told them you can do what I just did. Take
part in a community challenge.
Our little corner of the hobby has exploded
recently; there are more and more people
getting interested in the Grim-Dark narrative
side of the Warhammer universes. I can
understand that it may seem daunting to new
members coming in. There are some amazing
artists in our community, creating beautiful
figures and whole warbands of miniatures
packed with character and narrative.
If there is some advice I could give to anyone
who is coming in to this side of the hobby and
not knowing where to start, it would be this:
take your time, soak in the atmosphere and
keep an eye out for community challenges.
There have been quite a few already: The
Eclipse hosted on Ex Profundis, a challenge
to create a figure from a piece of art in the
Inquisitor rulebook hosted on the INQ28 group
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01

02

on Facebook, the #GrimDarkCards challenge on
Instagram mentioned above, and at the time
of writing this there is the Ian Miller inspired
#28magchallenge. There will undoubtedly be
many more in the future.

01 - Many skulls sit at the
Emperor’s feet
02 - Detail of the candles,
just one example of how
character can be added to a
piece
03 - The Emperor of Mankind
in all his dubious glory,
lit up with some lovely
atmospheric lighting

They are a great way to get involved, not only
creating something in this aesthetic, but it’s
an easy way to meet more members in the
community taking part in the same challenge.
It also takes the onus off you somewhat
in figuring out what to create, since most
challenges are set to a theme or common goal.
Furthermore, you can use it as an opportunity
to let loose, throw caution to the wind,
experiment and take risks. For the most part,
you won’t be trying to create dozens of figures
or building an army in most of these challenges.
Making a single figure for a challenge is a great
way to flex your creativity and see what comes
out the other end.
And don’t be afraid to ask anything, it’s a
wonderfully friendly and creative community.
It’s not a secret insular cabal guarding arcane
and esoteric lore (although that sounds pretty
cool, now that I’ve re-read it). This community
thrives on creativity and sharing ideas, be a
part of it!
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THE RULES OF
NARRATIVE &
GAMEPLAY
by Stuart Maine
I’ve been a designer and writer of videogames
for over 20 years and, in that time, I have
learned a lot of best-practice ‘rules’ which apply
when writing narrative or creating gameplay. I
thought it might be interesting to share some
of that information, in case it helps anyone
creating their own campaign setting, scenarios,
background lore, character bios and so on.
Before I begin, I want to stress that these
rules can – and often should – be broken. The
point of this article is not to say ‘you can’t do
that’; indeed, it seems to me that part of the
ethos of the INQ28 hobby is that the answer
to most “can I do this weird thing?” questions
is “absolutely!”.
My intent with this article is to help ensure that
people are deliberately choosing to break the
rules, rather than doing so accidentally and
wondering why their creations fall flat.

behind the ‘power curve’, with their chance
of making a comeback growing increasingly
unlikely.
Even in a narrative-heavy campaign, players
are more likely to be motivated if they can see
they have some chance of winning. Ideally you
want every battle to be tight and full of tension,
otherwise the losing players may just give up
and start goofing about.
Death spirals are a more common problem than
you’d think. Games Workshop, for example,
often create quite severe death spirals in their
published campaigns.
You can avoid creating a death spiral by
separating the victory rewards and end of
game upgrades from each other. For example,
you could try:
•

GAMEPLAY RULES
These are lessons I’ve learned which can help
if you’re creating a battle scenario, rules for an
ongoing campaign, or when setting guidelines
for players to create their own characters. They
focus on helping to ensure your players enjoy
taking part (because even though a big part of
the hobby is collaborating on a shared narrative
experience, at the end of the day we’re still
playing a game).
1. Avoid death spirals
A ‘death spiral’ is when you design your
campaign to reward the winner of each battle
with more power, therefore helping to ensure
they’ll win the next battle and the next and
so on. Conversely, players who lose their first
battles are likely to spiral further and further
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•

The winners of each battle score ‘victory
points’ (these can be presented as power,
territory, influence and so on). The player
with the most VPs when the campaign
ends, wins, so they’re extremely
important.
But the losers of each battle get more
resources to help them – i.e. additional
points to spend on their force (because
HQ sends them reinforcements).

As a result, the winners progress towards
victory in the campaign, and the losers get
a boost to help them catch up next game. Of
course, you need to balance the amount of
reinforcement points so it’s not inevitable
that they’ll win the next battle, but this sort of
approach can keep everyone invested in the
campaign’s gameplay as well as its narrative.

The outcome of a single
battle can set both players
on a winning/losing spiral
for the rest of the campaign.

CRANIAL MATTERS // STUART MAINE

2. Balance surprise with disruption
One of the key benefits of having a Games
Master run a battle is that they can surprise
players mid-game with unexpected twists,
obstacles or threats. These events add an
explicit plot to the battle, which merges with
the unfolding narrative of what’s happening on
the tabletop (‘and then she rolled five 1s!’) to
produce a truly unique experience.
However, a surprise is less fun for players if it
destroys or invalidates their – often carefully
thought about, built and painted – force, and
effectively removes them from the game.
For example, if you told everyone the game was
going to be fought in cramped tunnels, then a
surprise twist which places their models in a
wide-open area, or a long way from everyone
else is going to feel frustrating. The same
thing applies if an extremely powerful or tough
enemy suddenly appears and attacks one of
the player’s forces – they’re effectively ‘done’
and removed from the game.
But if players have a chance to react to the
surprise and get to choose whether to charge
in, team-up, lure it, or run away, then they
still have agency and get to enjoy the surprise
without being blindsided by it.
Bottom line – as the GM, getting to unleash
your painstakingly converted surprise monster
is less important than ensuring all the players
have a good time in your game, so the more
devastating the surprise, the longer players
should have to react to it.
By ‘removed from the game’ I
mean that the player is wiped
out or trapped in combat for
the rest of the battle.

3. Give players multiple objectives
As anyone who has created a battle scenario
can tell you, sometimes for all your clever

plotting, the game ends up with everyone
piling into the middle of the table for a massive
fight. While this can occasionally be fun, it does
rather waste any potential for intrigue and
manoeuvring.
One way to avoid games turning into a big
free-for-all is to give each player their own
objectives (secretly if possible), which require
them to send their forces across the map. If
they’re forced to split their forces, then even
better!
By making sure that objectives are duplicated
across players (i.e. two players must achieve
‘X’, but only one of them can) then you set up
conflict and hopefully negotiation. For example,
two players are told to blow up an objective, but
a third player is told to defend it and another
player’s optimum route takes them right by it.
Several of these running in parallel in the battle
should keep things moving!
One thing to remember, is that if you want
players to move their forces around the
environment, it helps if you tell them they’ll
need mobility before the battle, or provide a
way for them to quickly get about. Examples
include teleporters/warpgates or transports
which can be commandeered and so on.
4. Ensure everyone understands the social
contract of the game
In game design, metagaming means ‘the game
outside the game’, and social contracts are a
big part of this. They’re an – often unspoken –
agreement between everyone taking part that
the game will be played in a certain way. For
example, that everyone’s playing for a social,
relaxed time, or that anything goes in hardcore
playing for the win.
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INQ28 style games often focus on ‘roleplaying’
your characters and potentially making suboptimal choices in order to tell a cool, shared
story. But even within this, knowing whether
the game is ‘supposed’ to focus on cooperation
and teamwork or backstabbing and lying, can
make a huge difference to which actions are
considered acceptable.
Ensuring everyone understands the spirit
of the particular game you’re running helps
things progress smoothly. The goal is to avoid
arguments triggered when a player takes an
action they consider fine, but which violates
another’s understanding of the how the
game should be played. This can be as simple
as telling players that their combined forces
are vastly outnumbered, so they’re going to
struggle if they don’t cooperate, or by setting a
tone of mistrust and intrigue in a team game by
hinting that only one player can ‘win’ and there
may be a traitor in their midst.

NARRATIVE RULES
As opposed to the gameplay rules which come
out through play, these narrative rules are more
focused on the background behind the game.
Whether you’re coming up with a backstory
for a character, detailing a region or adding
colour to scenarios and objectives, it can help
to understand how to work with prose.
1. Make the reader ask questions
When introducing something or someone, as a
rule you need to hook your readers as quickly
as possible, otherwise they’ll often disengage
and skip to the end. This is an area that I’ve
noticed people frequently fall-down on when
detailing the area that their campaign takes
place. They launch into a grand history of the
region and notable people and places, but as a
reader you have no investment in any of it.
People don’t care about backstory if they have
no buy in, so get them wondering and wanting
to solve interesting questions as quickly as
you can. If you set up a mystery at the heart
of your region then I can be intrigued by what’s
happening or who’s doing it (i.e. Who carried
out the murder on the Orient Express and
why?). Or you can lay out high stakes and get
me to wonder how a situation can possibly be
resolved (How are they going to undo Thanos’
finger snap? What will happen to the Imperium
now it’s split by the Cicatrix Maledictum?). You
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don’t have to be too detailed or specific – even
an ominous threat can be enough to get me to
pay attention (Winter is coming. Cadia will fall).
Once you have your reader invested, then you
can dive into the what, why, how, when and
where of your backstory, but always start with
an interesting hook.
2. Understand and use point of view
There are a lot of fancy terms for this, but it
boils down to ‘who’s head are we inside?’ There
are two main approaches:
1.

2.

We can be following the narrator’s point
of view, which effectively makes us
an invisible, all-knowing god, able to
see everything and often reported to
us without bias. However, even within
this, you should decide if the narrator is
watching all the major players – which
makes it very clear what’s happening – or
just one character. Also, can the narrator
read character’s minds? As in, do we see
and hear what’s happening but need to
infer why characters are doing it, or can
we listen in on their thoughts?
Alternatively, our point of view can be
limited to looking through one or more
character’s eyes, trapping us at ground
level and only letting us see what they
directly witness. This makes overall
events less clear, but adds a lot of mystery
and makes it easier for us to empathise
(compared to the more distant approach
of being told what’s going on). If you take
this path, then you need to decide who’s
best for us to follow around, and if you’re
going to swap the viewpoint character,
only do so at major ‘end of chapter’ type
moments (it’s disconcerting for readers if
you swap into different character’s heads
unexpectedly, though like everything else
in this article, this is a rule that can be
broken for effect).

3. Use what your characters want versus
what they need
There’s a screenwriting theory that
compellingly stories are about the differences
between what the characters want and what
they really need. The character starts the story
with some flaw (anger, cowardice, greed etc.)
and thinks that the thing they want will help
them achieve their goals.
Through the story’s events, we come to see

By setting up multiple
‘cross-overs’ across the
battlefield, you can cause
players to run into each
other in several areas.
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why they have this flaw and understand that
what the character actually needs is different
to what the character wants. For instance,
they set out to claim power, but we learn that
the character fears something and thinks that
power will keep them safe – therefore they
need to overcome their fear. Another classic
example is a character pursuing wealth at all
costs, but in doing so they poison a better life
they could have lived instead.

the bottom.

Importantly, if the character gets what they
want then your story is a tragedy – they may
have claimed their prize but it ruins them
(whether they realise this or only we can see it).
Alternatively, if the character overcomes their
flaw and changes so they get what they need
instead, then they are victorious (but there can
still be a bitter element to the ending, as this
can kill them or they lose what they wanted).

In short, make sure there’s some easily
graspable element to the story that readers
can relate to, before you start layering on detail
one needs to figure out and understand. Take
Games Workshop’s Blackstone Fortress for
example; the setting is pretty abstract and
alien, but a ragtag bunch of explorers delving
for treasure? That I understand.

4. Make one aspect relatable
There’s a narrative rule that the weirder and
less relatable one aspect of your story is, the
more ‘normal’ the rest must be. For example,
if your setting is bizarre then your character
motivations should be understandable (or
vice-versa, with odd people doing seemingly
random stuff, but at least I understand the
environment). Consider Hogwarts – it’s
full of magic that we don’t understand the
rules to, but we all know how schools work.
Necromunda is another great example – none
of us have seen a hive city, but we immediately
grasp nobility at the top and the underclass at

Conclusion
An article of this length can only skim areas as
deep as game design and writing narrative, but
I hope you found something useful, or at least
interesting.

If you don’t do this, then readers must learn
and decipher every single element, making it
hard work for them to relate or care. You might
understand the motivations of your characters
and the political systems of your setting, but
to someone coming in fresh, it’s just some
guy doing something while weirdos in funny
costumes spout vague threats.

Miniatures & photography by H0r0u

As I mentioned at the beginning, my goal
isn’t to say ‘you can’t do that’ – instead it’s to
highlight the rules so that you can choose to
deliberate break them when needed, rather
than by accident. After all, to me the heart of
the INQ28 hobby is blending craft and care
with understanding when to do things a little
bit differently.
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SINAN ATAMER

01 Vanguard Veteran Sergeant
02-04 Black Temmplars
05 Inquisitor Vernician Holt
06 Black Templar dreadnought

01

02

03

04

05
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CRAIG RANDALL
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SHANE GATELY
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SEYNI N’DIAYE
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01
01-05 Knight House Joolan
06 Souleyba, Joolan pilot of
Obsidian Fury

02

04

06

05
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JONAS DOTT
A stomping thundered through the
corridors of the temple complex, causing
the ground to vibrate and fine cracks to
form over the murals and small splinters
to flake off.

01

04

02

05

Brechta shuddered with joy. The holy
dead marched with them. In this battle
they would have to use heavy artillery.
The old cults would not survive. There
would come a new time to Ancillor.
A truly sacred time, which in its
magnificence would be in no way inferior
to the Throne World. The stomping
convinced Brechta. All lies would be
wiped away under the eyeless sockets of
countless martyrs who had sacrificed
themselves for the Emperor and the cult.
The first part of a procession became
visible. The penitents, who had
willingly gone into the arms of their
beloved cult to be reshaped – to serve
Him on Terra. Hunchbacked figures walked
ahead, swaying restlessly from one point
to the next as they marched muddled up
with laser weapons and blades. Their
faces were covered, for the penitents
were denied being seen by the holy
Emperor. Behind the penitents followed
the guard of the holy dead: Priests with
weapon chains instead of hands. They
recited the blessed invocation to the
spirits of the martyrs, and with their
stern faces reminded the bystanders to
follow their example. Brechta’s mouth
opened naturally and the words came
over her lips without her thinking. She
could already see the top of what would
mean her triumph. Tears gathered in the
corners of her eyes and ran over her
dirty face. There they were. The holy
dead, a monumental obelisk of ancient
stone, furrowed by centuries of cautious
touch. Holes had been carved into its
surface to give place to the bones and
memorabilia of the countless martyrs.
On a chain, the Caput accompanied this
gigantic memorial for the everlasting
love of the Emperor.
Meanwhile, the thunder of the machine’s
steps had become so loud that it
overshadowed the hymns of the priests
and believers, and the vibrations made
the lumen flicker. Chains clanked and
the hydraulics hissed as the machine
passed by. The martyrs’ bones shook
and were put back in place by Cherubim
flying around the construct. Brechta
fell to her knees and her breath stopped
at the weight of this glory.

07
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The war had come to Ancillor. The war
for the hearts and the faith of their
fellow citizens. Brechta would do
anything to open their eyes and hearts
to the Emperor’s true love. Everything.
This she swore to herself when she knelt
in front of the huge machine.
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LARS SAMMET

01 Madhezia’s mysterious
familiar whispers dark words
of fate and prophecies of
change
02 Madhezia Ra’kazor,
Rogue Psyker and the leader
of the warband
03 K’zia the Witch
04 Rhavon, keeper of
knowledge and collector of
spells
01
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Madhezia Ra’kazor
I kit-bashed a Blackstone Fortress model with
parts of the Shadespire Warband ‘Eyes of the
Nine’, adding parts from various Tzeentch kits.
I also added some mechanical parts, like the
backpack and made the hood with green stuff.
L’zeeha Whisperbird
This Familiar is taken from the Kairic Acolytes
kit. I used a part of a Rubric Marine’s backpack
for its head. The small tree bit is from the
Sylvaneth Dryads.
Rhavon
A Cawdor Ganger with a Nighthaunt Chainrasp
head was the foundation for this model. I
added a scroll from the Kairic Acolytes kit. The
backpack is a Necron Praetorian hand with
added GS tubes. His mace is from a Chainrasp.
K’zia the Witch
I chose a Daemonette as the base model. I think
the bird-like legs are fitting for a Tzeentchian
character. I used the left-over candlestick from
a Chainrasp and used a Chainrasp arm for the
other hand. I placed some smaller bits and
symbols on her front.
02

03

04
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YAROSLAV SAVCHENKO

01 Crow Fisher
02 Conversion for the Ian
Miller Challenge
03 Amadeus, radical
Inquisitor of the Ordo
Malleus
04 Madam Stalovesna, a
conversion based upon one
of John Blanche’s Grim Dark
cards
05 Inquisitorial acolyte

01

02
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NURGLE WARRIOR
by Aksel Olsen
I bought this amazing sculpt about a year ago,
with the idea of creating a butchering chaos
warrior roaming the streets of Mordheim;
paralysing his enemies with his terrifying
presence and the stench of rotten flesh and
decay. There is always a steady stream of
disease-filled maggots and runny pus pouring
out of his belly, dropping to the ground. He has
just hung up a fresh head on his gallows and
is about to put away his knife, which he uses
for more detailed work. The three heads now
represent three different stages of decay. And
he could not be happier about it.
First of all, I swapped the helmet for a face with
a big grin. After some other minor conversions,
it was on to painting. I wanted to try and
capture the grim dark Mordheim feel in this
mini, so I chose some colours that I thought
would work well together and then brought the

saturation way down. The skin was just a pale
mix of mainly Rakarth Flesh that I then shaded
down with glazes of purple, pink and brown.
There are two different types of blood on the
mini. Fresh blood was done with red ink and
the other with Blood for the Blood God mixed
with matt varnish, to emulate older coagulated
blood. Finding good reference pictures on the
internet for the rotten skin, blood and his open
wounds with runny pus was… disturbing. But
well worth it!
The most fun part of the mini was the rust
effects. It was super easy once I figured out a
way that worked best for me. You can see a
mini tutorial of my process below.
Thanks to my good friend Filip Haking for all of
his help and 28 Mag for putting out the best
magazine ever!

RUST EFFECTS

01

02

1. First I finished painting
the metallics.

some really nice and sharp
details.

2. I used a texture paint,
Brown Iron Oxide from Vallejo
Pigments, with some varnish,
and applied it on to the
mini with a cheap brush.
Any texture paint is fine.
After a couple of minutes,
I stabbed the texture with
a flat brush to bring out

3. The brightest rust gathers
in the rusted area’s deepest
parts. So, I started dark and
worked my way in brighter
and brighter. First, a heavy
shade of Dryad Bark over the
entire rust effect. Then
with some of the Dryad Bark
still showing, I mixed 50/50
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03
Dryad Bark with Skrag Brown
and glazed it in. A glaze is
really watered-down paint
applied with a moist brush.
4. I then applied pure Skrag
Brown, with the previous
colours still showing. Next,
I mixed 20/20/60 Skrag Brown,
Tau Light Ochre and Ushabti
Bone and glazed that into
the deepest recesses. Lastly

04
I glazed all the rust with a
heavily watered down Skrag
Brown and added highlight
chipping with a bright
metallic colour.
Note: All the glazes had to
be applied around five times
each for the brighter colour
to show.
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ORDO HERETICUS
RETINUE
by Kristian Simonsen

BACKGROUND
Father Antonius came to Mondus Centurium in
secret aboard a refugee ship to begin a covert
investigation. He had always hated Dominic
Cisnerro, the resident master of the Inquisition.
Antonius would do anything to bring his old rival
down…
Father Antonius was for centuries a missionary
of the Imperial Ecclesiarchy and, in the course
of that time, had witnessed heresy in countless
forms. In time, he joined the Ordo Hereticus of the
Inquisition, to assist in rooting out all the heresy he
had witnessed over the years. Father Antonius is
extremely pious and considers himself a holy man,
a saint even. He has often lived ascetically as a
hermit in between missions. He believes himself to
be closer to the God-Emperor than most, although
he has never been to the Throne World.
Those of you who are familiar with my work
might know father Dominic Cisnerro, an old
inquisitor of mine. Cisnerro is a radical of the
Ordo Malleus. Antonius is a counterpart to
146
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Cisnerro, not only a rival for power within the
Inquisition, but a mortal enemy! He resents
Cisnerro’s ‘fight-fire-with-fire’ attitude and
wants nothing more than to burn him as a
heretic for consorting with daemons and
reading forbidden scriptures.
GETTING STARTED
I whipped up this little inquisitorial warband in
order to demonstrate how I go about painting.
These are typical kit bashes, not overly
advanced conversions, with sculpting only
done for adjustments and gap filling here and
there. I spent most of my effort on the leader
Antonius and the story sprang from him. His
head is taken from the Flagellant sprue and, I
think, looks suitably wizened and unkempt for
an old holy man who has spent a lot of his time
preaching and living as a hermit.
The two penitents are like slaves to Antonius,
effectively working as his assistants. I think
they have both been guilty of vanity in some

01 - Father Antonius and
his retinue, primed and
ready. From left to right:
Penitent brother Krole, Servo
skull Lambda MMMXX, Antonius
himself, Penitent sister
Amathera and Investigator
Craig Fischig.
02 - This first step of
painting does not look very
good; I merely block in my
colours with a large brush.
I do this in a fast and
spontaneous way, attempting
to hit as many areas of the
figure as possible and lay
down as many of the colours
I intend to use. This is but
a sketch, a starting point
if you will. Here I get my
colour composition down; I
find out how my colours work
together. If something looks
wrong, it is not a problem to
change a colour at this early
stage. So, after a very short
period of furious brushing, I
have all my colours down, and
from here on it is basically
a matter of refining my work!
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sand, soil and PVA glue. I stuck some Juweela
model bricks and small gears from clocks in
this mix whilst it was still wet, sprinkling a
little soil on top. When dry, I brushed on a little
thinned down PVA glue to fix it. While I brushed
this on, I dipped my wet brush in static grass
and smeared this with a little sand and soil
randomly on the bases and the lowest parts
of the figures for extra texture and a bit of
vegetation. They might be trudging around in
the Swamps of Axxos or investigating in the
mouldy, mossy and overgrown sectors of the
hive.

01

I’ve given them a black spray primer, followed
by a white spray from above. This zenithal
primer gives me a natural light to shadow
gradient. I will paint over this, but it will affect
my colours, as well as give me an analysis of
how light plays on the surfaces and volumes of
my figures. By taking a good look at this, I get
a feel for the placement of lights and shadows.
More often than not, I take a photo of my
figures at this stage, in order to be able to look
back on this light/shadow play.
NOW FOR SOME COLOUR
The colours I’ve used here are:
•
•
•

02

way, hence the iron mask on Krole and the
scant clothing of Amathera; in her case, I think
she was a promiscuous noble woman, who
fell from grace and is now forced to live like a
prostitute so as to learn the error of her ways.
Servoskull Lambda MMMXX has the sole
purpose of carrying a golden halo around for
Father Antonius – perhaps he is not as pure or
saintly as he wants people to believe, since he
needs a halo of gold to hover above his head
all the time.
The investigator Craig Fischig, with his Death
Corps of Krieg coat and House Delaque head,
is an archetypical cool agent. He has been hired
by Antonius as a professional investigator and
is not a slave-like penitent. There is not much
trust between him and Father Antonius, but
the Inquisitor needs an investigator to get in
below the surface and root out the heretics and
possibly get close to his arch enemy, Cisnerro.

Vallejo Model Colour Leather Brown for
the bases
P3 Umbral Umber for the bricks and gears
found on the bases
Skavenblight Dinge for rocks and ruins on
the bases

The bases were painted wet on wet for a
natural, homogenous appearance. I always
paint my bases along with the rest of the
miniature for maximum coherency.
•

•
•

•

•

GW Cadian Fleshtone for Amathera’s and
Craig’s skin; the same, but with a little
grey mixed, in for Krole and Antonius for a
more wizened, slightly unhealthy look
Vallejo Model Colour Black for clothes,
boots and gloves
P3 Menoth White Base, such a nice
creamy bone-coloured off-white for
skulls, Antonius’ cape, Amathera’s scarfs,
ropes and papers for the purity seals
Old Dark Angels Green for Craig’s and
Antonius’ tilt shields (any other clear dark
green will do)
GW Mephiston red for the small secondary
tilt shield for Craig, his bionic eye and
Penitent Krole’s red dyed hair (such vanity
must be punished!)

The bases have been textured with a mix of
28MAG // 02
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Craig’s coat got GW Contrast Snakebite Leather,
GW Contrast Wyldwood for Amathera’s hair,
Vallejo Model Colour Burnt Umber for the fur
around Antonius’ shoulders, cloth wrapped
around arms and legs and a few bits of clothes,
a mix of grey and brown for Antonius’ hair
and beard, Vallejo Game Colour Sun Yellow for
the gas bottle on Kroles flamer, GW Calthan
Brown for Craig’s gun stock (any colour like
mahogany, walnut or some such fine wood will
do), GW Leadbelcher for all the steel-looking
metals; swords, armour, chainmail etc. A mix
of Leadbelcher and black for some of the guns,
GW Gehenna’s Gold for all the gold bits and
finally GW Runelord Brass for those bat wing
looking ornaments on Antonius’ armour. This
will become a nice looking old bronze with
Verdigris when finished.
I do not believe much in painting by recipe,
and if you want to paint something like this
and do not have these exact colours, just use
whatever approximates it or takes your fancy.
I’ve included all the names of the colours out of
a sense of completeness and to show exactly
what I am doing. Exactly which colour you use
is largely unimportant, as long as the colours
make sense together. For these figures, I’ve
chosen a lot of desaturated and tertiary
colours; these go well together without any
harsh contrasts and they help communicate a
warband in the field, living ascetically, piously
poor and dirty! Such a colour scheme needs
some saturated primary and secondary colours
to set it off and create interest, hence the
green and red details. Apart from setting off
the dull colour scheme, these two are also
complementary, so contrast between the two
spot colours are maximal and they will push
each other. I painted the purity seals a rather
light yellow-orange colour at this stage, as this
should provide a nice warm tint when I paint
over them with red ink in the end.
WASH
The next step is to give them an all over
wash with a mid-brown. I make a mix of GW
Seraphim Sepia and Agrax Earthshade, roughly
2:1. I apply this heavily all over the figures and
bases, all with a large brush. I literally drown
them in wash! By doing this, I make the details
and contours of the figure help me paint,
getting nice distinctions around everything.
Some of the precision I lacked in my initial
slapping on of paint is getting fixed now. I also
start the dynamic of light and shadow, turning
148
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03

04

my initial block colours into a mid- tone and the
first shadows emerge. Do this in the end of a
painting session, as it takes some time for all
this wash to dry. Have lunch, watch a movie or
something while you wait for the wash to dry.

spontaneous manner where brush strokes are
part of the expression. You can even use brush
strokes to depict different materials and create
contrasts with them. Smoothing blended areas
near rougher areas will communicate different
materials and contrasts. At this point, I always
paint the skin of the figures very smooth
and nice, but everything else much rougher
and textured. In this way, I create a contrast
between the skin and especially the faces,
compared to the surrounding areas; the figures
come to life more and there will instantly be
more focus and definition on the face!

05

LIGHT AND SHADOW
Now it is time to dial up the light and shadow
situation. I do this by first reapplying the
colours I’ve already used and then some Agrax
Earthshade in the shadows. Be aware of how
light reacts to the volumes. This would be a
good time to have a look at the photo you took
of the primed figures. When I paint figures
like this, I go for a kind of expressionistic
style; things may be gritty, it is not supposed
to be smooth, you can work in a fast and

DRYBRUSHING AND COLOURING THE BASES
Now I give my figures a light dry brushing of P3
Menoth white base, my favourite creamy off-
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03 - A HEAVY application of
wash all over!
04 - Here we can see the rust
coloured breathing apparatus.
He has clearly been to a
heavily polluted warzone,
where the atmosphere is so
toxic that it literally rusts
all such equipment. Note the
funny patterns the wash has
made on the cloak; if they
stay visible all through the
painting, they will help
to achieve an interesting
“painterly” look. Everything
here is supposed to be old.
05 - The wash is dry;
painting can now continue.
They are not very good
looking yet, but getting
slightly better.
06 - First highlight painted
in. Everything except the
skin tones have just had some
of their original colour
painted on in a slightly
smaller area. Go for outwards
facing areas and upwards
facing ones. All skin areas
are carefully painted with
Cadian Fleshtone; I make sure
to thin the paint and blend
the transitions smoothly.
The skin has been further
highlighted with GW Kislev
Flesh and lastly, in the
uppermost areas, a mix of
Kislev Flesh and white. If
we take a look at Amathera’s
legs, they have only been
highlighted a little bit at
the bottom and then gradually
more the further up on the
figure we look, with the most
highlighting on the face.
Wrinkled, filthy old Antonius
has been highlighted with
the same colours, but with a
little grey mixed in for an
unhealthier look. The same
was done to Brother Krole as
well, but not quite as much.
07 - More definition with the
first highlights.
08 - Antonius now with first
light and Agrax shadows.

06

07

08

white. I drybrush them all over, though trying
to avoid the metal areas. I am heavier with my
dry brushing on the bases. As with the first
heavy wash, here I allow the contours, textures
and details of the figures help me with the
painting. Everything comes into focus; details
are exposed now and, with the heavy wash, all
the colours are tied together even more.

Now it is time for some more colour on the
bases. For these, I paint wet in wet glazes. I thin
down a little black, some Aerocolor Permanent
Green and some P3 Bloodstone. First, I apply
the black glaze, then when this is still wet, I
apple the green glaze randomly, but I make
sure to hit the places with static grass. Then I
add the Bloodstone randomly, but mostly on
the bricks and mechanical debris, like the gears
of old clocks. At this point I sometimes use
undiluted Bloodstone to make the rusty parts
and bricks stand out a little more out.

After the dry brushing, it is impossible to avoid
hitting the metal here and there. In some
places the metal just gets toned down a little in
a nice way. This you just leave as it is. In other
places, it is not so good and you will have to
reapply a little of the metal colour and a bit of
Agrax Shade if the white got into the recesses.

COLOUR VARIATIONS
I usually refine and vary my colours with
washes, inks and glazes. It does not take a very
long time, but these subtle variations create
28MAG // 02
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09

a lot of life in the figures, as well as softening
the dusty drybrushed look a little bit. The skin
and faces benefit a lot from this, but generally
colours tend to vary a lot within the same item
and material, especially when organic, but also
due to the environment, for instance light and
reflections affect everything. Wear and dirt will
also make colours vary; just look at the real
world and realise how inconstant colours really
are. Use your imagination for this.
Antonius’ face has got a little GW Drakenhof
Nightshade for coldness in the shadows, a
little Athonian Camoshade on the other side
and in the beard (maybe it is a little mouldy)
[fig. 14]. His nose got a little red wash. I used
a little Seraphim Sepia here and there on the
armour, for a warm yet aged look. Sepia and
camoshade was used on the skulls and a little
old GW Leviathan Purple wash used in the
shadows on the gold parts (any other purple
wash will do just as well). I chose the purple for
a deeper, richer contrast in the gold, because
it is complementary to the yellow tones of the
gold.
Craig Fischig got a little Winsor and Newton
Peat Brown ink in the shadows of the sword,
some camoshade and sepia on the armour [fig.
15]. GW Reikland Fleshshade was applied to
the head, with a little red glaze on the cheeks
and around the bionic eye, like a bit of slightly
inflamed scar tissue. A little purple wash went
on local areas of the face as well. Fleshtearer
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Red Contrast on the small tilt shield. Now I
gradually move into some detail painting as
well. The lower lip got a thinned down mix
of Cadian Fleshtone and Fleshtearer red. As
I painted Amathera’s mouth (in Fleshtearer
red), I probably did the tilt shield at the same
time. I usually go over all the figures with each
colour before moving on to the next, unless I
focus on some build up in one place. Craig’s big
bionic eye also got the Fleshtearer red, and this
I shaded upwards and to the left with Athonian
Camoshade, then highlighted to the bottom
and to the right with Cadian Fleshtone. Light
moves in this reversed way inside transparent
objects (this is a standard gem painting
technique). I painted the outer ring black and
highlighted it light grey. Lastly, I glazed the
eye with Fleshtearer, now it only needs a pure
white reflection. I save that for later, when I
paint many other white highlights.
As I worked with the colour variations, I
continued painting the bases [fig. 17]. I dry
brushed them again and glazed with all three
colours, making for a much more natural and
harmonious look. You can repeat these steps
as many times as you like if you make your
glazes thin enough. I prefer two applications for
gaming miniatures like these, but sometimes
on figures of a more static nature, I will do this
over and over many times and maybe introduce
other colours and patterns as I go along. Lastly,
I dry brushed it very lightly with my Menoth
White Base and dry brushed the static grass

with GW Balor Brown.
HIGHLIGHTING AND METALS
The steel coloured parts like armour, guns
and swords have just been highlighted with a
little Vallejo Air Silver [fig. 18]. Just be aware
of the direction of light! I go with a zenithal
light source, meaning the light comes from
above; however, I tilt the light a little to one
side, in this case to the left. In this way, I get
a far more natural look than if I just painted
the light straight from above. Most of my
highlights on the metals are just tiny dots and
lines that illustrate points of direct reflection.
They usually follow upper edges and corners.
On cylindrical shapes like vambraces or gun
barrels, the light should form a narrow line
along the length of the volume. On vertical
planes like chest plates, the light kind of falls
downwards. Note the way I highlighted the
sword in two different directions; they do that
because the surface is polished and the two
planes are turned symmetrically in opposite
directions.
The bat shaped bronze bits on Antonius’
armour got a mix of Runelord Brass and silver
on edges and contours in tiny dots; after that
a wash of Agrax Shade was applied for a dull,
aged finish.
The bigger gold parts, like the halos and
decorations on armour, got a somewhat more
complex build-up of light. First, a slightly dotted
application of Vallejo Game Colour Glorious
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10
09 - Now with Agrax
Earthshade painted in the
lower areas and all recesses,
I added some Seraphim Sepia
as a middle tone on the big
cape, to create a bigger
transition because the
recesses are much larger
than everything else. Also,
I am going to drybrush them
with the same P3 Menoth
White Base, so I darken this
a little, both here and on
the skulls, with the sepia,
so the dry brushing will be
more visible. This will also
make the skulls look older
and weathered. I do this in a
patchy way to get some life
into those big empty planes
of the cape.
10 - Fischig after the lights
and shadows. Note how smooth
his face is compared to
everything else, helping his
character come alive.
11 - After dry brushing
textures, details are
starting to show.
12 - Wet in wet.
13 - Once dry, the base looks
like this.
14 - Antonius’ face got some
Drakenhof Nightshade for
coldness in the shadows, a
little Athonian Camoshade in
his mouldy-looking beard. His
nose got a red wash.

11

12

13

14

15
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Yellow and finally direct points of light in silver.
FINAL HIGHLIGHTS AND DETAILS
I now add some super highlights in pure white.
Keep the direction of light in mind and add tiny
dots and lines of direct reflections, it gives a lot
of extra definition and shine to the contours
and details of the figures. Antonius’s dirty
white cloak got a lot of mottled highlights with
a small piece of sponge.
I have also painted writing on the scrolls. I use
a mix of black and brown for this, as the lighter
colour will make the writing seem finer than
it actually is. The special white crosses I have
painted on the tilt shields are real world crosses
of Saint Anthony. This is Antonius’ personal
emblem, as he identifies himself with this most
holy saint. The writing besides the crosses of
Saint Anthony are probably long litanies of how
holy and pious Father Antonius is. He did hire
investigator Craig Fischig, who is without a
doubt sanctioned by the Inquisition itself and
comes from Mondus Centurium. He carries
a secondary tilt shield bearing a sun emblem
on a red field. This is the emblem of Dominic
Cisnerro, Antonius’ rival and ultimate target, so
I am afraid that Craig is in reality a double agent
planted there by Cisnerro himself…
Once the images were painted on the tilt
shields I shaded them a bit upwards with Agrax
shade.
WEATHERING
We need some weathering to make these
figures fit into the setting in which they operate.
They are not presently in a particularly dirty
place, though the swamps are both muddy
and rusty in abundance and the sector with
the Agri Manufactora is moist, overgrown and
mouldy. On the other hand, this is a group of
field agents and they, especially holy Antonius,
live spartanly and have that threadbare dirty
look about them. Lofty religious thoughts and
the endless search for – and punishment of
– heretics are all far more important matters
than bathing, wealth and dressing nicely.
Since their look is already quite worn, they don’t
need that much weathering, although there is
no escaping some. The Verdigris on the bronze
parts of Antonius’ armour is first glazed in with
a mix of GW Sotek Green and Balor Brown;
such an effect is supposed to build up in the
recesses where water would accumulate. On
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top of this first glaze I add some GW Nihilakh
Oxide, which is brighter. This is like a reverse
highlight, where the paint and the lighter colour
build up in the recesses.
Their rebreather units are rusted through due
to their last mission on a world devastated by
chemical warfare. First, I gave them Vallejo
Model Wash Dark Brown to make them darker.
Then I glazed with P3 Umbral Umber, letting it
build up in the recesses. When that was dry, I
glazed in the same way with P3 Bloodstone;
both are very nice colours for rust. In the end,
I mixed a little yellow in my Bloodstone glaze
for a few areas of extra build up, though only
upturned, so it worked as a highlight as well.
The mud splatter on Antonius’ cape (and on his
penitents) is Vallejo Model Colour Burnt Umber
applied with a sponge. Make sure to do this
irregularly to avoid repetitive patterns. This
was followed by a mix of the Burnt Umber and
black, for a variation and some more fresh, still
moist mud.
THE FINAL TOUCHES OF MAGIC
We can easily call these figures done by now.
Actually, by painting my figures all over instead
of just finishing them one part at a time, they
can be completed rather early, but we can also
push it by refining and adding more finishing
touches and effects. I still have a couple of
tricks up my sleeve.
Now they are done! I have glazed them with
Aerocolor Permanent Green with an airbrush.
I avoided the upper parts and the red bits
with this and intensified towards the bases.
I used such a green glaze on my Mordheim
figures as well due to the warpstone glow of
Mordheim. You can use any colour you like for
this, it just has to make sense for the figures;

these characters are in some kind of living
place, either overgrown or mouldy. Green is
the perfect colour for these because, as it is
complementary, it makes the red of the purity
seals pop more. I painted the purity seals
Winsor and Newton Deep Red ink. I made extra
purity seals for Craig Fischig and the servo
skull, because to me they did not quite have
enough of this red spot colour. My purity seals
are made of tiny strips of copper foil and a ball
of green stuff with the middle pushed in by the
back end of a drill bit.
They also got a light coat of matt varnish from
my airbrush. I do this to protect my gaming
miniatures, but it also works to harmonize my
paints and I don’t have to worry about using
gloss paints along with my matt ones. I can
always use inks, gloss paints or varnish to
make certain objects shine after the varnish,
thus gaining complete control. I often just wait
until after the varnish to apply certain inks and
colours, such as silver when I want that extra
shine. I painted the edges of the bases black.
Gloss varnish on Craig’s eye lenses and a mix
of black ink and gloss varnish as oil stains
here and there on guns and other more or less
mechanical details.
So, after these many steps Father Antonius
and his warband is ready for action! It does not
take as long as one might think, each single
step is quite fast and they come in a logical
order to build up a suitably dirty, gritty and
grimdark paint job. Remember that, by painting
a little of everything at a time, you will always
be able to finish up whenever you think you’ve
had enough. I hope you enjoyed this insight into
my painting process – now go and give it a go
yourself!
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17

18

19

16 - I repeated the same
kinds of variations on the
same kinds of areas on all
the figures. Now the refining
of my paint job is really
starting to show.
17 - I dry brushed the bases,
glazing them with all three
colours, making for a more
natural and harmonious look.
18 - Note the way I
highlighted the sword in two
different directions; they do
that because the surface is
polished and the two planes
are turned symmetrically in
opposite directions.
19 - The special white
crosses I painted on the
tilt shields are real world
crosses of Saint Anthony.
This is Antonius’ personal
emblem, he identifies himself
with this most holy saint.
20 - The verdigris on the
bronze bits on Antonius’s
armour is first glazed in
with a mix of GW Sotek Green
and Balor Brown; such an
effect is supposed to build
up in the recesses where
water would accumulate.
21 - Now they are done!
I have glazed them with
Aerocolor Permanent Green
with my airbrush. They also
got a light airbrushed
coat of matt varnish: I do
this to protect my gaming
miniatures, but it also works
to harmonise my paints.

20

21
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ARTIST FOCUS // MIKAL VAN LEEUWEN

THE NAVIGATOR

by Mikal van Leeuwen
01 - The Navigator was
made from various kits, a
glass dome from a Christmas
ornament, clear resin and a
small LED
02 - Lady Sabiliteure travels
only in the finest carriage,
as befits a Navigator of
House Traiectum

Lady Sabiliteure, Navigator of House Traiectum,
was transiting from warp-space to real-space
when the Cicatrix Maledictum tore the Galaxy
in two. The vessel she was navigating entered
real space right in the path of the opening Great
Rift, causing terrible damage to the ship and
crew. Through enormous effort, she escaped the
catastrophe with her mind intact but her physical
body ruined.
+++
This has been a wonderful project, which
came together quite naturally after playing
around with the clear glass dome from a
Christmas ornament. From the start, I wanted
to have resin in the tank, which I had left over
from another project. I messed around with
colouring the resin using Citadel Washes,
which worked quite well. In the end, I poured
the resin in two parts: first the bottom layer up
to the model, and the second layer immersing
the model. The icky effects at the bottom of
the tank were made by adding the wash after
seven hours of curing the resin and poking
around with a toothpick. The bubbles in the
top layer all appeared during curing, and were a
happy accident, as they make the model more
dynamic. The LED was also in my head from
the start, and I am incredibly pleased with how
it turned out.

01

If I were to make something like this again, I
would not glue the hanging model to the ceiling
of the chamber before adding resin. I had to
pour the top layer in one go, because as the
resin cured the ceiling was fixed to the glass
dome. By keeping those parts separate (by
hanging the model from beams into the dome),
the pouring could have been done in multiple
sessions. This is a minor point, however.
02
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OIL & BLOOD

by Saul Painter & Viktor Leggio
Tor Megiddo was originally conceived by
Alexander Winberg and Helge Wilhelm Dahl.
The first I heard of it was back in March 2017,
when Alexander invited me to take part:
“Helge and I are planning to hold a small gaming
event in Helsinki in the fall this year. We had so
much fun on the Outgard project that we want do
something again. This time the setting will be a
desert world, Tor Megiddo.
Tor Megiddo is a harsh Desert World where life
can be a constant struggle. The few remaining city
domes are places of opulence and slavery. But in
the wilderness freedom, starvation and madness
hold sway. There are still oceans of promethium
in the earth and gas drunk tribes roam the sand
dunes in search for fuel, water and food.
So, to cut a long story short, would you be
interested in joining us? We hope this will be a
relaxed weekend with a chilled attitude towards
rules and winning; it’s more about meeting likeminded people, seeing amazing miniatures and
having a blast.
You would need to bring your own tribe of techno
barbarians and their transport. We are looking for
humans, abhumans and mutants, but please, no
xenos. Feel free to be as creative as you like. They
could be riding in cars, on bikes, on giant beasts or
lizards. The sky’s the limit.”
I made a warband and took part in all the “back
room chatter” that went into preparing it.
Unfortunately, I could not make it to the event
itself, but the seed was sown. When the White
Dwarf team got in touch with the group to ask
if they could feature our warbands in a series
of Blanchitsu articles, I was over the moon! We
sent all our models off to Nottingham to be
photographed, and we each submitted some
background text and a description of how we
made and painted them.
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Fast forward to May 2018 and the White
Dwarf coverage started to appear – I could not
let the setting go and I started to talk about
revisiting Tor Megiddo with my local group of
friends. With Alexander’s blessing, I started to
work on Tor Megiddo styled scenery and my
friends started making warbands or technobarbarians.
We looked in detail at the warbands that had
been produced and the background that had
been written for the Helsinki game and we
started to home-in on a few details we wanted
to expand and extrapolate.
Viktor was especially good at this – we chose a
few single-line references from the background
that Alexander wrote and based our campaign
around them. We made up new locations and
sketched-out descriptions (I started making a
map, then abandoned it as a failed attempt, as
I couldn’t get it right and ran out of time, but I
really want to go back to it!).
We decided that all our warbands would be
Yaike Yaike tribes fighting a civil war that broke
out as a result of the action in the Helsinki
game – our narrative would pick up where that
game left-off.
Tor Megiddo Style Guide
Alexander wrote the original brief for the gangs
of Tor Megiddo techno-barbarians. I was very
keen to stay true to the spirit and look of the
original game’s scenery and warbands. As far
as I can remember, there wasn’t a single style
guide document before the event in Helsinki.
The style developed in a fragmented way
over six months in a Messenger conversation
between the participants.
As well as I can piece together, this is a rough
guide to get the “look” of a Tor Megiddo
warband:
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A Tor Megiddo warband

No Xenos: Humans only (but human-origin
mutants and cyborgs, human-made robots,
mutant animals for mounts etc. are all good)
Tech level: Low-end Necromunda. If it looks
high-tech make sure it looks broken and
repaired. Don’t go crazy with lascannons,
unless they have a special “single-shot per
game” rule added, or similar.
Vehicles: Almost any. Wheeled, tracked,
walkers, grav, animals. No actual flyers or
main battle tanks. Missing and broken parts
are common, lots of parts could look obviously
replaced using bits from other, different,
vehicles. Mismatched and weird looking.
Nothing should look “out of the box” or shiny
and new. Fury Road is a good place to start, but
try not to just reproduce things from the film.
The weirder the better!
Rust: Yes, lots. Especially on bases.
Clothing and gear: Necromunda meets Mad

Max. Biker leathers, scrap armour, desert
survival gear (dust masks, scarves, goggles,
hoods, rags & robes), weird stuff (big hats,
scraps of historical uniforms, spikes, masks
etc.). Everything worn out, broken, repaired,
filthy, ancient. Dustpunk, Rustpunk, Oilpunk,
Engineerpunk.
Colour Palette: Blacks, greys, browns, reds,
oranges, yellows, creams, off-whites, metals.
Blues, purples and greens should be used
sparingly or as spot colours. Lots of orangeyellow dust, especially on boots/wheels/tracks
etc.
We started discussing many things about
the setting, such as the way our gangs would
perceive the world, the Tor Megiddo calendar
(which brought up ideas like an annual worldspanning dust storm we called The Red Wind,
that would be used to mark the change of year)
and place names and descriptions (and how
they would look, using the scenery collection I
was building up). After seeing the massive
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Rhossum Secundus game that was played at
Warhammer World, the idea of the Rustmen
appeared, so we rolled them into our setting
too – as a way to use some giant robots as
aggressive moving scenery in the background
of our games.
We tied in the background of the Rhossum
Secundus event-game to our vision of Tor
Megiddo – we knew it was set on a different
planet, but in our “head canon” it is the same
world as Tor Megiddo, though maybe on a
different continent (we even started referring
to “our” continent as Rhossum Primus!), as it
seemed to fit the spirit of that world perfectly.
As I understood it, it was a spiritual sequel:
John Blanche liked Tor Megiddo and wanted
to try a “big machines” themed game with
a very similar feel. So, he invited a group of
like-minded gamers to each create a colossi
and its crew [see volume one for more on this
game – Volitare]. Details like choices of colour
schemes and the style of the Techno-Barbarian
gangs that appeared for the game felt like the
next evolution of the theme. From our point of
view it felt like it was fleshing out the world a
little more: opening out the horizons to reveal
a range of possibilities for story-telling games
within the Tor Megiddo setting.
The Rustmen
Clink, clank, clunk,
Clink, clank, clunk,
His soul is rotten,
His blood is dust,
He’s oft forgotten,
He’s made of rust,
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Rust Men

Clink, clank, clunk,
Clink, clank, clunk.
The Rustmen walked the lonely valleys and
mountains of Tor Megiddo. For aeons they were
but a myth, a legend of old. They appeared in
folk tales and travellers’ stories, mysterious
metal creatures, endlessly trying to remember
tasks set for them before the Long Dark, in the
age before the end.
But after the destruction of the Promethean
Tower, and the expansion of the Yaike Yaike
tribes’ civil wars, they either grew bold or
noticed the activity on the plains and went
down to investigate.
The mutants and techno-barbarians believed
the Rustmen to have souls; rotten, dusty souls,
but souls nonetheless. They interpreted the
actions of the ancient machines as emotional
responses or mood and treated them with a
mix of reverence, disdain and fear.
+++
We sketched out a loose campaign story
structure for Oil and Blood using the
Necromunda (2017) rules as a framework –
One calendar week would equal one Cycle.
We would aim for one game per week but we
left room in the narrative, in case we managed
more. We hoped that each week we would have
a general theme, based on which we would
choose scenarios. We wanted to leave the
structure fairly open so each of us could create
the story of our gangs within the framework.
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Week 1: Introductory Mission
Multiplayer scenario Gang Moot (GW3, page
76), perfect to represent the Great Gathering of
the Yaike Yaike tribes descending into violence.

This year we are planning to return again in an
open play Kill Team campaign set on the postapocalyptic desert world: Ferrugo Pass: Tor
Megiddo (starting May 2019?).

Weeks 2-3: The First Stages of the Civil War
Pick scenarios as per normal campaign rules,
representing the running engagements as the
tribes vie for supremacy. Two games were
played at a time if we are all there. If only
three players are around, we played arbitrated
scenarios with NPCs controlled by the odd
player.

The Ferrugo Pass is a winding path through
the arid mountains in the far north of the
Rhossum Primus continent of Tor Megiddo.
The battles of the Yaike Yaike tribes across
the Scorched Plain, before the last Red Wind,
caught the attention of the Rustmen who
ventured out into on to the Scorched Plain to
investigate. No one remembered a time when
so many of the revered Rustmen came down
from the mountains at once. When the battles
were ended by the Red Wind, the Rustmen
walked back to the mountain pass, heedless of
the dust storms that can strip the flesh off a
human in less than an hour.

Week 4: The Ritual Fight
The tradition of solving conflicts through
Champion fights is revived. Multiplayer
scenario The Arena (GW3, page 77).
Week 5: The War Rages On
As per weeks 2-3
Week 6: Apotheosis
A satisfying narrative conclusion for all players
and finale game – as per basic campaign rules
in GW1.
Five of us played the Oil and Blood: Tor Megiddo
campaign over three months (Sept – Nov
2018). I played eight games in that time – my
gang, the Slipgibbets, crawled out of their hidehole and fought all of the other four gangs.
They took part in a pit fight, escorted a truck
full of loot through enemy territory, hunted for
a Rustman, searched for abandoned caches of
archaeotech and finally went to a Gang Moot
in an attempt to end the Yaike Yaike civil war.
That, however, ended up going horribly wrong…

Rumours started to grow that the Ferrugo Pass
was the domain of half a dozen Tors: Ranging in
size from the walking colossi (the smallest!) to
some that are the size of cities. Stories began
to circulate that most of them were still mobile
and at least partially functional. The Yaike Yaike
tribes, the Flesh Barons, the Red Church and
many others – all coveted the Tors for the
wealth and power that controlling even one
such legendary god-machine can bring.
A new cycle of exploration, adventure and War
in the Sun begins!
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BEARERS OF THE
LIGHT

by Urion Franz
The golden warriors of the Legio Custodes
are not the only figures that have walked in
the shadow of the Emperor down through the
centuries of His history. Throughout His life,
the Emperor has surrounded Himself with the
most brilliant of intellects and the sharpest
of minds. For above all else, the Emperor is
a man of science and learning. It is His wish
for humanity to rise out of the darkness of
superstition and into the light of reason.
Though the Mechanicum of Mars would later
hail Him as the Omnissiah Incarnate, those
scientists who worked with the Emperor long
before His journey to the Red Planet viewed Him
without the tint of religious fanaticism as the
most brilliant scientific mind ever born. From
160
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the most promising of minds a brotherhood
of scientists developed, and they would be
known as the Luminarchy. This brotherhood
worked with the Emperor to create His most
important scientific inventions. The Thunder
Warriors, as well as the early proto-legions
of Adeptus Astartes, were all developed in
secret with members of the Luminarchy. Even
after the Emperor secured the fealty of Mars,
the Luminarchy continued to work on the
Emperor’s most secret of projects.
Those undertakings that required the utmost
discretion were delegated to the Luminarchy;
projects such as the creation of the Psytitans
of Ordo Sinister. This favouritism shown by the
Emperor has been a constant source of enmity

between the Mechanicum and the Luminarchy
from the earliest days of the Imperium’s
founding. It would only escalate further once
the Emperor was bound to the Golden Throne,
after the Warmaster’s failed rebellion. To this
day there is only a thin veil covering the enmity
the Adeptus Mechanicus bears towards the
Luminarchy and, if not for the protection of the
Imperial Household, the Adeptus Mechanicus
would surely have destroyed the Luminarchy
as heretics long ago.
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EVOLUTION

by Hussaini Abd Rashid Sani
The Delaque gang may be the coolest-looking
gang in Necromunda at the moment, so
much so that they look a little too ‘cool’ to my
eyes. Constant wars in the Underhive change
the soldiers fighting them, and my personal
opinion is that no one would come out looking
quite like that. This is the concept I held on to
when creating the Delaque for this project.
The Delaque I built is a changed cabal. They
aren’t exactly fit to be called Delaque anymore,
but we can see this is the form they used to
have. The soiled robes they don give the
impression of zealots in a gang war. They
carry the severed head of a fallen member and
keep it alive like an extended limb. Mutation,
unrestricted dark magicks and technology all
rolled up into one. The evolution this clique has
submitted – or perhaps succumbed – to is both
beautiful and dark.
In making these conversions, I studied and
relied heavily on John Blanche’s works and
techniques. I kept experimenting to get the
colours on the robes right. I applied two or
three layers of mixed washes and pigments to
achieve the tones on the finished miniatures.
Something white, pure, dirty and immoral.
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ADEPTICON 2019:
CARRION PASS

by Vince Fiore
Carrion Pass, Heist in the Ash Wastes, was a
multi-day, many player, custom Warhammer
40k event that took place at Adepticon 2019.
The event was played primarily using vehicles,
flyers and cavalry type units – merging
game mechanics from Necromunda 2017,
GorkaMorka, X-wing and homebrew. The
gangs raced through a canyon in pursuit of a
cargo hauler with the hopes of fulfilling secret
objectives – similar to a classic western train
heist. The event took place on a 2’ x 4’ board
and used a unique scrolling board mechanic, in
which all terrain and other vehicles moved in
relation to the Hauler.
Vehicle actions took place simultaneously,
at the start of each turn. All players had one
minute to select a movement direction and
distance token in secret, before revealing their
movements and settled the actions at the same
time. The movement phase often resulted
in crashes, adding an incredibly chaotic and
entertaining mechanic to the game.
Setting
As the Great Ash Road approaches Hive
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Acropolis, it runs up against the impassable
cliffs of a towering plateau. Those with the
time and fuel follow the road South, where two
day’s travel across the flats brings the gates of
Acropolis into view.
The less fortunate, or the foolhardy, may risk
a run through the Carrion Pass. This narrow
canyon was once a seam of valuable ore, strip
mined in a past age to feed the insatiable
appetite of Necromunda’s industry. Now it’s
littered with the bones of man and machine –
morbid warning signs to all who enter.
Here, within the treacherous Carrion Pass,
our story unfolds. A massive cargo hauler,
containing valuable resources, races through
the pass – a foolish decision made by the
captain to make up for lost time. The stench
of promised wealth fills the air, drawing out
the vultures of the waste from their dens,
hidden within the crags and side passages of
the canyon. Ash wasters, trolle scum, slavers,
mutants and worse descend upon the prey
that passes through.
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01 Trolle Crawling Slum,
Skrep’ome by Vince Fiore.
02, 03 & 07 The Ant Herders
by Isaac Tobin.
04 +Identification Redacted+
by Jonny Lashley.
05 Black Phallanx Penal Crusade HALO Strike Team
by Christof Kiel.
06 Societal outcasts known
as the Ash Lepers – this scum
stalk the wastes with the
goal to inspire chaos and
vengeance on all. By Cody
Taylor.

01

02
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KHEMRIAN NAGASH

by Simon Elsen
They say he is anathema to Life. Nonsense,
if you ask me. He is Life incarnate I tell you, my
Child. He is the beginning and the end – and even
more! For ye end is not final in his domain, oh no.
Grandfather Nygrash never died, you know? It’s
strange and difficult to understand, but he unlived
and continued to exist in another way, I suppose.
He was once a man like you and I, a great adept
of ye hidden ways back in ye old days, when the
cities of Khem’ri were still brooding in the sands
under the sun. Read a lot, that old Grandfather
Nygrash, read about old things, terrible things and
learned ye ways. He escaped Life and its limiting
bars. Now he is free and shows us ye way, too.

body is mainly from the Khemrian Necroshpinx
model but with Crypt Horror hands. His staff
is primarily from the Skaven Verminlord, with
its tip made from the Dark Elves’ Bloodwrack
Shrine mirror combined with one of my late
Grandmother’s earrings. She once gave me the
earring because she lost its pair, and knew that
I could use it in my conversions.
The model was painted largely with an
airbrush. After a black undercoat, I highlighted
the armour and the cloak with a mixture of
Army Painter Matt Black and Vallejo Dark Sea
Blue. I added more and more Vallejo Ivory to
the mix until I was satisfied.

01

+++
As soon as the new model for Nagash was
unveiled, I wanted to build one for my army.
The problem was, I wasn’t really fond of the
official model. Since I like to convert stuff
anyway, I decided to build him myself. The
End Times were going strong at that moment,
and I liked the idea of the unified Death army. I
thought about the Khemrian influence and that
Nagash himself lived in Khemri when he was
still mortal. I wanted to show this heritage in
the model.
I started the conversion using the Necron C’tan
Shard of the Nightbringer as base for his lower
body. I bulked this up using Vampire Count
curtains that came with the Mortis Shrine
and finished it off with green stuff. The upper
168
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The gold parts were painted with a mixture of
Vallejo Glorious Gold and Matt Black, followed
by a wash of Citadel Nuln Oil. Then I highlighted
the gold using Vallejo Air Silver and made the
shadows more pronounced using Vallejo Dark
Sea Blue.

02

The flesh was painted in a light grey tone and
highlighted with Citadel Skull White. From
there on I used several glazes of diluted Citadel
Liche Purple and Carroburg Crimson to define
his facial features.
I finished him off by painting the gems and
eyes black with a gloss varnish. Finally, I used
a sponge and some Rhinox Hide to dirty his
clothes here and there.

01 - The staff head was made
from one of Simon’s late
grandmother’s earrings
02 - Closeup of Khemrian
Nagash’s terrible countenance
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OF FAITH, FIRE
AND STEEL

by Benjamin Royer
This detachment of Black Templars is the third
I’ve collected over the past ten years, each one
being an excuse to improve my modelling and
painting skills. Always painting the same colour
scheme might be a bit unhealthy, even with
some technical improvements, and a few years
ago I discovered that I had difficulties painting
anything other than black and white! This is
why, nowadays, I have other projects to act as
‘palette cleansers’ (please forgive the pun).
Recently the painting of my crusaders took
an interesting twist, as I started to play
around with various light sources that could
be reflected on the black of their armour: the
bleached-bone soil of a doomed world, the
dying fire of a lantern, the sinister glow of a
screen and so forth.
Black Templars have always been the
archetypal 41st millennium faction to me,
ever since I discovered the hobby with the 3rd
edition box set and John Blanche’s legendary
illustration of a crusade in all its infamous glory.
Their fanatic dedication to dogmatic purity
make them at odds with the more ‘romantic’
depictions of the Astartes. These are not
gallant knights in shining armour defending the
citizens of the Imperium; they are a tool of utter
domination against aliens, but also especially
against humans, designed to strike fear in
the hearts of anyone wishing to rise against a
totalitarian empire. This vision of the Astartes
as genetically-engineered psycho-conditioned
übermenschen, designed to kill and repress
without a second thought, makes their study so
compelling. The dark side of Warhammer 40k’s
symbolism: between propaganda, marketing
and their terrifying reality.
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CULT OF THE
BROKEN COG
by Cody Skrine
The best part of the INQ28 mind set for me
is definitely the non-reliance on rules. You
can play it with anything, be it house rules,
Necromunda or anything else. My local gaming
group plays mostly Kill Team, so after we’d got
to grips with the rules, we naturally started
coming up with new warbands to play with.
I’ve always been a hobbyist first, then a
storyteller and finally a gamer, so when I come
up with a project, it usually begins with a rifle
through my bits boxes. I mainly collect Adeptus
Mechanicus, so I had a tonne of spare technogubbins, limbs, weapons etc. I decided that I
would make a dark reflection of my Skitarii, and
build a cult of Hereteks that might be found in
some ancient refinery complex or in the bowels
of an Explorator vessel. They would push the
bounds of melding flesh and machine and
show those Mechanicus fools the face of the
true Machine God!
I started off by building the leader, The Voice, as
he’d set the tone for the rest of the warband.
Many of my cultists are based off the Empire
Flagellants kit, so for The Voice I chose the
most static body I could. He’s in charge; he’s got
minions for running around! His arms are from
Space Marine scouts and his head and right
hand come from the Tech-Priest Dominus kit.
He’s got a shotgun, but it’s mostly for gesturing
wildly at his underlings. The addition of a clean
mask to hide whatever corruption lies beneath,
coupled with the huge hat, gives him a suitably
pontifical appearance.
I set to work on his creations next. A friend
passed me some unused Space Marine bits,
and I had a couple of spare torsos from the
Kataphron Servitors kit that were suitably
bulky and cybernetically enhanced. I mounted
the torsos on some Primaris legs, assuming
the tinkerer managed to scrounge and modify
some wrecked power armour from the
battlefield. Every so often the chance comes
along to use a piece that’s been sitting in your
bits box for years; for this conversion, I finally
managed to use a big swinging claw from a
Skaven kit that I have had for ages. I shortened
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the pistons a little and added a thumb, and
named him The Fist. He will make a suitable
bodyguard for the Voice, and I will run him as
an Aspiring Champion with a Powerfist. I prefer
even heavily converted models to have “What
You See Is What You Get” weapons, and so
I gave him a mounted bolt pistol that tracks
along the lens of his eye, like the shoulder
mounted weapons in the Predator films. The
Fist’s clunky companion was built in a similar
way, but instead got more armour and a
completely fabricated right arm, sturdy enough
to mount a huge auto cannon. He is called The
Rain, due to the deluge of bullets and spent
shells that flow from him. He will play the part
of a Gunner with Heavy Bolter.
When choosing a colour scheme, I wanted
them to look as though they worked in a
manufacturing plant or the belly of a ship, and
had reached out to dark powers to improve
their pitiful lot in life. High-visibility orange
jumpsuits, or the filthy rags that used to be
high-vis, seemed an obvious choice that fit in
with the limited palette I wanted to use. They
were primed black, then the cloth was painted
a light muddy brown, followed by orange. They
then got a wash of Devlan Mud, followed by a
dry brush of lighter orange over the top.
Armour bits were painted a darkened version
of that same muddy brown for consistency,
then roughly stippled and dry brushed with
Leadbelcher, followed by a black wash. The
large cybernetic constructs were painted in the
reverse, starting with the rusty metal colour,
then a bit of stippled orange to look like they
were painted to match their fellows. I made a
point of using bronze very sparingly to break up
the silver here and there, as I didn’t want them
to have any ornamentation.
So far, they’ve done hilariously poorly on the
table top. Ultimately this doesn’t really matter,
as they’ve been a great batch of villains in our
narrative campaign games and look great on
the table. Their exploits have been evocative
and leave us talking afterwards and that’s
what matters.
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02

03

01 - Broken Cog cultist
02 - The Voice, leader of the
Cult of the Broken Cog
03 - The Rain
04 - Closeup of The Fist,
bodyguard to The Voice
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THORN MOONS
by Stefan Darlan Boris
+++Intelligence Data, Case CR.FRG. Urgent Brief 948.872+++
Esteemed Sire,
As unfolded in CR.FRG. Brief 398.820: The investigation of the recent incident
in the Daylight Chapel on Terra points towards a heretical belief among some
scholars Excommunicate that Crataegus Fragmentum could be the original birthplace
of the microscopic life forms, and organic building blocks of life, that led to
the evolution of the flora and fauna on an abundance of worlds in that part of the
galaxy which, in its infancy, spanned a region covering current areas of Segmentum
Obscurus and Segmentum Solar, including that of Holy Terra today.
The data gathered on this topic since the incident is sparse, but our agents
dispatched to the Prigorian Divide and beyond – may the Emperor bless their souls
– suggest that Crataegus Fragmentum was indeed colonised by a Genetor Mechanicvm
Explorator Fleet thought lost at some point prior to 30M. The data also indicates
that the region was cut off by freak changes in the Empyrean soon after the
colonisation, which made communication and interstellar travel in the region all but
impossible up until a few years prior to the incident on Terra, where a safe route
was charted through the warp storms. We believe, Sire, that this could be one of the
reasons why knowledge of the region has faded out of memory up until now – and why
there may be an abundance of natural resources to be collected there in the future.
What we have been able to uncover during this tense period of investigation, is a
colonised area in Crataegus Fragmentum consisting of a handful of old Halo Stars
and what appears to be close to a hundred thorn moons of boreal beauty. We have
only scratched the surface in our investigation, but early intelligence notes the
presence of bio-mechanical constructs that appear to be guarding immense thorn
wood forests, living machine shrines and vast libraries, that have probably been
created – and indeed cultivated – by the Genetor colonists themselves over their
long seclusion from the Imperiumme. This seems to strengthen our belief that the
bio-mechanical constructs that managed to escape from the incident on Terra may
indeed originate from Crataegus Fragmentum. Furthermore, we have not been able to
locate the Rogue Trader Anaxaegoras since then.
But now to my gravest concern for the future, Sire, and the reason for this urgent
brief:
We have just received some dire new data from our most trusted agents within the
region. They indicate that Crataegus Fragmentum was not only colonised by the
Genetor Mechanicvm Explorator Fleet so many years ago. Apparently, it was also
visited by a Legiones Astartes Expeditionary Fleet during the Great Crusade. If
the data is correct, and we have no reason to believe otherwise, there may still be
Astartes Legionnaires in the region.
This, Sire, could jeopardise the whole endeavour – our agents – and is something I
would like to urgently discuss with you face to face. I have sent my high emissary
to your Magistrate and expect her to arrive within a fortnight. I look forward to
having a personal meeting arranged as soon as possible.
Yours truly.
+++End, Intelligence Data, Case CR.FRG. Urgent Brief 948.872+++
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My entire endeavour of creating the Crataegus
Legion, as a 40K vision of what was my boreal
contribution to the Pilgrym three years ago,
was sparked by the sheer beauty of the Vlka
Fenryka dreamt up by Migsula, fellow Iron
Sleeter, world-building genius and weatherman
extraordinaire.
When I first saw the early images of his Vlka
Fenryka in my mail box some years ago, I
thought I knew exactly what had pushed this
dream forward and where his image of the
Rout was heading.
Nothing special, just the heart of the project,
the heart of Astartes Imagery. Grey, weather
beaten, cold, with a spot of blood.
What struck a chord in my own imagination was
how the Vlka Fenryka was envisioned from the
beginning, not only as miniatures making up a
playable 40K army, but also, maybe even more
so, as weathered characters of the worlds
they were part of. Grey, weather-beaten, cold.
A diverse family of uncanny creatures and
characters appearing as if they had walked
straight out of a haunted, frost-bitten world of
a Dan Abnett novel.
The Vlka Fenryka has become one of the most
beautiful and exquisite Warhammer 40,000
armies around. I thought I knew where it would
be heading when I first saw the images, but
it turned out that I didn’t. My approach to the
Crataegus Legion is in part homage to that
vision and the way it pushed the boundaries of
how and what a 40K army could be. By pushing
myself out of my own comfort zone, I have
strived to create not only miniatures for my
first playable 40K army, but also the weathered
world of Crataegus Fragmentum they inhabit.
I have built and painted them as if they
themselves have walked straight out of the
forest-covered home world of the Thorn
Moons they call home.
But going from the intricate character
building of the Pilgrym to a 40K-sized army
was a daunting prospect for me. I have never
managed to build an army before, let alone
paint it!

Oghamme, Chief Librarian,
High Custode of Daerwynne

With the aim to do world building rather than
(only) focussing on each individual character, I
seriously needed to find a way to speed things

up. I have always struggled with that – even
when painting single characters. That’s why I
have never finished a 40k army.
Fortunately, I was able to receive some ‘speed
painting’ advice from Jakob Rune Nielsen.
Seeing examples up close in 1:1 (his Dryatides
for the Pilgrym, as well as his recent Harlequin
Solitaire for example) led me to the revelation
that for the crusade it was more about working
with the Legion as an entire canvas, rather than
single character painting. Greens and browns,
inks, weathering, bark texture and lots of dots
resembling small-scale lichen, as they appear
on the trunks of trees. With much more lush
green in the palette to contrast the vibrant red
of Jakob’s Harlequins, this being a joint venture
between us. Fast and effective.
I experimented a lot and struggled a bit with
accepting that, up close, the painting is not
on par with some of my other stuff. It is raw,
fitting the nature reference. But it was such a
joy to see things getting finished! A completed
Crataegus Legion was suddenly not such a
utopia.
Green Man Cometh!

THE ELDER ONES
The Elder Ones are the main characters of
the Crataegus Legion. They have grown from
the narrative I developed for the Pilgrym.
Apart from the fabulously organic and
deeply sensuous work of John Blanche, they
exemplify something I felt was missing in the
official chronicles of 40K – nature in the 42nd
Millennium.
What I discovered while developing the Elder
Ones was that the Green Mechanicvm were
only actors in a grander scheme of transforming
the failing Golden Throne into the Green Seat of
the Emperor Reborn. A scheme of change and
transformation where the mysterious Elder
Ones play a central role in securing nature its
rightful place in the heart of the Imperium.
Oghamme, Chief Librarian, High Custode of
Daerwynne, 1st Library Moon
Oghamme is the chief Elder One of the
Thousand Sons that make up the core of my
Crataegus Legion. The most wise and gifted
Witch Lord of all the Crataegus Brothers. He
is based on the beautiful Horus model from
28MAG // 02
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Forgeworld, sculpted by the incredibly talented
Simon Egan. Despite the tough competition,
Horus is one of my personal favourites of the
resin Primarchs. But I simply had to transform
him into Oghamme and make him fit into the
narrative of a Crataegus Witch Lord on the
Library Moon of Daerwynne. With all the boreal
details added, he was painted in the same way
as my other finished Elder Ones.
Thurisaz Thorne Weaver
Thurisaz, Thorne Weaver, is another one of
the Elder Ones. Apparently, like his Crataegus
Brothers, he is a long lost Astartes Legionnaire
highly gifted in the arts of witchcraft, change
and transformation. He was built with a few
changes fitting the narrative from the fabulous
Primarch Konrad Curze from Forgeworld. He
is now draped in the cloak of a green traveller,
catching the wind in the storm ridden clearing
before the coming of winter.
Huathe, Thorne Kyngge
Huathe, Thorne Kyngge, is the first Elder One I
built. He is based on Mortarion by Forgeworld,
which I actually bought in the Warhammer
store during the Pilgrym Game in Nottingham.
I changed his pose slightly and gave him
weapons and an atmosphere befitting an Elder
One. He is wielding a Thorn Staff and massive
green sword forged in the depths of Gheal, the
Thorn Moon he presides over.
The Flesh-Changed
As the Crataegus Legion is a long-lost faction
of the Thousand Sons, I wanted to explore
how succumbing to flesh-change would look
on a Thorn Moon. Enter the Hunters. Built and
painted as if they themselves are the forestcovered Thorn Moons. In essence, they are the
roots, boughs and branches of the boreal forest
itself… wandering bodies of a thorny world!
I managed to make three flesh-changed
Crataegus Legionnaires, my versions of
Thousand Sons’ counter-parts of Migsula’s
Vlka Fenryka Wulfen. Uruth the Hunter,
Shagarth the Feral and Theron the Grim. They
were built up using the gorgeous Gal Vorbak
legionnaires by Forgeworld.
Lichen and moss, bark and bough. Green Men
Cometh!

THE GREEN MECHANICVM
The Green Kyngge
The Green Kyngge was built on the basis of a
Khorne Juggernaut turned upright, to resemble
a walking, six-limbed humanoid. It serves as
a homage to Toni Sokura’s amazing Green
Mechanicvm Stalker in the Forest.
It was a surprisingly fun and fast build, where
I dug deep into my bits box and it almost
built itself. I ended up making good use of the
metal head of 54mm Preacher Josef, from the
original Inquisitor game, a metal cherub from
the banner of Sister Celestine, with its wings
cut off and replaced with an enzyme enhancer
(the cherub is hard-wired to the big gun to aid
the aim of the Green Kyngge), a plastic chaos
banner top used as the Kyngge’s Crown, an old
Chaos Warrior cape used as loin cloth and a set
of keys to the Green Room from the amazing
Belasarius Cawl plastic set.
Painting the Green Kyngge was very organic
and pretty fast, aiming for an overall look
that fits into the atmosphere of rest of the
army, more than elaborate painting as I would
normally do with a character of this status.
It was all about getting the atmosphere and
world building aspects right.
I have used different tones of green, brown
and blue as the overall palette with purple,
orange and yellow as additional tones used
in the shading and highlights. For instance, a
very bright yellowish green was used on top of
white highlights to make the green pop even
more. He was painted with big brushes and
sponges for the large areas and more focussed
detailing on his face, cherub and shield.
Haghænne the Witch Queen
Fittingly, Haghænne was made during the
night of the witch in Denmark. She is the Tarot
Reader of Huathe’s Crataegus Court on the
Thorn Moon of Gheal. Haghænne is one of the
most capable Green Mechanicvm Tarot Readers
of the many Thorne Courts of Crataegus, and
her ability to read past, present and future in
the Deck of Thornes was highly influential in
formulating the entire plan of transforming
the Golden Throne into the Green Seat of the
Emperor Reborn during the Pilgrym Game.
She was built by using the Necron Nightbringer
as basis. From there I added a new upper body,
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face and thorn staff, plus a lot of cables to
resemble her Mechanicvm ancestry.

luciferin lamps that glare like dim flashlights
into the dust-filled darkness of the underworld.

Sixten Vreeswijk, Radix Arborea Arch Magos
I wanted to explore the rooted depths of the
Thorn Moons, to uncover the labyrinthine
underworld – and its inhabitants – which
support the forested spires far above. This
turned out to be a bleak world which, like
hive cities, has been built up layer upon
layer, holloway upon holloway, by countless
generations of endemic and enthralled
creatures, serving the ruling courts of both the
Green Mechanicvm and the Elder Ones on the
surface far above.

Harpuneers use air-thrusted harpoons to take
out critters gnawing at root cables high above.

One of the main characters in this exploration
is Sixten Vreeswijk, an immense Radix Arborea
Arch Magos. He is not only one of the most
feared Green Mechanicvm rulers of the boreal
underworld, but is also a walking shrine to
the Green Man, worshipped for Millennia by
millions of souls in the deep.
He has spent most of his many years in the lofty
underground cathedrals of Gheal; a mountain
of lore and gene-wisdom. Assisted by a builtin sentinel to not only monitor oxygenation,
chlorophyll pigment and xylem levels, but also
stir the masses, by controlling the amount of
endorphins released from the Arch Magos.
He was built using a lot of different bits from
the body of a Skaven Hell-Pit Abomination
to Mechanicum artefacts from Belasarius
Cawl. My goal was to get as close to the initial
concept sketch for Belasarius Cawl by John
Blanche, a massive centaur-like creature the
size of a train!
Borealis Sentinels
Occasionally, Radix Arborea Genetors, like
Sixten, come across long-lost holloways
and catacombs that lead into parts of the
labyrinthine deep, which have long since
faded from memory. When this happens, the
Radix Genetors dispatch sentinel teams of
bio-mechanical fauns, satyrs and centaurs
to chart out the rediscovered areas, in search
of forgotten relics from their Crataegian
past. There are an almost endless number of
variations of such explorer sentinels, but some
are more common than others:
01 Haghænne the Witch Queen
02 Sixten Vreeswijk, Radix
Arborea Arch Magos

Illuminators light up the deep crevasses of
the bio-mechanical underworld. They carry

Prodders use different types of electromagnetic staves to zap life back into dead root
cables they come across during the expeditions.
Scentinels sniff out potential routes and
possible leaks of toxic oxygenic gasses during
the expeditions.
Carbo-Carriers are used to carry small packs
of back-up carbon dioxide for the team, as they
venture deep into more inaccessible areas of
the underworld.
Rooters are often used in front of smaller, more
mobile expedition teams to clear out sentinelsized paths through ancient holloways covered
in dense vines, cables and roots.
Huntsmen are skilled shooters that guard the
rest of the expedition team from dangers at a
distance.
Thorn Guards
The Thorn Guards were initially introduced
in the Pilgrym Game, where they travelled to
Terra with Sverre Arrheniusse. For the Thorn
Moons Crusade, I built a handful more. I was
very inspired by an incredible John Blanche
Voodoo Forest drawing with two tree creatures
fighting. I have built similar ambidextrous limbs
on my Thorn Guards, with the intention to
make them look crooked and thorny without
building ‘walking trees’ per se.
The Thorn Guards have been given barked skin.
I had to figure out how to do this and have a
couple of failures behind me. The current
method is a black undercoat, thick blobs of GW
Agrellan Earth, black spray from below and
streaks of white spray from above.
They have been painted in different shades
of greys and browns to indicate that they are
different in age. Green is an underlying colour
on all of them. Right from the different tones
of washes, to the mould and moss growing
in cracks and crevasses of their barked skin.
The metals have been painted with Scale 75
metallics with various amounts of rust and
Verdigris to indicate their old age.
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